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EDITOR S CORNER 

We had a record number of submissions this year, the quality of which were outstanding. We had 
to make tough decisions and we are publishing five. The submissions were from authors from 
around the country.  

The Rocky Mountain Law Journal is listed in both 
Opportunities in Management and in Washington & Lee University Law Journals: Submissions 
& Rankings. This is a significant achievement. Additionally, our Editorial Board has grown and 
includes members from the law school community and non-business law community as well. 
Our website is updated and improved. 

I would like to thank all of you who reviewed for the Rocky Mountain Law Journal this year. 
This includes several new volunteers as well who spent considerable time screening articles and 
providing comprehensive suggestions to make the articles even better.  

Just like last year, for those of you who just came on board I am looking forward to you next 
year as we go through the review, acceptance and editorial process once again so that you can 
provide important input related to article submissions. I would also like to thank the Rocky 
Mountain Academy of Legal Studies in Business conference organizers that continue to support 
our Journal. 

This year’s Volume 4 includes five very high quality articles. We begin Lori Solsma, Amy 
Klemm Verbos and J. Royce Fichtner and their discussion of Regulation G, the SEC and non-
GAAP measures. We then turn to Donna Steslow and her interesting research involving whether 
the buyers of property have legal recourse for property that has had psychological impact in the 
past. Then, we offer Ann Marie Tracey and Carrie Buchanan-Wood’s guidance on how to 
develop an MBA law and ethics course from scratch involving the health industry. Next, David 
Read and Timothy C. Dudley provide an historical and pedagogical perspective on engagement 
ring litigation in the U.S. Finally, Gregory M. Huckabee authors an interesting piece the subject 
of law as a core subject in the U.S. Armed Services Academies as compared with STEM courses.  

Volume 4 has a lot to offer readers. This is due to the hard work by the authors, reviewers and 
editors, alike.   

 

ADAM EPSTEIN 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

OCTOBER 28, 2015 
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IF AT FIRST YOU DON T SUCCEED: SEC COMMENTS REGARDING NON-GAAP DISCLOSURES 

IN REGISTRATION STATEMENTS 

 

By 
 

Lori Solsma, Ph.D.* 
Amy Klemm Verbos, J.D., Ph.D.** 

J. Royce Fichtner, J.D.*** 
 
I. Introduction  
 

In the early 2000’s, the high profile financial scandals at Enron, Adelphia Communications, and
WorldCom sent financial markets reeling. A common theme amongst many of these scandals was 
the dubious practice of using pro forma, or non-GAAP, financial measures to portray a more 
glowing pictureof acompany’s financial condition than would havebeen presented in a financial 
statement presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).1 In July 
of 2002, Congress passed the Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act, 
better known as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (“ the Sox Act” ).2 The Sox Act contained profound 
regulatory changes designed to enhance the reliability and quality of the information included in 
financial reports filed with the SEC.3 Congress addressed the issue of non-GAAP financial 
measures in Section 401(b) of the Sox Act by instructing the SEC to issue rules requiring that pro 
forma financial data not contain material misstatements and that it be reconciled with GAAP 
measures so that investors could readily see the differences and adjustments.4 The SEC responded 
by promulgating Regulation G and amending Regulation S-K, Regulation S-B, and Form 20-F.5  
 
Although the Sox Act has been the focus of much attention and analysis,6 there has been little 
examination of these particular regulatory changes. Thus, we will explore the history of these SEC 
regulations, the SEC’s practice of enforcing these regulations, and case law relative thereto. In

* Assistant Professor of Accounting, Drake University. 
** Assistant Professor of Business Law, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater. 
*** Associate Professor of Business Law, Drake University. 
1 Accounting Reform and Investor Protection: Hearings before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and 
Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. 107-948 (2002) (statement of David M. Walker, Comptroller General of the United 
States U.S. General Accounting Office). 
2 Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-204, 116 Stat. 745. 
3 See Carnero v. Boston Scientific Corp., 433 F.3d 1, 9 (1st Cir. 2006) (“The Sarbanes-Oxley Act [was] designed to 
improve the quality of and transparency in financial reporting and auditing of public companies.” ). 
4 Section 401(b) directs the SEC to  issue rules requiring public companies that present non-GAAP amounts to do so 
in a manner that: (1) does not contain an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary 
in order to make the pro forma financial information, in light of the circumstances under which it is presented, not 
misleading; and (2) reconciles it with the financial condition and results of operations of the issuer under generally 
accepted accounting principles. 
5 Conditions for Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures, Securities Act Release No. 33-8176, Exchange Act Release 
No. 34-47226, 68 Fed. Reg. 4820, 4820-21 (Jan. 30, 2003) (to be codified at 17 C.F.R. pts. 228, 229, 244, 249). 
6 See, e.g., Elaine Harwood & Lara Simmons, The Tenth Anniversary of SOX: Its Impact and Implications for 
Future Securities Litigation and Regulatory Enforcement Activity, Bloomberg BNA Corp. Accountability Rep., 
(July 13, 2012).  



particular, we will identify and categorize current enforcement trends in this area by focusing on 
SEC comment letters directed to companies who made filings for an Initial Private Offering 
(“ IPO”) in 2014. Through this exploration, we identify which compliance issues seem most
pertinent to SEC reviewers and discuss how companies can appropriately use non-GAAP measures 
to inform, rather than mislead, investors.  
 
In an effort to shed light on current compliance issues arising with respect to Regulation G in 
securities practice, we first provide a brief history of Regulation G and then conduct a systematic 
review of relevant SEC comment letters to draft Form S-1, F-1, and S-11 registration statements 
issued to aspirant IPO’s in 2014. The paper concludes with a review of the case law relative to
Regulation G and provides guidance for proper non-GAAP presentations and disclosures, 
potentially reducing exposure to non-GAAP disclosure litigation. 
 
II. History of Regulation G  
 

The passage of the Sox Act and the subsequent promulgation of Regulation G was not the first 
time that the SEC weighed in on the use of non-GAAP disclosures. Alarmed at the increasing use 
of non-GAAP disclosures in earnings releases that may have crossed the line into untrue statements 
or omissions of material facts, the SEC attempted to curtail improper use of non-GAAP disclosures 
with five cautions contained in its2001 releaseentitled “Cautionary AdviceRegarding theUseof
‘Pro Forma’ Financial Information in Earnings Releases.” 7 This release expressed SEC concerns 
over non-GAAP disclosures as potential antifraud violations, the possibility that such disclosures 
might be used unlawfully to mislead investors, and further, that companies must be mindful not to 
omit material facts relative to non-GAAP disclosures.8 The SEC advised that non-GAAP reporting 
misleads investors if the basis for the report is not disclosed,9 a precursor to the more specific 
disclosure requirements of Regulation G.10 Addressing non-GAAP measures in public statements, 
the SEC noted that “a presentation of financial results that is addressed to a limited feature of
financial results or that sets forth calculations of financial results on a basis other than GAAP”
generally will not be misleading “merely due to its deviation from GAAP if the company in the
same public statement discloses in plain English how it has deviated from GAAP and the amounts 
of each of thosedeviations.” 11 Finally, the SEC advised investors to compare pro forma and GAAP 
results along with disclosures before making investment decisions,12 essentially warning investors 
against over-reliance on non-GAAP measures.  
 
The release makes clear that some companies’ use of non-GAAP measures had a strong potential 
to mislead rather than inform investors. Such disclosures became the subject of SEC regulatory 
actions.13 These concerns were taken into account in the legislative process for the Sox Act. Senate 

7 Cautionary Advice Regarding theUseof “Pro Forma” Financial Information in EarningsReleases, Securities Act
Release No. 8039, Exchange Act Release No. 45,124, 66 Fed. Reg. 63,731, 63,732 (Dec. 10, 2001). 
8 Id. 
9 Id. 
10 Conditions for Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures supra note 5, at 4820-21.  
11 Cautionary Advice Regarding theUseof “Pro Forma” Financial Information in EarningsReleases, supra note 7, 
at 63,732. 
12 Id. 
13 See, e.g., In the Matter of Trump Hotels & Casino Resorts, Inc., Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Release No. 
45287 (Jan. 16, 2002), available at https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/34-45287.htm (administrative sanctions 
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Hearings and Reports prior to the Sox Act reveal that Congress acknowledged the value of pro 
forma financial disclosures, but also lamented the fact that companies used pro forma earnings as 
a“creativeway to mislead investors and manipulate investor expectations.” 14  
 
With its passage, the Sox Act compelled the SEC to write a more comprehensive rule than the 
Cautionary Advice. Specifically, Section 401(b) of the Sox Act required promulgation of a rule 
with both prohibitions on misleading disclosures and an affirmative duty to reconcile non-GAAP 
measures to a GAAP measure. Theresulting SEC rule, entitled Regulation G, defines“non-GAAP 
financial measure” as  
 

a numerical measure of a registrant’ s historical or future financial performance, 
financial position or cash flows that: (i) Excludes amounts, or is subject to 
adjustments that have the effect of excluding amounts, that are included in the most 
directly comparable measure calculated and presented in accordance with GAAP 
in the statement of income, balance sheet or statement of cash flows (or equivalent 
statements) of the issuer; or (ii) Includes amounts, or is subject to adjustments that 
have the effect of including amounts, that are excluded from the most directly 
comparable measure so calculated and presented.15  
 

Regulation G, and its corresponding amendments to Regulation S-K and Regulation S-B,16 also 
list several items that the issuer must include in any filing that utilizes a non-GAAP measure.17 
First, the issuer must present, with equal or greater prominence, the most directly comparable 
GAAP financial measure.18 Second, the issuer must include a reconciliation “by scheduleor other
clearly understandable method” of the non-GAAP measure to the “most directly comparable”
GAAP measure.19 Finally, the issuer must include a statement disclosing the reasons why 
management believes the presentation of the non-GAAP measure provides useful financial 
information to investorsregarding thecompany’s financial condition and resultsof operationsand
provide any additional reasons why management uses the non-GAAP measure.20  
 
The SEC then lists several prohibitions relating to the use of non-GAAP measures in SEC filings. 
First, the registrant must not make adjustments that involve cash to a GAAP liquidity measure to 

imposed by consent for misstating pro forma results); Securities and Exchange Commission v. Xerox Corporation, 
Civil Action No. 02-CV-2780 (DLC) (S.D.N.Y.) Release No. 17465 (April 11, 2002), available at 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr17465.htm (settled with a $10 million fine, restatements of financial 
results, and review of its audit procedures).  
14 Accounting Reform and Investor Protection, supra note 1 (statement of Thomas A. Bowman). 
15 17 C.F.R. § 244.101(a)(1) (2015).  
16 Conditions for Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures, Securities Act Release No. 8176, Exchange Act Release 
No. 47,226, 68 Fed. Reg. 4,820, 4,820 (Jan 30, 2003). 
17 The requirements of Item 10 of Regulation S-K also apply to foreign issuers that provide reports using IFRS or 
another home country GAAP just as it does for U.S. companies that apply U.S. GAAP with one exception. A non-
GAAP amount that would be prohibited will bepermitted if “ themeasure is (1) required or expressly permitted by the
standard-setter that establishes theGAAP used in theforeign private issuer’sprimary financial statementsand (2) [is]
included in theforeign private issuer’sannual report or financial statementsused in itshomecountry jurisdiction.” Id.  
18 17 C.F.R. § 229.10(e)(1)(i)(A) (2015). 
19 In re Conditions for Use of Non-GAAP Fin. Matters, SEC Rel. 33-8176, 2003 WL 161117, at *6 (Jan. 22, 2003). 
20 17 C.F.R. § 229.10(e)(1)(i)(C-D) (2015). 



arrive at a non-GAAP liquidity measure.21 This prohibition, however, does not apply to EBIT and 
EBITDA.22 Second, the registrant must not adjust a non-GAAP performance measure in order to 
smooth items the company might wish to identify as non-recurring, infrequent or unusual, but are 
actually likely to recur (or have occurred) within two years.23 Third, the registrant must not present 
non-GAAP measures on the face, or in the accompanying notes, of their GAAP financial 
statements,24 or on the face of any pro forma financial information required to be disclosed by 
Regulation S-X.25 Finally, the registrant must not “ [u]se titles or descriptions of non-GAAP 
financial measures that are the same as, or confusingly similar to, titles or descriptions used for 
GAAP financial measures.” 26 
 
The following section describes how the SEC stringently enforces these provisions, with a 
particular emphasis on how the SEC applies these provisions to companies making an IPO. 
 
III.  Review of SEC Comment Letters 
 

The SEC reviews draft filings of corporations seeking to enter public stock markets to monitor and 
enhance compliance with securities laws and regulations.27 When SEC staff determines that there 
are issues regarding disclosures, including non-GAAP disclosures, the staff sends a comment letter 
to the registrant expressing the concerns.28 The registrant then may respond to the comment letter 
and/or amend the draft filing.29 This correspondence provides evidence of the SEC’s concerns
regarding compliance with non-GAAP disclosure regulations, the areas where proposed filings fall 
short of the SEC’s expectations with respect to such disclosures, and what specifically the SEC 
recommends that a registrant should change in order to be perceived to be in compliance.30 The 
regulations and guidance most cited in the comment letters include Regulation G,31 Regulation S-
K,32 and Compliance & Disclosure Interpretations,33 all of which apply to the use of non-GAAP 
disclosures in SEC IPO filings. In order to explore how the SEC views and interprets the use of 
non-GAAP disclosures, we review comment letters issued to firms registering for an Initial Public 
Offering (IPO) using forms S-1, S-11, and F-1 in the year 2014. This review provides insight into 

21 Id. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(A). 
22 Id.  
23 Id. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(B). 
24 Id. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(C). 
25 Id. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(D). 
26 Id. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(E). 
27 SEC Division of Corporate Finance, Filing Review Process, http://www.sec.gov/corpfin/Article/filing-review-
process---corp-fin.html (last visited Aug. 19, 2015). The SEC makes clear that its approval of a filing is not an 
assurance of completeness or accuracy the burden of which rests on the company and its advisors, nor is it a 
recommendation to investors regarding the stock in question. Id. 
28 Id. 
29 Id. 
30 Id. 
31 17 C.F.R. § 244.100 - 244.102 (2015). 
32 Id. § 229.10. 
33 Compliance & Disclosure Interpretations (hereinafter C&DIs) are views of SEC staff on the meaning of rules and 
regulations. C&DIs are not rules or regulations, have not been approved by the Commission, and do not carry the 
force of law. There are two C&DIs that pertain to non-GAAP disclosures: Non-GAAP Financial Measures (last 
updated July 8, 2011), https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/nongaapinterp.htm (last visited July 11, 
2015) and Regulation S-K (last updated May 17, 2013), https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/regs-
kinterp.htm (last visited visited July 11, 2015).  
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how the SEC interprets and applies the aforementioned rules in the context of a new IPO. This 
review also serves to assess whether and to what extent concerns remain over the use of non-
GAAP disclosures.  
 

A. Issues with Affirmative Disclosures 
 

As mentioned above, Regulation G and the corresponding amendments to Regulation S-K provides 
a list of affirmative disclosures that must be included in any filing that utilizes a non-GAAP 
financial measure.34 Our review of SEC comment letters issued to companies registering for an 
IPO in 2014 revealed six general categories of comments pertaining to these affirmative 
disclosures.  
 

1. Clearly Identify the Use of Non-GAAP Measures 
 

Several SEC comment letters illustrate the SEC’s interest in verifying that a company clearly
indicate each time it is reporting a non-GAAP measure and appropriately define each non-GAAP 
measure. For example, the SEC questioned The Habit Restaurants, Inc. on its use of the terms, 
“strong restaurant-level financial results, high returns on invested capital, and cash-on-cash 
returns,” in its draft Form S-1 registration statement and advised the company to define the terms 
and provide relevant non-GAAP disclosures or, alternatively, eliminate the terms.35 Likewise, in 
a comment letter to the Medical Transcription Billing Corporation, the SEC admonished the 
company for using the term “profit margin” when it excluded indirect expenses to arrive at the 
amount reported because the method of calculation resulted in a non-GAAP measure that needed 
to be distinguished as such.36 In another example, National General Holdings Corporation reported 
“net operating expense ratio and net combined ratio” in its draft Form S-1, and the SEC objected 
to its reduction of expenses in the ratios by service and fee income unless the amounts were 
recognized as non-GAAP measures.37 When National General Holdings Corporation’s reply
argued that the amounts disclosed were GAAP amounts,38 the SEC reiterated its objection, stating 
that “GAAP does not permit the netting of revenues against expense items.” 39  
 
These letters demonstrate the SEC’s intense level of scrutiny in determining whether calculation
disclosures are made in accordance with GAAP. These letters also reveal that the SEC will not 
hesitate to cajole registrants to make changes to the disclosures when adjustments are made to a 
GAAP measure, resulting in a non-GAAP amount. Other letters reveal the SEC’s concern about 
registration statements that evoke non-GAAP measures without making appropriate disclosures to 
back up the statements. Examples of such SEC comment letters include companies that used the 

34 17 C.F.R. § 229.10(e)(1)(i) (2015). 
35 Letter from Justin Dobbie, SEC Comm’n Legal Branch Chief, to The Habit Restaurants, Inc., at 5 (Oct. 1, 2014),
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1617977/000000000014049383/filename1.pdf.  
36 Letter from Mark P. Shuman, SEC Branch Chief – Legal, to Medical Transcription Billing, Corp., at 1 (Jan. 9, 
2014), available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1582982/000000000014001225/filename1.pdf. 
37 Letter from Jeffrey P. Riedler, SEC Assistant Director, to National General Holdings Corp., at 4 (Dec.13, 2013), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1578735/000000000013067858/filename1.pdf.  
38 Letter from Locke Lord, LLP, Attorneys for National General Holdings Corp., to the SEC, at 25-26 (Dec. 24, 
2013), available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1578735/000119312513483948/filename1.htm. 
39 Letter from Jeffrey P. Riedler, SEC Assistant Director, to National General Holdings Corp., at 3 (Jan.17, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1578735/000000000014002726/filename1.pdf. 



terms“DistributableCash Flow” 40 or “dollar-based net expansion rate” 41 without providing proper 
non-GAAP disclosures. 
 
The comment letters also show that the SEC finds it important for registrants to make the non-
GAAP disclosures and reconciliations for each such measure rather than attempt to be more 
general in its disclosures. NextEra Energy Partners, LP reported the appropriate disclosures 
associated with a non-GAAP amount for Adjusted EBITDA but did not do the same for Adjusted 
EBITDA attributable to NextEra Energy Partners, LP.42 The SEC noted the need to “ incorporate 
this amount in your non-GAAP reconciliation . . . and include related non-GAAP disclosures.” 43 
Much like its comments to the NextEra Energy Partners draft registration statement, the SEC 
noted44 that Upland Software, Inc. discussed Adjusted EBITDA as a non-GAAP amount but did 
not do the same for EBITDA.45  
 
2. Explain the Decision to Present a Non-GAAP Measure 
 
SEC regulations clearly indicate that registrants are to explain why they believe each non-GAAP 
financial measure is important to investors and how management uses the non-GAAP measure.46 
SEC comment letters on these requirements tend to center on incomplete or missing explanations. 
For example, C1 Financial, Inc. stated in its registration statement that, “We believe these non-
GAAP financial measures provide useful information to management and investors that is 
supplementary to our financial condition, results of operations and cash flows computed in 
accordance with GAAP . . .” 47 Thus, it provided information regarding management’s use of the
non-GAAP measures but the SEC took issue with the statement because it did not give any reason 
why thedisclosure isuseful to investors. Similarly, the SEC found El Pollo Loco Holdings, Inc.’s
explanation that Adjusted EBITDA is frequently used by securities analysts, investors, and other 
interested parties to evaluate companies in their industry was too general and asked for more 
specific information regarding why management believes this measure is useful.48 In another 
instance, Townsquare Media, LLC’s draft registration statement explained management’s use of
non-GAAP measures as follows: 
 

40 Letter from Pamela Long, SEC Assistant Director, to Westlake Chemical Partners LP, at 4 (May 22, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1604665/000000000014026419/filename1.pdf. 
41 Letter from Jay Ingram, SEC Legal Branch Chief, to Zendesk, Inc., at 5 (Mar. 13, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1463172/000000000014012870/filename1.pdf.  
42 NextEra Energy Partners, LP, Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 22, 93 (April 4, 2014). Adjusted 
EBITDA attributable to NextEra Energy Partners, LP includes amounts from subsidiaries. 
43 Letter from Mara L. Ransom, SEC Assistant Director, to NextEra Energy Partners, at 3 (May 2, 2014), available 
at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1603145/000000000014022727/filename1.pdf. 
44 Letter from Stephen Krikorian, SEC Accounting Branch Chief, to Upland Software, Inc., at 2 (June 9, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1505155/000000000014029316/filename1.pdf. 
45 Upland Software, Inc., Confidential Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 10 (May 13, 2014). 
46 17 C.F.R. § 229.10 (e)(2)(i-ii) (2015). 
47 C1 Financial, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 43 (June 2, 2014). 
48 Letter from John Dana Brown, SEC Attorney-Advisor, to El Pollo Loco Holdings, Inc., at 4-5 (May 22, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606366/000000000014026439/filename1.pdf. For another 
example of an insufficient explanation of the use of the term EBITDA, see Letter from Maryse Mills-Apenteng, 
SEC Special Counsel, to iDreamSky Technology Limited, at 3 (May 8, 2014),  available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1600527/000000000014023718/filename1.pdf. 
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We use Contribution, EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA to facilitate company-to-
company operating performance comparisons by backing out potential differences 
caused by variations in capital structures (affecting net interest expense), taxation 
and the age and book depreciation of facilities and equipment (affecting relative 
depreciation expense), which may vary for different companies for reasons 
unrelated to operating performance.49 
 

The SEC requested that Townsquare disclose additional purposes for which management used the 
listed non-GAAP financial measures and provided the example of “whether any of your non-
GAAP financial measures [we]reused in your compensation program.” 50  
 
When a company uses more than one non-GAAP measure, the SEC also verifies that the 
explanations of usefulness address each measure separately. For example, INC Research Holdings, 
Inc. presented several non-GAAP measures (EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted Net Income 
and pro forma Adjusted Net Income) and provided the following statement: 
 

Management believes that these non-GAAP measures provide useful supplemental 
information to management and investors regarding the underlying performance of 
our business operations. Management also believes that these measures are more 
indicative of our core operating results as they exclude certain items whose 
fluctuations from period-to-period do not necessarily correspond to changes in the 
core operations of the business.51 
 

The statements were not problematic, but the SEC found the explanation did not distinguish 
between the usefulness of the various measures and recommended an “explanation of each 
measure on a stand-alone basis.” 52 After INC amended the draft registration statement by making 
an expanded explanation, the SEC issued a comment letter requesting a clarification of how the 
board’s use of Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted Net Incomediffers from useby management.53  
 
Taken together, these comment letters demonstrate that general language about usefulness of non-
GAAP measures is insufficient and make clear that there must be some information about a benefit 
from each non-GAAP measure in order to include it in a registration statement. Companies are 
wise to be as specific as possible in making these disclosures. 
 
3.  Prominence and Equal Analysis 
 
Regulation G requires that a registrant choosing to disclose non-GAAP measures must present, 
“with equal or greater prominence, the most directly comparable financial measure or measures 

49 Townsquare Media, LLC, Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 19 (May 9, 2014). 
50 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to Townsquare Media, LLC, at 4 (June 4, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499832/000000000014028767/filename1.pdf. 
51 INC Research Holdings, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 57 (July 17, 2014). 
52 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to INC Research Holdings, Inc., at 4 (Aug.13, 2014), available 
at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1610950/000000000014041207/filename1.pdf. 
53 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to INC Research Holdings, Inc., at 2 (Sept. 4, 2014), available 
at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1610950/000000000014044347/filename1.pdf. 



calculated and presented” in accordance with GAAP.54 This requirement sparked a large number 
of comment letters.  
 
While some of the comment letters only provide vague directions to increase the prominence of 
the GAAP measure,55 most provide specific guidance. For example, in one letter the SEC found it 
was insufficient to make only one GAAP disclosure when a non-GAAP disclosure is made more 
than once in the filing. In this instance, Malibu Boats, Inc. had reported “ significant growth in net 
sales and profitability over the last several years. For our fiscal year ended June 30, 2013, net sales 
and Adjusted EBITDA were $167.0 million and $31.8 million, respectively . . .” 56 The SEC 
commented that profitability should not be considered only in terms of a non-GAAP amount. It 
advised Malibu Boats, Inc. to disclose net sales and net income or loss as the comparable GAAP 
measurewhenever “Adjusted EBITDA” is disclosed.57  
 
Likewise, Medical Transcription Billing Corporation stated that the acquisition of additional 
medical customers resulted in an increase in EBITDA in the first three months of ownership.58 To 
supplement the non-GAAP disclosure, the company reported a decrease in operating expenses but 
did not disclose information regarding net income.59 The SEC directed the company to provide the 
most directly comparable GAAP measure (net income).60 Similarly, OM Asset Management 
Limited reported its Economic Net Income (ENI) revenues and pre-tax ENI (non-GAAP amounts) 
without mention of a GAAP amount.61 The SEC responded that “considering the prominence of
such measures, please revise your disclosure (either narratively or within a table) to present with 
equal prominenceyour U.S. GAAPrevenueand U.S. GAAPnet income. . .” 62 In its initial attempt 
to comply, OM Asset Management Limited added another non-GAAP amount to its filing rather 
than the most comparable GAAP revenue amount. The company reported “ U.S. GAAP revenues 
from continuing operations attributable to controlling interests,” an amount that excludes revenue 
from consolidated funds attributable to non-controlling interests.63 The SEC disallowed this too.  
 
Registrants would be well advised to disclose the most comparable GAAP measure as a prominent 
accompaniment to a non-GAAP measure. In one final example, Sabre Corporation had presented 
a non-GAAPliquidity measure, “adjusted freecash flow,” and theGAAPliquidity measure, “cash

54 17 C.F.R. § 229.10(e)(1)(i)(A) (2015). 
55 Israel Chemicals Ltd., Confidential Draft Registration Statement (Form F-1), at 13-14 (March 26, 2014). When 
Israel Chemicals LTD presented a summary of historical financial data, it presented a table that began with Income 
Statement Data, followed by Cash Flow Data, and concluding with Other Data containing only Adjusted EBITDA (a 
non-GAAP amount), the SEC merely requested that thecompany revise its filing to “present theconsolidated
balance sheet data more prominently than the non-GAAP measure.”  
56 Malibu Boats, Inc., Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 2 (Dec. 13, 2013). 
57 Letter from Susan Block, SEC Attorney-Advisor, to Malibu Boats, Inc., at 2, (Jan. 3, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1590976/000000000014000394/filename1.pdf. 
58 Medical Transcription Billing Corp., Confidential Draft Registration Statement No. 2 (Form S-1), at 50 (Nov.12, 
2013). 
59 Id. 
60 Letter from Mark P. Shuman, SEC Branch Chief – Legal, to Medical Transcription Billing, Corp., at 3 (Dec. 4, 
2013), available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1582982/000000000013066358/filename1.pdf. 
61 OM Asset Management Limited, Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 2-3 (June 30, 2014). 
62 Letter from Suzanne Hayes, SEC Assistant Director, to OM Asset Management Limited, at 2 (July 28, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1611702/000000000014038286/filename1.pdf. 
63 OM Asset Management Limited, Registration Statement (Form S-1A), at 11 (Aug. 18, 2014). 
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provided by operating activities.” 64 TheSEC responsewas that Sabreshould “revise to includeall
three major categories of thestatements of cash flows with equal or greater prominence.” 65  
 
When assessing prominence, the SEC also gives considerable weight to the location of the non-
GAAP disclosure within the public filing. For example, Paramount Group, Inc. reported “Cash
NOI,” 66 a non-GAAP amount, in a table headed with the title “ Income Statement.” All other
subheadings in the table contained common GAAP income statement items. This unusual 
presentation appeared in other respects to be in accordance with GAAP, i.e., the other items were 
ordered in a typical income statement format. The registrant placed Cash NOI after operating 
expenses and before other income (expense) items.67 The SEC commented that the intertwining of 
the non-GAAP amount with GAAP amounts in this manner gives undue prominence to the non-
GAAPmeasureand advised Paramount to “ reviseto present and discussCash NOI separately after
the GAAP discussion.” 68 In another example, when Zoe’s Kitchen, Inc. reported EBITDA and
Adjusted EBITDA four pages before presenting the results of operations, the SEC commented that 
the “current presentation appears to giveundue prominence to the non-GAAP financial measure”
and recommended presenting the non-GAAP amounts after the results of operations.69  
  
Repetitive use of the same non-GAAP measures also caught the attention of the SEC. When PRA 
Health Sciences, Inc. reported Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted net income in the Summary 
Historical and Pro Forma Financial Data and in the Selected Historical Consolidated Financial 
Data40 pages later in thefiling, theSEC commented that “such duplicativedisclosuresmay foster
unduerelianceon thesemeasures.” 70 Finally, the letters also show that the SEC correlates the level 
of the information with prominence. In short, a registrant must give the GAAP measure at the same 
level of detail as the non-GAAP measure. An example of this occurred in Summit Material Inc.’s
draft Form S-1 registration statement. Summit presented regional financial information in the form 
of a non-GAAP measure (Adjusted EBITDA) without including a GAAP amount.71 The SEC 
requested “a presentation of the US GAAP most directly comparable financial measure(s) with
equal or greater prominence” for each regional disclosure.72  
 
Taken together, these comment letters demonstrate that the SEC is very sensitive to the level of 
prominence given to non-GAAP financial measures. Registrants are advised to avoid presenting 
non-GAAP measures first, not to comingle GAAP and non-GAAP measures, and not to repeat 

64 Sabre Corporation, Amendment No. 3 to Registration Statement, (Form S-1), at 70 (Mar. 26, 2014). 
65 Letter from Mark P. Shuman, SEC Branch Chief – Legal, to Sabre Corporation, at 1 (Apr. 1, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1597033/000000000014016245/filename1.pdf. The three major categories 
in a Statement of Cash Flows are operating activities, investing activities, and financing activities. 
66 Cash NOI means Cash Net Operating Income. It differs from Operating Income, a GAAP measure, which is 
income from goods and/or services less operating expenses. 
67 Paramount Group, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-11), at 72 (May 14, 2014). 
68 Letter from Kristina Aberg, SEC Senior Counsel, to Paramount Group, Inc., at 4 (June 11, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1605607/000000000014029815/filename1.pdf. 
69 Letter from Max A. Webb, SEC Assistant Director, to Zoe’sKitchen, Inc., at 25 (Jan. 24, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594879/000000000014003978/filename1.pdf. 
70 Letter from John Reynolds, SEC Assistant Director, to PRA Health Sciences, Inc., at 1-2 (Oct.1, 2014), available 
at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1613859/000000000014049331/filename1.pdf. 
71 Summit Materials, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 18-20 (Oct. 9, 2014). 
72 Letter from Pamela Long, SEC Assistant Director, to Summit Materials, Inc., at 3-4 (Nov. 5, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1621563/000000000014055378/filename1.pdf. 



non-GAAP disclosures in a registration statement if the disclosures draw too much attention to the 
non-GAAP measures vis-à-vis the GAAP financial statements and measures.  
 
4.  Special Attention to Performance or Liquidity Measures 
 
The next set of comment letters illustrates the SEC’s view of the importance of distinguishing
whether a disclosure is a performance or liquidity measure and providing an appropriate 
reconciliation. When Adeptus Health Inc., stated in its draft Form S-1 registration statement that 
Adjusted EBITDA “ is a key metric used by management to assess our financial performance,” 73 
it sent a strong signal to investors to consider this non-GAAP measure important. But it was not 
until later in the draft registration statement that Adeptus Health stated “Adjusted EBITDA is a
non-GAAP measure of our financial performance or liquidity.” 74 The SEC recommended that it 
clarify this disclosure by consistently referring to the measure as a financial performance measure 
and/or a liquidity measure.75  
 
In its draft registration statement, Neff Corporation stated that EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA 
  

provide additional information to investors because securities analysts, noteholders 
and other investors use these non-GAAP financial measures as important measures 
of assessing our operating performance across periods on a consistent basis, our 
ongoing ability to meet our obligations and manage our levels of indebtedness and 
our liquidity and covenant compliance to evaluate the relative risk of an investment 
in our securities.76 
  

Neff reconciled the two non-GAAP measures to net income.77 However, because the company’s
narrative indicated that these two measures were useful in assessing performance and liquidity, the 
SEC asked Neff to also “ include a reconciliation of both non-GAAP measures from operating cash 
flows prepared in accordance with US GAAP, or remove the references that imply the two non-
GAAP measures are liquidity measures.” 78 Reference must not be made to a specific type of 
measure without a corresponding reconciliation to that same type of GAAP measure.   
 
In its draft registration statement, Townsquare Media, LLC reconciled Free Cash Flow79 to net 
income and in the narrative, Townsquare stated “we present . . . Free Cash Flow because we 
believe that it [is] useful for investors to analyze disclosures of our operating results . . .” 80 The 
adjustments, however, involved amounts that will use cash.81 TheSEC’sresponse impliesthat this

73 Adeptus Health Inc. Draft Registration Statement, (Form S-1), at 16-17 (Mar. 14, 2014). Note that in the draft 
registration statement, Adjusted EBITDA is reconciled to net income, a performance measure. 
74 Id. 
75 Letter from Jeffrey P. Riedler, SEC Assistant Director, to Adeptus Health Inc., at 4 (Apr. 10, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1602367/000000000014018306/filename1.pdf. 
76 Neff Corporation Amendment No. 1 to Registration Statement, (Form S-1), at 19 (Oct. 14, 2014). 
77 Id. 
78 Letter from Pamela Long, SEC Assistant Director, to Neff Corporation, at 1 (Oct. 22, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1617667/000000000014052579/filename1. 
79 Free Cash Flow is not a defined GAAP measure. However, many analysts calculate the measure as operating cash 
flow minus capital expenditures. 
80 Townsquare Media, LLC Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 19 (May 9, 2014). 
81 Adjustments that involve the cash portion of an expense but not the accrual portion of and expense are unusual. 
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was a misleading characterization because it asked Townsquare to explain “how Free Cash Flow 
that excludes net cash interest expense, capital expenditures and cash paid for taxes is a measure 
of performance.” 82 In a later comment letter, the SEC noted that Townsquare makes reference to 
Free Cash Flow as a measure of liquidity and recommended reconciling this measure to cash flows 
from operating activities.83  
 
These letters suggest that companies take care in how they characterize non-GAAP measures and 
to make appropriate disclosures when suggesting that a non-GAAP measure be used as a measure 
of performance or liquidity. This point is further illustrated by correspondence relative to USD 
PartnersLP’sForm S-1 draft registration statement. USD stated that Adjusted EBITDA is used by 
management and external users to assess operating performance and generate cash flows for 
various purposes.84 The SEC recommended clarifying the primary purpose of the disclosure and 
reconcileto theappropriateGAAPmeasure. Specifically, theSEC advised USD, “ if you determine
that the non-GAAP measure is primarily used as a liquidity measure, the three major categories of 
the statements of cash flows should also bepresented.” 85 Another similar instance occurred when 
Westlake Chemical Partners LP disclosed distributable cash flow,86 a non-GAAP measure, in its 
draft registration statement.87 TheSEC commented that “ it appears likely that themeasurewill be
understood by investors to reflect the amount of 2013 cash flow that could have been distributed 
to the unit holders.” 88 The SEC further stated: “ If you determine that your non-GAAP measure is 
a liquidity measure, then you must include reconciliation to GAAP operating cash flows or the 
most directly comparable pro formameasure . . .” 89 
 
5. Imprecise Reconciliation  
 

Regulation G includes an affirmative duty to reconcile non-GAAP measures to the most directly 
comparable GAAP measures.90 The SEC has commented to several registrants about the need to 
be precise and complete by including reconciliations for each non-GAAP disclosure and for each 
year involved. For instance, IMS Health Holdings, Inc. reported a non-GAAP amount for the 2013 
year while providing reconciliations to the most directly comparable GAAP measure for the two 
prior years, leading the SEC to request a proper reconciliation for 2013.91 In another situation, The 
Joint Corp. presented EBITDA in its draft registration statement but the SEC noted that it failed to 

82 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to Townsquare Media, LLC, at 4 (June 4, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499832/000000000014028767/filename1.pdf. 
83 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to Townsquare Media, LLC, at 3 (July 3, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499832/000000000014033731/filename1.pdf. 
84 USD Partners LP Draft Registration Statement Amendment No. 1, (Form S-1) at 86-87 (June 17, 2014). 
85 Letter from Susan Block, SEC Attorney-Advisor, to USD Partners LP, at 8 (July 11, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1610682/000000000014035160/filename1.pdf.  
86 The measure is reconciled from net income and adjustments include several cash amounts such as expansion 
capital expenditures, maintenance capital expenditures, and others. Westlake Chemical Partners LP Amendment No. 
1 to Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 48 (June 6, 2014). 
87 Id. 
88 Letter from Pamela Long, SEC Assistant Director, to Westlake Chemical Partners LP, at 2 (June 20, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1604665/000000000014031497/filename1.pdf. 
89 Id. 
90 17 C.F.R. §229.10(e)(1)(i)(B) (2015). 
91 Letter from Barbara C. Jacobs, SEC Assistant Director, to IMS Health Holdings, Inc., at 2 (Jan. 29, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1595262/000000000014004860/filename1.pdf. 



reconcile it to the most directly comparable GAAP measure.92 Shake Shack Inc. reconciled two 
non-GAAP amounts (EBITA and Adjusted EBITDA) but the SEC commented that it failed to do 
so for Shack-level operating profit margin.93 Shake Shack Inc. responded to the comment by 
providing a computation of the non-GAAP measure, calling it a reconciliation.94 The SEC repeated 
its request for reconciliation “ to the most directly comparable GAAPoperating profit measure.” 95  
 
Summit Materials, Inc. presented regional Adjusted EBITDA, but only provided a reconciliation 
for the total Adjusted EBITDA.96 The SEC requested matching “a reconciliation of Adjusted 
EBITDA from thesegment profit measureused . . . for each segment and each period presented.” 97 
Townsquare Media, LLC describes the non-GAAP amount, Contribution, as net income less a list 
of various costs and expenses. The non-GAAP amount EBITDA is then described as Contribution 
less corporate expenses. However, net income is reconciled directly to EBITDA without reference 
to Contribution.98 By leaving Contribution out of the reconciliation, the SEC deemed the 
explanation incomplete, so it recommended “revising the reconciliation to begin with the total
Contribution amount to arrive at Adjusted EBITDA.” 99 Taken together, these comments clarify 
that specific, appropriate, matching GAAP measures are needed to comply with Regulation G’s
reconciliation requirement. 
 
6. Uniform Definitions of Non-GAAP Measures 
 
EBIT and EBITDA are common non-GAAP performance measures presented in many registration 
statements. The SEC subjects these measures to a uniform definition to avoid misunderstandings 
across companies about the meaning of the measures.100 Further, the SEC interpretation states 
“measures that are calculated differently than those described as EBIT and EBITDA . . . should
not be characterized as EBIT or EBITDA and their titles should be distinguished from EBIT or 
EBITDA.” 101 This was an issue with Alion Science and Technology Corporation’s draft
registration statement that reported EBITDA. Its reconciliation from net income to EBITDA 
included the expected adjustments, interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization, along with two 
others, gain on asset sales and debt extinguishment gain.102 Accordingly, the SEC advised Alion 

92 Letter from Mark P. Shuman, SEC Branch Chief – Legal, to The Joint Corp., at 4 (Aug.7, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1612630/000000000014040210/filename1.pdf. 
93 Letter from J. Nolan McWilliams, SEC Attorney-Advisor, to Shake Shack Inc., at 2 (Oct. 27, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1620533/000000000014053458/filename1.pdf. 
94 The computation started with Shack-level sales and subtracting operating costs and expenses to arrive at Shack-
level operating profit.  
95 Letter from J. Nolan McWilliams, SEC Attorney-Advisor, to Shake Shack Inc., at 2-3 (Nov. 24, 2014), available 
at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1620533/000000000014059898/filename1.pdf. 
96 Summit Materials, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 18-20 (Oct. 9, 2014). 
97 Letter from Pamela Long, SEC Assistant Director, to Summit Materials, Inc., at 3-4 (Nov. 5, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1621563/000000000014055378/filename1.pdf. 
98 Townsquare Media, LLC, Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 17-18 (June 24, 2014). 
99 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to Townsquare Media, LLC, at 2 (July 3, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499832/000000000014033731/filename1.pdf. 
100 TheSEC describesearningsas “net income aspresented in the statement of operationsunder GAAP.” EBIT is
described as “earningsbefore interest and taxesand EBITDA as “earningsbefore interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization.” SEC C&DIs, Non-GAAP Financial Measures, at Question 103.01 (last updated July 8, 2011), 
available at https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/nongaapinterp.htm. 
101 Id. 
102 Alion Science and Technology Corporation, Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 54-55 (Feb. 13, 2014). 
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to “revise the non-GAAP measure you present as EBITDA to only include adjustments for items 
contemplated by its acronym or revise the title of the non-GAAP measure you present to convey 
theadditional adjustments.” 103  
 
A similar issue arose when Townsquare Media, LLC included transaction and other restructuring 
costs, and an adjustment called “other” in its reconciliation of net income to EBITDA.104 The SEC 
commented “Measures that arecalculated differently than those described asEBITDA . . . should
not becharacterized asEBITDA and their titlesshould bedistinguished fromEBITDA.” 105 Upland 
Software, Inc. provides another example where net income was reconciled to EBITDA.106 The 
adjustments include, interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization, discontinued operations and other 
(income) expense.107 The SEC stated that the EBITDA subtotal did not meet the definition of 
EBITDA and advised Upland Software to “revise the presentation accordingly or discontinue the
presentation of such subtotal.” 108  
 
In another instance, Euronav NV defined EBITDA as“operating earningsbefore interest expense,
income taxes and depreciation expense attributable to the Company before taking into account 
share of profit (loss) of equity accounted investees.” 109 Similarly, the SEC advised the company 
“ to either eliminate the adjustment for your share of profit and loss of equity accounted investees
or alternatively, revise to label this measure as Adjusted EBITDA.” 110 Freshpet, Inc.’s draft
registration statement disclosed EBITDA defining it as “profit (loss) adjusted by interest, taxes,
depreciation, amortization and feeson debt guarantee.” 111 TheSEC stated that the“adjustment for 
feeson debt guarantee . . . doesnot conform to the. . . specifically defined measure, EBITDA.” 112 
Parsley Energy, Inc. provided a list of eight adjustments in the company’s reconciliation from net
income to Adjusted EBITDA.113 Taxes were not in the list of adjustments. Therefore, the SEC 
asked Parsley to rename this measure to avoid confusion or revise it to include an adjustment for 
income taxes.114  
 

103 Letter from Pamela A. Long, SEC Assistant Director, to Alion Science and Technology Corp., at 6 (Mar. 12, 
2014), available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1393090/000000000014012655/filename1.pdf. 
104 Townsquare Media, LLC, Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 20 (May 9, 2014). 
105 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to Townsquare Media, at 4 (June 4, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499832/000000000014028767/filename1.pdf. 
106 Upland Software, Inc., Confidential Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 11 (May 13, 2014). 
107 Id. 
108 Letter from Stephen Krikorian, SEC Accounting Branch Chief, to Upland Software, Inc., at 2 (June 9, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1505155/000000000014029316/filename1.pdf. 
109 Euronav NV, Draft Registration Statement (Form F-1), at 50-51 (April 29, 2014). 
110 Letter from Susan Block, SEC Attorney-Advisor, to Euronav NV, at 4-5 (May 23, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1604481/000000000014026623/filename1.pdf. 
111 Freshpet, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 10, 12 (June 27, 2014). 
112 Letter from H. Roger Schwall, SEC Assistant Director, to Freshpet, Inc., at 3 (July 25, 2104), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1611647/000000000014037957/filename1.pdf. 
113 Parsley Energy, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 18 (Dec.20, 2013). 
114 Letter from H. Roger Schwall, SEC Assistant Director, to Parsley Energy, Inc., at 3 (Jan. 17, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1594466/000000000014002863/filename1.pdf. 



B. Violation of Specific Prohibitions 
 
As mentioned above, Regulation G and the corresponding amendments to Regulation S-K provide 
a list of prohibitions pertaining to the use of non-GAAP financial measures.115 Our review of SEC 
comment letters issued to companies registering for an IPO in 2014 revealed five general 
categories of comments where the SEC provided suggestions so that companies would not run 
afoul of these prohibitions.  
 

1. Excluding Charges or Liabilities That Will Require Cash Settlement 
 
The first of these prohibitions states that 
  

a registrant must not exclude charges or liabilities that required, or will require, 
cash settlement, or would have required cash settlement absent an ability to settle 
in another manner, from non-GAAP liquidity measures, other than the measures 
earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) and earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA).116 
 

However, a company may disclose such a non-GAAP measure if it is contained in a material 
covenant in its credit agreement.117 The disclosure must include the terms of the agreement, 
compliance requirements, and the effects of compliance or non-compliance.118 This requirement 
informs investors about how frequently the registrant reports the non-GAAP measure to the 
financial institution providing it with credit, as well as the level or ratio it is required to maintain, 
and thepenalties for noncompliancesignal how important themeasure is to theregistrant’sability
to obtain credit. Zayo Group Holdings, Inc.’s registration statement provides an example where 
this subsection was raised.119 TheSEC disallowed theuseof themeasure“ levered freecash flow,”
defined “as net cash flows provided by operating activities minus purchases of property and 
equipment, net of stimulus grants received.” 120  They took issue with this because the purchase of 
property and equipment will require cash settlement and, as a result, asked Zayo to explain “why
you areusing ameasure that excludes thecost of acquisitions to illustrate your cash flow.” 121  
 
2. Recurring and Non-Recurring Items 
 
The second prohibition states that the registrant must not adjust a non-GAAP performance measure 
in order to smooth items the company might wish to identify as non-recurring, infrequent or 
unusual, but are actually likely to recur (or have occurred) within two years.122 This is to curtail 
potentially misleading disclosures from characterizing recurring items as non-recurring when 
adjusting a non-GAAP measure. SEC interpretations make clear that the basis for the prohibition 

115 17 C.F.R. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(2015). 
116 Id. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(A). 
117 SEC C&DIs, Non-GAAP Financial Measures, supra note 100, at Question 102.09. 
118 Id. 
119 Zayo Group Holdings, Inc., Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 13-14, (July 2, 2014). 
120 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to Zayo Group Holdings, Inc., at 3 (July 29, 2014), available 
at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1608249/000000000014038502/filename1.pdf. 
121 Id. 
122 17 C.F.R. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(B) (2015). 
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is the description of the adjustment rather than the nature of the adjustment.123 In other words, 
registrants can make adjustments for items that are recurring, frequently occur, or are usual in 
amount. The prohibition is describing an adjustment as “non-recurring, infrequent or unusual 
unlessit meetsthespecified criteria.” 124 We uncovered two 2014 instances where the SEC invoked 
this prohibition. In its Form S-1 draft registration statement, Inovalon Holdings, Inc. made 
adjustments to Adjusted EBITDA for “non-comparable items.” 125 The SEC questioned whether 
these adjustments were truly non-recurring or infrequent.126 Sportsman’s Warehouse Holdings,
Inc. also ran afoul of this prohibition when it defined Adjusted EBITDA as 
  

net income plus interest expense, income tax expense (benefit), depreciation and 
amortization, bankruptcy-related expenses (benefit) and certain one-time, non-
recurring expenses such as expenses related to the acquisition of ten stores in fiscal 
year 2013, start-up costs for our e-commerce platform and pre-opening 
expenses[.]127  

 
Importantly, Sportsman’sWarehousereported start-up costs in two of three years and pre-opening 
expenses in all three years that were presented. Based on the recurrence of these items, the SEC 
recommended “refrain[ing] from referring to these charges as one-time non-recurring items.” 128 
 
3. Placement of Non-GAAP Items in GAAP Financial Statements 
 
The next prohibition pertains to placement of non-GAAP items in GAAP financial statements. 
Item 10(e)(1)(ii)(C) of Regulation S-K states that “a registrant must not present non-GAAP 
financial measures on the face of the registrant's financial statements prepared in accordance with 
GAAP or in the accompanying notes.” 129 Similarly, Item 10(e)(1)(ii)(D) of Regulation S-K states 
that “a registrant must not present non-GAAP financial measures on the face of any pro 
forma financial information required to be disclosed by Article 11 of Regulation S-X . . .”130 
Introducing non-GAAP measures into GAAP financial statements (or the notes to the statements) 
could potentially confuse investors about what is or is not in accordance with GAAP, or give 
prominence to non-GAAP measures. We identified two examples in the 2014 SEC comment letters 
to Form S-1 registration statements. In the first, OM Asset Management Limited reported 
economic net income (ENI) and net consolidated funds’ gain, non-GAAP measures, in the Pro 
Forma Consolidated Statement of Operations.131 The SEC recommended removing the non-GAAP 

123 SEC C&DIs, Non-GAAP Financial Measures, supra note 100, at Question 102.03. 
124 Id. 
125 Inovalon Holdings, Inc., Amendment No. 2 to Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1) at 17, 49 (Dec. 15, 2014). 
“Non-comparable items” included business transaction-related professional fees, corporate name change and 
associated rebranding expenses, severance costs, and certain legal costs. These items appear in the reconciliation for 
all three of the years presented. 
126 Letter from Maryse Mills-Apenteng, SEC Special Counsel, to Inovalon Holdings, Inc., at 2 (Dec. 24, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1619954/000000000014066956/filename1.pdf. 
127 Sportsman’sWarehouseHoldings, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 11-12 (Dec., 11, 2013). 
128 Letter from MaraL. Ransom, SEC Assistant Director, to Sportsman’sWarehouseHoldings, Inc., at 4 (Jan. 10, 
2014), available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1132105/000000000014001394/filename1.pdf. 
129 17 C.F.R. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(C) (2015). 
130 Id. § 229.10(e)(1)(ii)(D). 
131 OM Asset Management Limited, Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 57, 60 (June 30, 2014). 



disclosures from the face of the pro forma disclosures.132 The second was in a comment letter to 
Torchlight Energy Resources Inc. which recommended removing a non-GAAP measure, PV-10, 
from its financial statement footnotes.133 The lesson here is not to commingle non-GAAP measures 
in GAAP financial statements. 
 
4. Confusingly Similar Non-GAAP Title Descriptions 
 
The next prohibition states that “a registrant must not use titles or descriptions of non-GAAP 
financial measures that are the same as, or confusingly similar to, titles or descriptions used for 
GAAP financial measures.” 134 This was at issue when National General Holdings Corp. reported 
non-GAAP measures it called net operating expense ratio and net combined ratio.135 The SEC 
recommended that the company “revise the label of these measures to more clearly differentiate 
them from similarly titled measures of other companies (possibly including an “adjusted”
nomenclature).” 136 The SEC also raised it relative to Townsquare Media, LLC’s presentation of
non-GAAP Adjusted EBITDA and Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA.137 The SEC suggested revising 
the title of Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA.138 In an analogous situation, Virtu Financial, Inc. 
presented a non-GAAP amount titled “net trading revenue” which it defined as “trading income,
net plus interest and dividends income and expense, net, less direct costs associated with those 
revenues, including brokerage, exchange and clearance fees, net.” 139 The SEC recommended a 
new title because it found the term confusingly similar to the term “trading income, net” which
Virtu had used in its Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income.140 
 
5. Per Share Liquidity Measures 
 
Finally, one comment letter pertains to SEC guidance which confirms that per share amounts are 
disallowed for non-GAAP liquidity measures just as per share amounts are disallowed for GAAP 
liquidity measures.141 When Paramount Group, Inc. reported a non-GAAP amount titled 
“estimated initial annual distributions per share,” the SEC responded with a letter advising that
this amount “ represent[ed] anon-GAAP liquidity measure, [and] disclosure of such a measure on 
aper sharebasis is prohibited.” 142 

132 Letter from Suzanne Hayes, SEC Assistant Director, to OM Asset Management Limited, at 3 (July 28, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1611702/000000000014038286/filename1.pdf. 
133 Letter from H. Roger Schwall, SEC Assistant Director, to Torchlight Energy Resources Inc., at 4 (July 21, 2014), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1431959/000000000014036799/filename1.pdf. 
134 17 C.F.R. § 229. 10(e)(1)(ii)(E)(2015). 
135 National General Holdings Corp., Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 40-41 (Nov. 27, 2013). 
136 Letter from Jeffrey P. Riedler, SEC Assistant Director, to National General Holdings Corp., at 4 (Dec. 13, 2013), 
available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1578735/000000000013067858/filename1.pdf. 
137 Townsquare Media, LLC, Amendment No. 1 to Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1) (June 9, 2014). 
138 Letter from Larry Spirgel, SEC Assistant Director, to Townsquare Media, LLC, at 3 (June 19, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1499832/000000000014031248/filename1.pdf. Confusingly, the title 
referred to a non-GAAP item and a pro forma financial statement item. Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA is a non-
GAAP amount, rather than a GAAP amount presented with Pro-Forma Financial Information.  
139 Virtu Financial, Inc., Draft Registration Statement (Form S-1), at 19-22 (Dec. 26, 2013). 
140 Letter from Suzanne Hayes, SEC Assistant Director, to Virtu Financial, Inc., at 4 (Jan. 22, 2014) available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1592386/000000000014003389/filename1.pdf. 
141 SEC C&DIs, Non-GAAP Financial Measures, supra note 100, at Question 102.05. 
142 Letter from Sonia Barros, SEC Assistant Director, to Paramount Group, Inc., at 1-2 (Aug. 8, 2014), available at 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1605607/000000000014040306/filename1.pdf. 
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IV. Review of Case Law 
 
Despite its impact in the IPO process, Regulation G has sparked only two District Court decisions. 
In stark contrast to the SEC’s exacting standards for compliance with Regulation G and Schedule 
S-K, courts appear much more forgiving, and shareholders likely face an uphill battle if they hope 
to sue their company for allegedly false and misleading non-GAAP disclosures. 
 
The first decision involved Netflix, Inc. shareholders’ claim that its stock price was inflated by
false and misleading statements in the company’s press releases, investor conference calls, and
SEC filings.143 The plaintiffs claimed Netflix had “cleverly redefined commonly-misunderstood 
financial measures” such as “churn” and “averagesubscriber lifetime” and used thesemeasures to
mislead the public144 and obscure the fact that Netflix did not retain customers long enough to 
recoup the costs of acquiring those customers.145 They also alleged Netflix’sdecision to reconcile 
EBITDA146 with earnings calculated according to GAAP was improper because the EBITDA was 
distorted by its use of the allegedly misleading churn rate and “average subscriber lifetime”
figure.147 The plaintiff-investors alleged these actions violated section 10(b) of the Securities and 
Exchange Act of 1934, Regulation G, and various other regulations.148  
 
In its unreported decision dismissing the shareholders’ claims, the court first addressed the 10(b)
claim, noting there was no GAAP formula for churn rates, no generally accepted, superior method 
to calculate churn within the industry, and no statute or regulation that barred Netflix from using 
its own formula to calculate churn.149 The court concluded this practice did not constitute a 
10(b)(5) violation because“ theuseof auniquemeasure in and of itself doesnot render [Netflix’s]
reports false or misleading.” 150 The court emphasized that Netflix had routinely disclosed its 
formula for churn in press releases and SEC filings and could not be responsible for those that may 
have misinterpreted the importance of those figures.151  
 
The court then went on to address the plaintiff’s allegations that Netflix and its key officers had
violated Regulation G when it used thedisputed churn formulaand its related “average subscriber 
lifetime” figureto calculateEBITDA. Instead of referring to theSEC’sexplicit list of requirements
and prohibitions for non-GAAP financial measures, the court summarized Regulation G’s
requirements more succinctly:  

143 In re Netflix, Inc. Securities Litigation, 2005 WL 3096209, at *1 (N.D. Cal.  Nov. 18, 2005).  
144 Id. at *4-5.  
145 Investor Notice: Murray, Frank & Sailer LLP Announces Shareholder Lawsuit Against Netflix, Inc. Nasdaq 
Globe Newswire (Aug.10, 2004), available at http://globenewswire.com/news-
release/2004/08/10/314172/62086/en/Investor-Notice-Murray-Frank-Sailer-LLP-Announces-Shareholder-Lawsuit-
Against-Netflix-Inc-NFLX.html (claiming Netflix ignored industry standards used by other subscription-based 
businesses for calculating churn and average subscriber lifetime and substituted its own more favorable formula that 
overemphasized newly acquired subscribers and overinflated the average length of time a Netflix subscriber 
remained as a customer).  
146 EBITDA refers to earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. 
147 In re Netflix, 2005 WL 3096209, at *7. 
148 Id. at *3, *7. 
149 Id. at *6. 
150 Id. at *7. 
151 Id. at *6-7. 



 
Regulation G bars securities issuers from disclosing non-GAAP financial measures 
that, taken together with accompanying information and discussion, is untrue or 
omits to state a material fact necessary to make that presentation not misleading. . 
. . Regulation G also requires issuers who disclose non-GAAP information to 
produce the ‘most directly comparable’ GAAP measure and reconcile it with the
non-GAAP measures.152 

 
The court reiterated that there are no GAAP measures for churn, and Netflix had not stated untrue 
information or omitted any material facts. It then noted that there was nothing misleading about 
the company’s decision to reconcile GAAP earnings with EBITDA because the reconciliation
“contained explicit definitions of churn and made it clear that EBITDA incorporated those 
figures.” 153 The court found no Regulation G violation because “all the inputs into this
reconciliation were fully and clearly disclosed.” 154  
 
The second, and more recent, decision involved another instance of shareholders suing a 
corporation for various violations of the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934.155 Thegenesisof this lawsuit datesback to October of 2012, when LinnCo, LLC (“Linn”),
an affiliate of LINN Energy, completed its initial public offering.156 A few months later, Barron’s
magazine published articles opining that Linn should have defined its non-GAAP metric for 
distributable cash flows differently, and suggesting that Linn may be “overstating the cash flow
available for distribution by not deducting the cost of financial derivatives—mainly put options—
from its realized gains on hedging activities in its quarterly results.” 157 Other financial 
commentators also criticized some of Linn’s choices in defining and utilizing certain non-GAAP 
metrics.158 Notably, these articles specifically stated that Linn’s accounting practices were
“ legal” 159 and one went so far as to say that “ [w]e do not mean to imply that there is anything
improper about what [Linn] is doing.” 160 Months after the Barron’s articles, Linn announced the 
SEC had opened an informal inquiry into Linn’s use of non-GAAP financial measures.161 Days 
later, a group of shareholders filed a class action lawsuit against Linn seeking damages for 
allegedly false and misleading statements in the Registration Statement and Prospectus filed 
pursuant to the IPO.162 Shortly after the lawsuit was filed, Linn changed some of its non-GAAP 
metricsand started calculating Adjusted EBITDA in theway that theshareholdersclaim it “should
have [been] calculated it all along.” 163  
 

152 Id. at *7. 
153 Id.  
154 Id.  
155 Ironworkers Local 580—Joint Funds v. Linn Energy, LLC, 29 F.Supp.3d 400, 407 (2014). 
156 Id.  
157 Id. at 419. 
158 Id. at 420. 
159 Id. at 419 (citing Andrew Bary, Linn Comes Clean on Derivatives Costs, BARRON’S, June 15, 2013,  
http://online. barrons.com/article/SB50001424052748704878904578541271968688436.html). 
160 Ironworkers Local 580, 29 F.Supp.3d at 420 (citing Hedgeye Risk Management, Looking at Linn Energy, March 
25, 2013, http://app.hedgeye.com/unlocked_content/27487–looking–at–linn–energy). 
161 Id. at 421. 
162 Linn Co, LLC, http://www.wohlfruchter.com/cases/lnco (last visited Aug. 27, 2015). 
163 Ironworkers Local 580, 29 F.Supp.3d at 423. 
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The shareholders claimed multiple securities violations, including a Regulation G violation.164 
They alleged Linn’s non-GAAP disclosures were materially misleading because the company 
failed to disclose that it did not deduct the cost of the premiums paid for settled put options when 
calculating Adjusted EBITDA, distributable cash flow, and the distribution coverage ratio.165 
Shareholders also claimed Linn had understated its maintenance capital expenditures and therefore 
overstated its distributable cash flow.166 Theshareholdersdid not challengeLinn’sGAAPmetrics
or its accounting treatment of derivatives under GAAP.167 Instead, they only challenged its non-
GAAP disclosures.168 The shareholders claimed the decision to change accounting methods after 
the Barron’s articles and the lawsuit constituted evidence that Linn knew it was engaged in
wrongdoing.169  
 
The court rejected these claims and found no securities violations, noting that Linn had “told the
whole truth and nothing but” about its non-GAAP financial metrics and calculations.170 Despite 
the shareholders claim that there were better accounting methods available, the court found that 
using a different accounting method is not securities fraud.171 Citing In re Netflix, Inc., the court 
bluntly stated that it was not fraudulent for a company to report non-GAAPmetrics“as long asthe
public is told exactly what the company is doing.” 172 The court characterized the choice of non-
GAAP metrics and their underlying formulas as a “business decision” and conceded that, in light 
of thecriticism levied against Linn, it might havemadea“ flawed businessdecision.” 173 The court 
pointed out “ the federal securities laws do not protect the marketplace from flawed business
decisions.” 174 It stated that Linn did not conceal information or tell untruths, it “clearly” disclosed
that these metrics did not conform to GAAP.175 The court found the shareholder’s argument that
Linn had not properly calculated a non-GAAPmetric nonsensical because, by definition, “ there is
no recognized ‘proper’ method of making such calculations.” 176  
 
The court specifically stated that Linn had not violated Regulation G because it had not run afoul 
of either the disclosure or reconciliation requirement.177 In rejecting the claim that Linn should 
have used a different metric asa comparator, the court pointed out that theSEC has stated that “ it
is most appropriate to provide registrants with the flexibility to best make the determination as to 
which is the most directly comparable financial measure calculated and presented in accordance 

164 Id. at 406-07, 423-24, 429 (alleging Linn made false or misleading statements and/or failed to disclose that it had 
engaged in improper accounting for its hedging strategy, overstated the cash flow available for distribution to unit 
holders by using non-GAAP financial measures to account for certain derivatives, and not properly accounted for 
costs associated with settling its put options in its financial statements which led to the overstatement of future 
distributions to investors). 
165 Id. at 407. 
166 Id. 
167 Id. at 408. 
168 Id. at 412. 
169 Id. at 420. 
170 Id. at 426. 
171 Id. at 428. 
172 Id. at 426. 
173 Id. at 428. 
174 Id. 
175 Id. at 426. 
176 Id. at 427. 
177 Id. at 429-30. 



with GAAP.” 178 Ultimately, thecourt labeled theshareholder’s reconciliation argument meritless,
noting Linn had demonstrated how to reconcile the non-GAAP measures of distributable cash 
flows and Adjusted EBITDA with both GAAP cash flow measures and performance measures.179 
The case was dismissed with prejudice.180 
 
Even though a very small number of cases directly address Regulation G litigation, the signal from 
those cases is clear. Courts exhibit a strong deference towards finding compliance with Regulation 
G. While the earlier analysis of SEC comment letters suggests that the SEC doggedly adheres to 
its lists of non-GAAP filing requirements and prohibitions, these two decisions suggest that courts 
are more focused on whether there were explicit definitions detailing how the company derived 
the non-GAAP financial measure and full disclosure of all inputs into the corresponding 
reconciliation. Because these two standards are thoroughly addressed by the aforementioned SEC 
lists of requirementsand prohibitions, thissuggeststhat if acompany can meet theSEC’sstringent
standards for Regulation G compliance, it is unlikely that a court would find that the company 
misled the public through a non-GAAP disclosure. 
 

V.  Conclusion 
 

A company may choose to utilize non-GAAP financial measures in its SEC filings and press 
releases to better inform investors about the company’s financial well-being. Such non-GAAP 
disclosures also have the potential to mislead investors by making a company’ s financial results 
appear more attractive.181 Due to pressure from the investing public to curb abuses in the financial 
markets, Congress passed the Sox Act in 2002 and directed the SEC to specifically regulate the 
use of non-GAAP financial measures in SEC filings. The SEC subsequently promulgated 
Regulation G with its requirements that non-GAAP disclosures must not mislead and must be 
reconciled to appropriate GAAP measures. Our review of SEC comment letters associated with 
IPO registration statements sheds light on current compliance issues and trends in the enforcement 
of Regulation G. SEC review of IPO registration statements includes substantial consideration of 
how, why, and where registrants present non-GAAP disclosures. Our review finds that the SEC is 
particularly focused on such aspects as the position of the non-GAAP disclosure vis-à-vis GAAP 
financial statements and the number of times the non-GAAP measure is discussed within the SEC 
filing. We also find that the SEC makes sure that the registrant explains precisely why and how it 
internally uses non-GAAP financial measures, that there is a one-for-one reconciliation to the most 
directly comparable GAAP measure, and that the terminology used in naming the non-GAAP 
measure is not misleading.  
 
In practice, compliance with Regulation G is a very complex process and many IPO registrants are 
forced to respond to SEC comment letters before achieving total compliance with the SEC’s

178 Id. at 429. It then summarized the SEC’sgeneral guidance on the matter by noting that “Generally, non-GAAP 
‘cash’ measuresshould be reconciled with GAAP cash flow from operations (from the cash flow statement), and 
non-GAAP ‘performance’ measures should be reconciled with GAAP net incomeor incomefrom continuing
operations (from the incomestatement).”  
179 Id. at 430. 
180 Id. at 431. 
181 See e.g., Jeffrey Miller, Opportunistic Disclosures of Earnings Forecasts and Non-GAAP Measures, 89 J. BUS. 
ETHICS, 3-10 (2008); 83 THE ACCT. REV. 157, 159-161 (2008); Noah P. Barsky & Anthony H. Catanach, Jr., Non-
GAAP Nonsense: Fixing the Problem Once and For All, STRATEGIC FIN., Oct. 2014, at 47-51. 
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explicit requirements and prohibitions for non-GAAP financial measures. However, existing case 
law suggests that there is a silver lining to this stringent regulatory regime because Regulation G 
may protect a company from potential liability relative to non-GAAP financial disclosures. If a 
company can meet its rigorous standards, it appears unlikely that a court would find that the 
company misled the public through a non-GAAP disclosure. 
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DISCLOSE 
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I. Introduction 

 

Many homes have a history or charm which adds appeal for potential buyers. But what are the 
legal ramifications when a buyer later finds out a property has a past which is undesirable, or 
downright disturbing? These properties, labeled “stigmatized,” may seem like infrequent
occurrences. However, they have been the subject of lawsuits and legislation in many states over 
the past 30 years.   

Recently, a lawsuit for breach of contract and fraud involving the sale of a mansion in Westfield, 
New Jersey was filed in Union County, New Jersey Superior Court.1 The property was not alleged 
to have any physical defects or need repairs. The future homeowners never moved into their new 
$1.3 million home after receiving chilling anonymous letters from “The Watcher.” In the letters,
the author writes that the home was “ the subject of my family for decades, and that the Watcher
wasin chargeof “ itssecond coming.” Onepassageisparticularly disturbing: "I asked the (previous 
owners) to bring me young blood. I am pleased to know your names now and the name of the 
young blood you have brought to me. Who has the bedrooms facing the street?  I'll know as soon 
as you move in."2 The buyers allege that the sellers knew of the home’s history and failed to
disclose it prior to sale.3 Other cases, discussed in this paper, involve homes which were the sites 
of heinous crimes or have been alleged to be haunted.  

Whether buyers of stigmatized properties have legal redress depends upon the facts of each case 
and the state in which the property is located. This paper will address types of property 
stigmatizations, the evolution of the law through the courts and the legislatures, and propose 
solutions to protect potential buyers of these properties given the current state of the law.  

II. Types of Stigmatized Property: 

 
Real property is generally recognized as “stigmatized” if an event occurs on the property or
premises which has psychological impact, but no physical impact or harm.4 Occurrences which 
may stigmatize property recognized in case and statutory law include haunting, notorious murders 
or other crimes, suicides, or deaths related to AIDS or other communicable diseases.5 

*Associate Professor, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania. 
1 Chris Jordan, Family Terrorized by Stalker Called 'The Watcher,' USA TODAY, (June 25, 2015), 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2015/06/25/new-jersey--watcher-stalker-family-home/29261737/. 
2 Id. 
3 Lindsey Bever, “ I , THE 

WASHINGTON POST, (June 25, 2015), http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/06/25/who-am-
i-i-am-the-watcher-anonymous-stalker-forces-fearful-family-from-million-dollar-home/. 
4 Evelyn Williams, Stigmatized Property Law: To Disclose or not to Disclose, That is the Question for Michigan 
Residential Sellers, 85 MICH. BAR J. 34 (2006). 
5 Id. 
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Stigmatization is recognized and discussed by the National Association of Realtors and various 
real estate websites.6 The issue is not only of concern to buyers and sellers of real property in terms 
of knowledge and disclosure, but also to real estate agents who represent the parties in the 
transaction. It is generally required in every state in one variation or another that sellers of 
residential properties make disclosures regarding material defects and conditions such as radon 
gas or whether the property is in a flood plain or infested by termites. Real estate agents are 
statutorily required to make certain disclosures as well.7   
 
Another issue concerning stigmatized properties relates to materiality and effect on the market 
value of the property. Repair of a physical defect is more easily quantified, but as unaware buyers 
of stigmatized properties allege, knowledge of the occurrence of a murder, suicide or disease may 
be material to making an offer, and if made, the amount of the offer.   
 
With the evolution of real estate contractual law away from caveat emptor and towards requiring 
sellers to disclose material defects, the question of what to do with non-physical defects caused by 
stigmatization arose.  
 
III. Case Law Related to Stigmatized Property: Different States, Different Responses 
 
The primary cases cited by commentators related to disclosure of property stigmatizations are the 
contrasting decisions in Reed v. King8 and Stambovsky v. Ackley.9  These cases, combined with 
those in a few other state cases, precipitated a statutory response to generally not require sellers to 
disclose conditions related to psychological impact.  
 
In Reed v. King, the seller (King) and his agent failed to disclose to the buyer (Reed) that the home 
she was purchasing was the site of a murder of a woman and her four children ten years prior to 
the sale. Once moved into the residence, a neighbor disclosed this fact to her. Moreover, King had 
asked a neighbor specifically not to mention this to the buyer.10 The buyer filed an action for 
rescission, alleging fraud related to the nondisclosure of murders occurring in the residence. The 
California Court of Appeal reversed the lower court which had dismissed theplaintiff’ scomplaint: 

 
“Murder is not such a common occurrence that buyers should be 
charged with anticipating and discovering this disquieting 
possibility, Accordingly, the fact is not one for which a duty of 
inquiry and discovery can sensibly be imposed upon the 
buyer…Reputation and history can have a significant effect on the
value of realty…Whether Reed will be able to prove her allegation

6 See NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS, Field Guide to Dealing with Stigmatized Properties, 
http://www.realtor.org/field-guides/field-guide-to-dealing-with-stigmatized-properties (December 2014); NATIONAL 

ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS, Disclosure and Stigmatized Properties, (August 30, 2015) 
http://realtormag.realtor.org/tool-kit/property-disclosure/article/disclosure-and-stigmatized-properties. 
7 For a summary of topics of Federal and state law requiring broker disclosures, see Real Estate Broker Duties & 
Disclosures LEXISNEXIS (March 2012). 
8 193 Cal. Rptr. 130 (Ct. App 1983). 
9 572 N.Y.S.2d 672 (App. Div. 1991).  
10 Reed, supra note 8, at 131. 
 



the decade-old multiple murder has a significant effect on market 
value we cannot determine. If she is able to do so by competent 
evidence she is entitled to a favorable ruling on the issues of 
materiality and the duty to disclose. Her demonstration of objective 
tangible harm would still the concern that permitting her to go 
forward will open the floodgates to rescission on subjective and 
idiosyncratic grounds.” 11  

Stambovsky v. Ackley12 involved a contract for the sale of a house that was allegedly haunted. In 
fact, the defendant-seller actually was quoted in local publications and promoted the alleged 
haunting by poltergeists in the historic Nyack, New York home. The buyer was not a local, and 
according to the appellate court “could not have readily learned that the home he had contracted
to purchase was haunted.” 13  As in Reed, the dismissal of the complaint by the lower court was 
reversed, based on slightly different reasoning. The court concluded that the legal remedy of 
monetary damages was prevented by the doctrine of caveat emptor, however, the equitable remedy 
of rescission was appropriate under the facts: “Where, as here, the seller not only takes unfair
advantage of the buyer’s ignorance but has created and perpetrated a condition about which he is 
unlikely to even inquire, enforcement of thecontract (in wholeor in part) isoffensiveto thecourt’s
sense of equity.” 14 

Another group of caseswas litigated in Ohio in the1980’sand 1990’s.15 Each case has a different 
result, and as well-analyzed by Edmiston, seem to indicate that at least in Ohio, stigmatizations 
that would allow rescission would be required to suggest some “continuing risk of harm to the
occupant.” 16 Of the three Ohio cases, only the Van Camp case denied summary judgement to 
defendant-sellers. Van Kamp involved the seller’s failure to disclose that multiple rapes had
occurred in the residence despite thebuyer’s question about metal security bars on windows.17 

The cases summarized above are important in the evolution of law relating to disclosure of 
property stigmatization because they resulted in a legislative response to the issue in many states. 
This legislation, discussed in the next section, generally does not require sellers or their agents to 
disclose conditions related to various property stigmatizations.   

One recent Pennsylvania case is decided more along the lines of current state legislation, and 
supports the idea that with regard to stigmatized properties, caveat emptor remains the rule. In 
Milliken v. Jacono,18 The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania held that the existence of a notorious 
murder-suicide (“purely psychological stigma”) is not a material defect required to be disclosed

11 Id. at 133-34. 
12 Supra, note 9. 
13 Id. at 674. 
14 Id. at 678. 
15 See Stuart C. Edmiston, Secrets Worth Keeping: Toward a Principled Basis for Stigmatized Property Disclosure 
Statutes, 58 UCLA L. Rev. 281, 291-93, notes 70-72 (2010), citing Brannon v. Mueller Realty & Notaries, No. A-
8205753, 1984 WL 7018 (Ohio Ct. App. 1984); Van Camp v. Bradford, 623 N.E.2d 731 (Ohio Ct. Com. Pl 1993); 
Spinelli v. Bair, No. 199 CA00399, 2000 WL 34335853 (Ohio Ct. App. 2000). 
16 Id. 
17 Id. at 292. Van Kamp may also have had a different result due to the fact that the buyer specifically questioned the 
seller about the security bars and was not told about the rapes-meaning the buyer specifically attempted to 
investigate the condition.  This will be analyzed further in Part V of this paper.  
18 96 A.3d 99 (Pa. Supreme Ct. 2014). 
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by a seller under the state’s Real Estate Disclosure Law,19 nor does it constitute fraud, 
misrepresentation or a violation of Pennsylvania’s Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer
Protection Law.20   

The sellers, the Jaconos, purchased the property at auction after the 2006 murder-suicide of a 
husband and wife in the residence. The murder-suicide was widely reported in the area 
(Philadelphia suburbs) by the media. After substantial renovations, the sellers listed the property 
for sale. Interestingly, the sellers made inquiries to their attorney, real estate agent, and even the 
state Board of Realtors as to whether the murder-suicide needed to be disclosed to potential buyers. 
Although the sellers were advised that in Pennsylvania, it was not required, it was strongly 
suggested that they do so. Pennsylvania’s Real Estate Disclosure Law requires disclosure of
“material defects” , but does not specifically address property stigmatizations.21 The buyer in 
California was unaware of the notoriety of the residence until after purchasing the home for 
$610,000. The court points to the subjectivity of psychological stigma: “…the varieties of
traumatizing events that could occur on a property are endless. Efforts to define those that would 
warrant mandatory disclosurewould beaSisyphean task.” 22 It is likely due to the fuzzy subjective 
nature of the topic that many states have enacted legislation protecting sellers from disclosure of 
property stigmatization.  

IV. Legislative Responses to Stigmatized Property 
 
Every state has passed legislation regarding various disclosures which must be made as part of the 
sale of real estate, and in particular, residential real estate.23 Some of these statutes require 
disclosure by the seller, or his or her agent, or both. Many disclosure laws pertain to disclosure of 
material defects, as discussed in Milliken v. Jacono in the previous section. Other mandatory 
disclosures relate to environmental hazards24, or the existence of a methamphetamine lab on the 
property.25 Legislation pertaining to psychological stigmas has the opposite intent. While the 
particulars vary from state to state, most legislation protects sellers and agents from liability for 
nondisclosure, generally by specifically stating that certain stigmas are not a material defect which 
must be disclosed to the buyers.26  
 
The Florida statute27 is a similar to legislation in many other states. The statute provides that failure 
to disclose that an occupant of the property has been infected with AIDS is not a material fact 
which must bedisclosed, nor is “ the fact that aproperty was, or was at any time suspected to have 
been, thesiteof ahomicide, suicideor death” material.28 Some states, for example, Massachusetts, 

19 68 Pa. C.S.A. §§ 7301 et seq. 
20 73 Pa C.S.A. § 201-2 (4) (xxi). 
21 68 Pa. C.S.A. §7302. 
22 Milliken v. Jacono, supra note 18, at 1000. 
23 For a summary of state legislation regarding real estateseller’sdisclosures, see LEXISNEXIS, 50 State 
Comparative Legislation/Regulations (July 2011), available by clicking on the link at the end of any of the statutes 
cited herein on LexisNexis. A downloadable spreadsheet on the topic will be generated.  
24 See e. g., Cal. Civ. Code § 2079.7 (2014) relating to “common environmental hazardsaffecting real property.”  
25 See, e.g. A.R.S § 12-1000 (2014) “Clandestine Drug Laboratories.”  
26 For categorization and a survey of state legislation pertaining to psychological stigmas see Edmiston, supra, note 
14, at 294-300.  
27 Fla. Stat § 689.25 (2014). 
28 Id.  



include that the real property is the site of “an alleged parapsychological or supernatural
phenomenon” in the definition of “psychologically impacted” conditions not required to be
disclosed.29 
 
In some states, such as Connecticut, Delaware, and California the legislation includes a process if 
the buyer makes a direct inquiry regarding a psychological stigma.30 Some of these inquiries are 
required to be in writing, and sometimes the sellers may by law choose not to respond (which 
hopefully would raise some suspicion in the minds of the buyers!).31 As is evident from this 
summary, the legislation regarding disclosure of property stigmatization is complex and diverse. 
In most states, sellers are protected and buyers are not permitted traditional remedies of fraud or 
misrepresentation. Given the present state of the legislation, and the supposition that it is not likely 
to change, what can buyers do? 

V. Proposals to Protect Potential Buyers of Stigmatized Properties 
 
The first point which should be raised before any suggestions are made regarding protecting 
potential buyers is that not all prospective buyers will be put off by a property with a stigma. In 
1995, Bryan and David Freeman, along with a cousin, stabbed and bludgeoned to death their 
parents and 11 year old brother in Lehigh County, Pennsylvania. In a retrospective story on the 
20th anniversary of the crime, a resident of the home stated that he had good memories growing up 
in the neighborhood, despite being aware of the history of the house in which he grew up.32 
Informal polls of students in Business Law courses over the past five years roughly indicate that 
about half of them would not be concerned a home in which a murder occurred or which is 
allegedly haunted. If this is reflective of the general population, it means while some would not be 
concerned, many would be concerned purchasing and residing in a stigmatized property.  
 
A. Pre-Purchase investigation and Inquiry 
 
Given the state of the law, the best tool at the disposal of a potential buyer is the vast amount of 
data available in seconds with a simple Internet search. When Reed and Stambovsky were decided, 
this was not an option. Previous commentary on stigmatized properties does not address the fact 
that buyers can more easily search for information.  In the past, it would have been difficult for 
buyers to track down newspaper clippings related to a decade-old murder. Today, if a 
psychological stigma is of potential concern to a prospective buyer, the buyer should at least 
investigate the history of the home. If the buyer resides in a state which provides for written 
inquiries, the sellers’ failure to respond would be a red flag indicating a thorough investigation. 
One potential hurdle is that while general locations may appear in news articles online, specific 
addresses may not. However, knowledge of names of previous owners could aid in the Internet 
search. A second possible difficulty would be degree of the public nature of the stigmatization, 
which would affect the ability to search for this information.  More recent notorious murders would 
be well-publicized in the press; lesser known or older cases would not. 

29 ALM GL ch. 93, § 114 (2015). 
30 Edmiston, supra note 15, at 297-98. 
31 Id. 
32 Peter Hall and Laurie Mason Schroeder, THE MORNING CALL, Freeman Brothers Remorseful 20 Years after 
Murdering Their Parents (February 27, 2015) http://www.mcall.com/news/local/mc-freeman-howorth-murders-
anniversary-20150227-story.html#page=1. 
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An additional suggestion related to investigation prior to purchase would be to make inquiries to 
the neighbors. In Reed, it was a neighbor who subsequently informed the buyer of the issue 
regarding the property. Many potential buyers will ask neighbors general questions regarding the 
neighborhood, and many neighbors are willing to offer information. Perhaps possible 
stigmatization of the property could be added to the inquiry. 
 
In particular, if a property is being offered substantially below market value (as occurred in 
Milliken v. Jacono), the buyer should investigate. The buyer in Milliken was curious as to why the 
seller had purchased the home at auction for almost $200,000 less than her sale price, but did not 
investigate. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court pointed out in its opinion that stories of the murder-
suicide were widely available online.33  
 
B.  
 
A second protection for potential buyers is that many are now represented by buyer’s agents. In
the past, even if a buyer had a separate real estate agent, the agent was generally a sub-agent of the 
seller. A buyer's agent is an agency relationship in which a broker is the agent for a buyer, with 
fiduciary responsibilities to the buyer.34 Having an agent who is familiar with the locale represent 
the buyer may lead to disclosure of more stigmatizations than in the past. Failure to disclose a 
stigmatization could potentially lead to liability of thebuyer’s agent for breach of fiduciary duty.  

C. Contractual Disclosure 
 
A third potential solution for prospective buyers would be an additional disclosure form attached 
to the agreement of sale indicating the seller’s knowledge of any stigmatizations. This would be
similar to state requirements for disclosure by sellers of the knowledge of the existence of radon 
gas in a home.35 While radon is certainly more of a health hazard than a property stigmatization, 
neither can be detected through inspection. Since many states have legislated that psychological 
stigma is not a material defect which is required to be disclosed, this would have to be voluntary 
on behalf of the sellers, but such a disclosure in a real estate agreement may put the buyer’s mind
at ease. 
 
D. Title Insurance 
 
A final suggestion would be to create a title insurance rider or endorsement related to subsequently 
discoveredstigmatizations. Oneproposal wouldbefor titleinsurancecompaniesto offer a“reverse
market value rider.” In New York, for example, buyers may purchase a “market value rider” or
“ inflation rider” to provide coverage under the policy based on the increased fair market value of 

33 Milliken v. Jacono, supra note 18, at 1002. 
34 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EXCLUSIVE BUYER AGENTS, What is a Buyer Agent?  http://naeba.org/resources/first-
steps/what-buyers-agent (last visited August 29, 2015). 
35 See, e.g., Tobie Bernstein, Review of State Radon Laws, http://www.ncsl.org/print/environ/TBernstein08.pdf 
(2008); , (June 2014), 
http://www.elibrary.dep.state.pa.us/dsweb/Get/Document-
101093/PA%20Citizens%20Guide%20to%20Radon%202900-BK-DEP0375.pdf. 



the home instead of the original purchase price. 36 A “reverse market value rider” could protect a
purchaser of this insurance from the decrease in value associated with an undiscovered 
stigmatization. A potential challenge would be quantification of the decreased market value, but 
objective, professional appraisals could address this.  Another potential difficulty is that title 
insurance companies may not wish to become involved in a small segment of the market such as 
this. However, if it is important to a potential buyer and he or she is willing to pay for the additional 
insurance, perhaps an enterprising title insurance company insurer would be willing to provide 
coverage for stigmatizations.  
 
VI. Conclusion 
 
None of the above suggestions to protect prospective purchasers is perfect, but they may help 
balance thebuyers’ interests against the legislativeprotections currently afforded to sellers.
Given the current state of the law regarding stigmatized properties, and the theme of caveat 
emptor in this area of real estate purchase, it would be prudent for buyers, their agents, and 
attorneys to at least attempt to uncover ahome’s hidden past, especially when circumstances
seem suspicious. While it may be difficult to calculate the decrease in value of a stigmatized 
property due to its subjective nature, the fact that so many states specifically address it in 
legislation indicates it is a concern to real estate professionals.  
 

36 See Jay Romano, Title Insurance: Is a Rider Needed? NEW YORK TIMES (March 26, 2006) 
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/26/realestate/26home.html?_r=0; Anna Assad, SF GATE, Can I Buy an Inflation 
Rider on my Title Insurance?  http://homeguides.sfgate.com/can-buy-inflation-rider-title-insurance-3315.html (last 
visited August 29, 2015). 
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Introduction 

Business today faces a “ tsunami” of regulations.1 More than 10,000 regulatory updates inundated 
the finance and banking industry within one year after the 2008 economic collapse,2 and the reach 
is not confined to Wall Street. In 2015, for instance, the New York City Council passed the Car 
Wash Accountability Act, giving itself the authority to regulate the car wash industry.3 The law 
articulates new requirements for the posting of bonds, provides for union oversight, and establishes 
monitoring and grievance procedures.4 Clearly, the active regulatory environment has a profound 
effect on how industries operate and on their ability to innovate and grow.5 Executives who 
understand their field’s regulatory milieu are a valuable commodity, as they can “respond more
effectively, and in the end, remove the constraints of those regulations and rules to help a business 
makebetter decisions more quickly and with greater confidence.” 6 

Many industries merit an MBA business law and ethics class focused on their legal and regulatory 
context. (The authors do not suggest that the car wash industry is one of them.) The need and 
demand for these types of courses varies based on factors such as an industry’s concentration in
geographic areas served by MBA programs, or on natural resources contained within geographic 
regions. Businesses located in coastal areas, for example, may place a high value on maritime, 
import/export, and transportation courses, while agriculture or mining industry classes may appeal 
to Midwestern-centered industries.   

*J.D., Professor of Business Law, Accountancy Department, and Co-Director of Cintas Institute for Business Ethics, 
Xavier University.  
**J.D. M.A., Regulatory Compliance Counsel, Omnicare. Special thanks to Renee Brunett, Editor in Chief of the 
Law Review, University of Cincinnati College of Law, J.D. expected 2016, for her invaluable assistance in Blue 
Book formatting. 
1 David Craig, Complex, Demanding Regulatory Environment Creates Need for Dedicated Governance, Risk and 
Compliance Solutions, 18 METRO. CORP. COUNS. 36 (Nov. 2010). See also Marc Davis’ discussion of the “ever-
increasing blizzard of regulations” that has hit U.S. businesses, Marc Davis, Government Regulations: Do They Help 
Businesses?, INVESTOPEDIA (Jan. 13, 2011), http://www.investopedia.com/articles/economics/11/government-
regulations.asp#ixzz3fuBbF7dy.  
2 Craig, supra note 1.   
3 The law requires car washes in New York City to obtain licenses to do business, to obey environmental guidelines, 
and to obtain a bond to protect workers and consumers. Stuart Appelbaum, New law brings order and oversight to 
carwash industry, N.Y. AMSTERDAM NEWS (June 25, 2015, 10:37 AM), 
http://amsterdamnews.com/news/2015/jun/25/new-law-brings-order-and-oversight-car-wash-indust/.  
4 Id.  
5 Craig, supra note 1.  
6 Id.  



The health industry is a large segment of the market with national relevance, going well beyond 
health care to related industries ranging from medical devices to data management.  These 
businesses occupy a complicated regulatory space in which state and federal agencies issue 
complex and at times contradictory mandates.  As discussed here, a Health Industry Law and 
Ethics course meets the needs of MBA students, and employers engaged in these rapidly growing 
industries, by identifying the landscape and familiarizing them with the legal considerations, 
concepts, and challenges that health industry businesses may encounter. This article recounts the 
investigative journey to develop and present such a course. 

Launching any boutiqueindustry law course“ from scratch” presentschallenges, especially for the 
generalist business school law professor. Part I introduces a process to identify whether a market 
exists for an industry-targeted class by using the lens of the wider health-related industry that 
supports the provision of direct health care services. It then determines the parameters and specifics 
of the course, understanding that the entire body of law applicable to that industry is broader than 
the group of regulations specifically written for that industry.  

The next step for faculty game enough to tackling an industry specific course likely is a dearth of 
concise MBA-geared materials or textbooks. Compounding the task is that “ [i]ndustries vary 
widely and the policies for each is as unique as the business to which it relates.” 7 Nevertheless, 
there are certain essential components that should be included in any industry-centric law and 
ethics class. The authors outline these in Part II using a health industry law course as a basis. The 
authors then dive specifically into an MBA health industry law course in Part III and identify key 
statutory pillars about which those in the industry must be familiar. 8 In Part IV, teaching notes 
discuss pedagogic and assessment tools used in the health industry law class; these have utility 
regardless of the specific industry targeted. Finally, in Part V, the authors share Lessons Learned 
and key takeaways for faculty adventurous enough to initiate a health, or any, industry law and 
ethics class. 

Given the complex nature of government regulation of the health market and the scrutiny it 
receives on a macro and micro level, the health industry provides a sound model for developing 
an industry-focused law and ethics course. In this way the article offers a supportive framework 
for faculty seeking to add resources to their pedagogic tool belt, regardless of the industry on which 
their courses focus.  

I.  Launching A Course That Meets The Market 
 
In a landscape of growing business specialization and heightened regulation, industry–focused law 
and ethics courses or concentrations may be important components of MBA elective curriculums.9  

7 Industrial Law, HG.ORG LEGAL RES., http://www.hg.org/industrial-law.html (last visited Sep. 21, 2015).  
8 While this article discusses essential components of a health industry law and ethics class, it does not purport to 
provide an in depth analysis of the various areas of law identified. 
9 For example, Toulouse Business School has an Aerospace MBA, see TOULOUSE BUS. SCH., http://www.tbs-
education.fr/en/formations/mba/aerospace-mba (last visited Sep. 25, 2015); Hofstra University Frank G. Zarb 
School of Business has MBA programs in Real Estate, and Sports and Entertainment, see HOFSTRA UNIV., 
http://www.hofstra.edu/Academics/grad/grad_prog_zarb.cfm (last visited Sep. 25, 2015); Florida State University 
has an MBA with a concentration in real estate, see FLA. ST. UNIV. COLL. BUS., 
http://business.fsu.edu/academics/graduate-programs/masters-degrees/mba (last visited Sep. 25, 2015); Oklahoma 
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The approach used to determine whether a health industry law and ethics class was viable for one 
university’s MBA curriculum provides guidance for launching any industry-related course or 
concentration.  

 
On the macro level, employment trends, such as those published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, provide valuable information.10 During its due diligence efforts into launching a Health 
Industry Concentration in its MBA program [university name] found that health-related jobs were 
growing rapidly. At the time of search, the Department of Labor reported that, “(1) ten of the 20
fastest growing occupations are health related, (2) the health industry will generate 3.2 million new 
jobs between 2008 to 2018, more than any other industry and, (3) 595,800 establishments make 
up the health industry alone.” 11 For example, in 2010, the health industry accounted for $1.7 
trillion, or 17%, of the GDP;12 it is now outstripping revenue as a percentage of the GDP.13 
 
The extent to which other businesses support a target industry is another meaningful measurement. 
Aside from companies providing direct health care services, a plethora of other enterprises 
populate the wider health industry, including biotech, diagnostic and medical equipment, claims 
processing and service centers, insurance, sales and marketing, executive search firms, 
pharmaceutical and medical device manufacturers, third party logistics, and long-term care 
organizations such as nursing homes and assisted living facilities. Even companies that generally 
reside outside of the health industry routinely address health-related and regulated matters in 
connection with employee insurance and benefit programs, and in managing the storage and 
privacy of employee health data. These activities accounted for “a significant portion of these 
companies’ expenses,” and that “senior HR executives need a better understanding of this sector
so that thebest possiblebenefits can beoffered to their employees.” 14  

University Price College of Business has a specialization in Energy, see OKLA. UNIV. PRICE COLL. BUS.,  
http://www.ou.edu/price/mba/mba_fulltime/academics/concentration/energy.html (last visited Sep. 25, 2015); 
California State University, Northridge’sCollege of Businessand Economicshasan MBA concentration in the
Entertainment Industry, see CAL. ST. UNIV. NORTHRIDGE, http://www.csun.edu/busgrad/evening-mba-program (last 
visited Sep. 25, 2015); New Mexico State University has an Agribusiness specialization in its MBA program, see 
N.M. ST. UNIV., http://aces.nmsu.edu/academics/aeab/master-of-business-admin.html (last visited Sep. 25, 2015).  
10 For an overview of Bureau of Labor employment statistics, see Bureau Lab. Stat., Overview of BLS on 
Employment, U.S. DEP’T OF LAB., http://www.bls.gov/bls/employment.htm (last modified Dec. 16, 2013.  
11 Id. See also Proposal to add aHealthcareConcentration (“Proposal” ), XAVIER UNIV., at 2 (on file with authors). 
For additional information about jobs in the health industry, see Katherine Hobson, Grads in Health Care Fields See 
Bright Job Market, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP. (Mar. 19, 2013, 10:00 AM), 
http://www.usnews.com/education/best-graduate-schools/top-medical-schools/articles/2013/03/19/grads-in-
healthcare-fields-see-bright-job-market; Jeffrey Young, Health Care Jobs Continue to Grow Faster Than the U.S. 
Economy, HUFFINGTON POST (Dec. 7, 2012, 3:14 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/07/health-care-
jobs_n_2257872.html; Shobhana Chandra & Ilan Kolet, Employment Gains as U.S. Health Care Eclipses 
Manufacturing, BLOOMBERG BUS. (Feb. 1, 2012, 11:36 AM), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-02-
01/employment-rising-as-health-care-eclipses-factories-with-aging-americans.html. 
12 Proposal, supra note 11, at 3 (citing Bureau Lab. Stat., supra note 10).   
13 It is projected to grow to 4.9% of the GDP by 2018. Mitch Morris, 2015 Health Care Providers Outlook, United 
States, DELOITTE, http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/life-sciences-health-care/us-2015-
global-hc-country-reports-011215.pdf (last visited Sep. 26, 2015).  
14 Proposal, supra note 11, at 3 (citing Bureau Lab. Stat., supra note 10). See, e.g., David Hall, The Morning Ledger: 
UPS Delivers Changes to Health Benefits, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 22, 2013, 6:35 AM), 
http://blogs.wsj.com/cfo/2013/08/22/the-morning-ledger-ups-delivers-changes-to-health-
benefits/?KEYWORDS=health+care+costs+business; Emily Chasan, Health-Care Costs Seen Rising Modestly in 
2014, WALL ST. J. (Aug. 21, 2013, 6:00 AM), http://blogs.wsj.com/cfo/2013/08/21/health-care-costs-seen-rising-



Congressional action affecting an industry also informs the need for a new industry law and ethics 
course. For instance, the impact of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act15 had on the 
health industry suggests that employers would seek out MBA graduates schooled in the health 
industry and related topics.16 Finally, while not a direct factor in evaluating the market for a course 
or concentration, a review of what other schools are offering informs the conversation. The Xavier 
University Williams College of Business survey of MBA programs nationally revealed that many 
schools were diving into the health care field17 or creating a curriculum related to the health 
industry.18  

 
On a micro level, surveying the employment landscape in the geographic area the university serves 
can providecritical information. TheWilliamsCollege’sregional market of employersismadeup
of a high concentration of businesses in the health industry, to whom a health industry focus in the 
MBA curriculum could be attractive, as well as to future student job-seekers. Most Xavier students 
complete their MBA degree on a part-time basis and many already worked in a number of fields 

modestly-in-2014/?KEYWORDS=health+care+costs+business; Human Resources Managers Try to Better 
Understand Health Care Reform, COVINGTON NEWS (Feb. 16, 2013, 7:07 PM), 
http://www.covnews.com/archives/37366/; Ann Carrns, Employers Use Carrots and Sticks to Promote Worker 
Health, N.Y. TIMES (Sep. 12, 2012, 10:50 AM), http://bucks.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/09/12/employers-use-carrots-
and-sticks-to-promote-worker-health/.  
15 Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (2010).  
16 For a discussion of the impact of the Affordable Care Act on business, see Devon M. Herrick, The Effects of the 
Affordable Care Act on Small Business, NAT’ L CTR.  POL’Y ANALYSIS (June 12, 2014), www.ncpa.org/pub/st356. 
17 For a list of top Healthcare MBA Schools, see STUDY.COM, Top Healthcare MBA Schools: List of Schools, 
http://education-portal.com/articles/Top_Healthcare_MBA_Schools_List_of_Schools.html#closeOverlay (last 
visited Sep. 26, 2015). MBA programs offering a MBA in healthcare include Tarleton State University, TARLETON 

ST. UNIV., http://www.tarleton.edu/fortworth/degreeprograms/Degrees/MBA-MasterofBusinessAdministration (last 
visited Sep. 26. 2015); Belmont University, BELMONT UNIV., 
http://www.belmont.edu/business/masseyschool/programs/hcmba/ (last visited Sep. 26, 2015); Florida International 
University, FLA. INT’ L UNIV., http://business.fiu.edu/chapman/hcmba/index.cfm#main (last visited Sep. 26, 2015); 
and National American University, NAT’ L AM. U., http://www.national.edu/programs/college-of-health-and-science/ 
(last visited Sep. 26, 2015). Baruch’s Zicklin School of Businesshasan executiveMBA in healthcare
administration, BARUCH COLL., CUNY, http://zicklin.baruch.cuny.edu/programs/healthcare/ (last visited Sep. 26, 
2015). The University of Miami has an EMBA program in Health Care Administration and Policy, UNIV. MIAMI, 
http://www.bus.miami.edu/graduate-programs/index.html (last visited Sep. 26, 2015).  
18 In Xavier University’s review of other areagraduateprogramsoffering master’ sdegrees related to health care,
none were targeted toward the broader health industry. Business programs related to the health industry include the 
fol lowing: DrakeUniversity’ s masters in Health Care Management, DRAKE UNIV., 
http://www.drake.edu/media/collegesschools/cbpa/documents/graduate/programdescriptionsheets/MBA%20Progra
m%20Overview%20-%20website.pdf (last visited Sep. 26, 2015); Hofstra University’sMBA programs in Health
Services Management, HOFSTRA UNIV., 
http://bulletin.hofstra.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=50&poid=4778&returnto=2556 (last visited Sep. 26, 2015); 
theUniversity of South Dakota’sMBA with a Health ServicesAdministration Specialization, UNIV. S.D., 
http://www.usd.edu/usd-online/online-programs/master-of-business-administration/health-services-administration-
degree-completion-plan (last visited Sep. 26, 2015); University of MassachusettsDartmouth’s Health Systems
Management concentration in its MBA program (jointly with College of Nursing), UMASS DARTMOUTH, 
http://www.umassd.edu/charlton/programs/graduate/mba/curriculum/ (last visited Sep. 26, 2015); Saint Joseph’s
University’sPharmaceutical & Healthcare Marketing MBA for Executives, ST. JOSEPH’S UNIV., 
http://www.sju.edu/int/academics/hsb/grad/epharma/ (last visited Sep. 26, 2015); University of the Pacific Eberhardt 
School of Business’ PharmD/MBA, UNIV. PAC. EBERHARDT, http://www.pacific.edu/Academics/Schools-and-
Colleges/Eberhardt-School-of-Business/Academics/Graduate-Programs/MBA-Programs/PharmDMBA.html (last 
visited Sep. 26, 1015); and IndianaUniversity Kelley School of Business’ Businessof MedicineMBA, IND. UNIV., 
http://kelley.iupui.edu/degrees/medicine/mba/ (last visited Sep. 26, 2015).   
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related to the wider health industry. A survey of more than 1,000 MBA students showed that 90 
of therespondentsworked for 23 companiesdirectly related to the region’s health industry. These 
included hospitals, pharmaceutical and biotech research, development and sales, insurance and 
benefits management, and vision-related services.19 Thirty-four percent of respondents reported 
that they “would take the health industry concentration if it were to be offered,” and that skills
gained by taking it, “would be critical to their success in their places of employment.” 20 These 
students are likely on the right track as, “ Jobs are getting more specialized, people work in teams 
andcrossfunctional boundaries, andsuccessisbeing redefinedby expertise, not spanof control.” 21 

 
II.  Developing An “ Industry” Focused MBA Law Course  
 

If one is fortunate to identify a business law textbook for the chosen industry, such as The Legal 
and Regulatory Environment of Nuclear Power Plants, (or car washes) the authors recommend 
that the professor snatch up that resource. For many industries, including the health industry, no 
such materialsareavailable, and theprofessor seemingly isstarting “ fromscratch” when designing
content. Happily, the components of a generalized MBA law and ethics class with which many 
business law professors are already familiar can be transplanted and then tailored to an industry-
specific course. 
 
So how does one then drill down to industry course content?22 Every industry is rife with regulation 
and potential civil and criminal liability. To compete successfully in this environment, MBA 
students must have a working knowledge of the nature and extent of their chosen industry’s
regulatory environment and understand how to operate ethically within its confines. This 
framework will incorporate both generalized topics that cut across industry and are easily 
adaptable to any class, and thosespecialized issues that areunique to each industry’s specific risk
areas.  
 
Students also need to understand governance issues related to a particular industry. Compliance 
and ethics are an example of two interrelated concepts that are essential to organizational 

19 The students worked at these health industry-related area employers: Abbott Laboratories, Amylin 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield, AtriCure, Inc., AUC School of Medicine, Bristol-Myers 
Squibb Co., Children's Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati VA Medical Center, Dennis Psychological Services, 
Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc., Ethicon Women's Health and Urology, EyeMed Vision Care/Luxottica, 
Glaxosmithkline, Health Alliance, Hill-Rom Co., Inc., Medpace, Quest Diagnostics, Reliance Medical Products, St. 
Elizabeth Medical Center, St. Luke Physicians, Takeda Pharmaceuticals, Well Point Next Rx, and West Chester 
Medical Center.  
20 Proposal, supra note 11, at 3. 
21 Josh Bersin, The End of a Job as We Know It, FORBES (Jan. 31, 2012, 7:56 AM), 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/joshbersin/2012/01/31/the-end-of-a-job-as-we-know-it/. 
22 For a discussion of planning a course, see L. DEE FINK, CREATING SIGNIFICANT LEARNING EXPERIENCES: AN 

INTEGRATED APPROACH TO DESIGNING COLLEGE COURSES 257-65 (2003). 



governance,23 and, therefore, to any industry-related course.24 Corporations increasingly focus on 
image management, not only in response to the emphasis placed on it by federal regulators and the 
Department of Justice, but also due to evolving beliefs about their moral responsibilities and 
because they see value in maintaining a good reputation and public image.25 Corporate social 
responsibility therefore is another relevant topic.26  
 
Beyond familiarity with core industry laws, MBA students will have to learn strategies to manage 
the legal and ethical challenges inherent in their particular fields. 27  For example, compliance and 
human resources departments need employees who understand and can help operationalize an 
ethical corporate organizational culture by creating and fostering a compliance program that meets 
minimum federal requirements. They may be designing and conducting training in fraud, waste, 
and abuse, managing a hotline for internal reporting, and performing due diligence on prospective 
employees or potential corporate acquisitions.  Pharmaceutical and medical device manufacturers 
need employees who understand and can assist with minimizing and preventing litigation relating 
to their products, such as developing and implementing risk management programs, and planning 
and participating in advertising, marketing, and sales activities that are compliant with regulatory 
requirements. IT businesses in the data gathering, data management, and data integration industries 
need employees who understand privacy and security-related issues. Within and beyond these 
broadly applicable topics, faculty will need to determine those areas particularly applicable to a 
given industry, some of which may not be readily apparent.   

23 Corporate statements of corporate values can often be found in ethics codes, principles of governance, mission 
statements, and company values documents, most of which are transcribed in formal documents and describe 
parameters (and sometimes the specifics) of acorporation’s moral culture; thesecan beaccessed on their websites.
See, e.g., Humana’sCorporateGovernance website, HUMANA, http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=92913&p=irol-governance (last visited Sep. 26, 2015); Medpace’sphilosophy statement,
MEDPACE, http://www.medpace.com/aboutus/OurPhilosophy/Default.aspx?a=OurPhilosophy (last visited Sep. 26, 
2015); Merck’s Corporate Governancedocuments, MERCK, https://www.merck.com/about/leadership/home.html 
(last visited Sep. 26, 2015); and TheChrist Hospital’sCorporate Responsibility website, THE CHRIST HOSP., 
http://www.thechristhospital.com/Corporate-Responsibility (last visited Sep. 26, 2015).   
24 For a discussion of the importance of risk, compliance and governance to business operations, see Craig, supra 
note 1. 
25 See the Ethics Resource Center publication, Building a Corporate Reputation of Integrity: A Discussion Guide for 
Executives about Communications and Ethics, ETHICS & COMPLIANCE COMM’N. (OCT. 12, 2011), 
http://www.ethics.org/files/u5/integrity.pdf.   
26 Examples of industry-related social responsibility topics might include an agricultural industry course that 
addresses genetically modified foods, or a fashion industry course on labor and human rights concerns implicated in 
how companies source their cloth and manufacture finished products. See Gillian B. White, All Your Clothes are 
Made with Exploited Labor, THE ATLANTIC (June 3, 2015), 
http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/06/patagonia-labor-clothing-factory-exploitation/394658/.  
27 The annual National Business Ethics Survey is a terrific resource addressing ethics and compliance issues in the 
workplace and covers topics of the current status of ethics in the workplace and what companies can do to reduce 
risk. See Ethics & Compliance Center downloadable 2015 executive summary, The State of Ethics in Large 
Companies, ETHICS RES. CTR.,http://www.ethics.org/nbes/wp-
content/uploads/2015/03/LargeCompaniesExecSummary.pdf (last visited Sep. 27, 2015). See also Natalia 
Misciattelli, Ben Enejo & Ben van der Schaaf, Understanding the Value of Your Chief Compliance Officer, PHARM. 
COMPLIANCE MONITOR (Mar. 22, 2013), http://www.pharmacompliancemonitor.com/understanding-the-value-of-
your-chief-compliance-officer/4467/; Lisa Interligi, Compliance Culture: A Conceptual Framework, 16 J. MGMT. & 

ORG. 235-49 (2010); Supplemental Research Brief from the 2009 National Business Ethics Survey (NBES), 
sponsored by the Health Care Compliance Association (HCCA) and the Society of Corporate Compliance & Ethics 
(SCCE), The Importance of Ethical Culture: Increasing Trust and Driving Down Risks, ETHICS RES. CTR. (June 23, 
2010), http://www.ethics.org/resource/importance-ethical-culture-increasing-trust-and-driving-down-risks.  
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Additional topics that resonateacross industriesand areappropriate to address in a target industry
law and ethics course include: 
 

 Legal and regulatory environment  

 Risk management 
 Safety/ tort/ product liability  

 Fraud and false claims 

 Employment, labor, and human resources  

 Privacy (including Identity theft and databreaches 

 International considerations 

 Best practices 

 Pro-active strategies 
 
Once topic areas are solidified, course objectives, student learning outcomes, and key concepts fall 
into place.28 Generally put, the courseobjectivescan offer an “overview of thelegal, and regulatory
and ethical environment of the (given) industry in theU.S.” Thecoursewould “challengestudents
and equip them to evaluate and recognize legal and ethical issues” in the selected industry, while
“managing legal risks in a decision-making framework.”  29 Student learning outcomes of any 
industry law and ethics course then can be tailored to the target industry.30  
 
For the health industry law and ethics course then, the business and management perspective of an 
MBA program provided the context for the concepts students would explore. It examined “how 
health care regulations have an impact on the development of markets for health care products and 
services,” 31 as well as the impact of government policies, regulations and statutory and case law 
on industry segments, such as pharmaceutical and biotech companies, insurance companies, third 
parties, and those handling health benefits or information. Finally, it reviewed the lens of “ social, 
moral, and ethical decision-making opportunities encountered in trying to balance the interests, 
needs and rights of citizens against those of society.” 32  
 
III.  Under the Microscope: A Health Industry Law Course 
 

  
 

Unlike many other industries that occupy targeted segments of the economy, the health industry

28 For more on designing student learning outcomes and course objectives, see Fink, supra note 22, at 33-36. 
29 Syllabus BUAD 625, at 1 (Spring 2013) (on file with authors). 
30 The learning objectives for the health industry course discussed here were for students to:  

 Explain the legal, regulatory and ethical issues organizations and professionals in the health industry face; 

 Demonstrate communication skills related to health industry legal and ethical issues; 

 Correlate the legal, regulatory and ethical aspects of issues implicated in health care to the health industry;  

 Critically examine health industry laws and regulations; and 

 Assess proactive strategies to address an ever-changing health industry legal and regulatory landscape. 
    Id. at 2.  
31 Id. 
32 Id. 



pulls from numerous sectors. A wide rangeof productsand services comprise thehealth industry,
including drug and medical devicemanufacturersand retailers, governmental agencies, consulting
firms, financial institutionsand softwarecompanies, and also moretraditional businesssectorslike
insurance, marketing, information technology, and finance. These sectors support and supply
health care delivery organizations that provide services directly to consumers, like hospitals and
nursing homes.  
 
Each of these fields has its own regulatory context. For instance, those working for a
pharmaceutical or medical device manufacturer, or for a marketing firm hired by one, must be
aware of regulatory requirements surrounding the advertising of drugs and medical devices, as
well astherequirementssurrounding product testing, recalls, and ethical treatment parameters.An
entirecourse could bedevoted to the pharmaceutical industry alone! As aresult, ahealth industry
law and ethicscoursemust addressamyriad of topicsbut isunableto divetoo deeply into any one
topic.  
 
When lacking expertise in the various components of an industry-related law and ethics class, lead-
time in preparing oneself and the course is advantageous.33 Faculty for the health industry law and 
ethics class took advantage of same, and about a year before the course began laying the 
groundwork.  Interviewing numerous professionals in health industry fields regarding critical 
issues and challenges proved essential to identifying appropriate course topics.34 As one contact 
led to another, professionals consulted included a general counsel to a hospital, lawyers who had 
represented hospitals, trial attorneys, an executive director of a nonprofit organization that dealt 
with chemical dependency and addiction, a J.D. / R.N who had been a hospital compliance officer 
and was currently working for a health care business, a J.D. /M.D. with a global pharmaceutical 
research testing company, and a consultant to businesses concerning health related matters. Each 
meeting with an expert included the questions: “What are the issues you encounter?” “What
websites or materials would you suggest?” “With whom else should I talk? “What else should be
included in the course?” Former students provided leads, as did colleagues and other associates. 
That the instructor was a long-standing member of the legal community, as are many business law 
professors, proved invaluable. These forays led the instructor to topic areas to include in the 
course.35 

33 Therese Huston, in an article discussing her book, TEACHING WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW (2009), notes that 
underestimating preparation time for a course outsideof the instructor’ sexpertise isa common mistake. Therese
Huston, How to Teach What You  Actually Know, 55 CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. 25-26 (July 24, 2009).  
34 Consulting content experts helps the instructor determine key questions and issues. Id. 
35 The topic areas studied in the 3-credit course embraced those intrinsic to the health industry either generally—for 
example, health care reform—or as related to a specific aspect of the health industry. The class sessions and 
assignments addressed included: Introduction to Health Industry Law, Regulation and Ethics; Ethics and the Health 
Industry; PHARMA Research and Testing: Legal and Ethical Implications; Health Care Providers: Regulatory and 
Compliance Challenges and Strategies; Privacy, Electronic Records, and HIPAA; Whistleblowers, False Claims and 
the Health Industry; Fraud, Criminal Liability and the Health Industry; Health Care Reform and the Health Industry 
Part I; Health Care Reform, the Health Industry and Business Part II; Medical Devices: Development and Liability; 
Legal and Ethical Implications Regarding Insurance, Medicare, Medicaid; Employment Issues and the Health 
Industry; Malpractice, Ethics, and Risk Allocation; and The Public and the Health Industry.  
For theprevious year’s7-week 2 credit course, the titled topics covered included health care reform, Introduction to 
Health Industry Law, Regulation and Ethics; Health Care Reform and the Health Industry; Health Care Providers: 
Regulatory and Compliance Challenges and Strategies; Health Industry Malpractice, Ethics, and Risk Allocation; 
Fraud, False Claims, Criminal Liability and the Health Industry.  
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Someof themost relevant statutes for MBA students to examinewith regard to thehealth industry
includetheFalseClaimsAct,36 theAnti-Kickback Statute,37 theStark Law,38 thePatient Protection
and Affordable CareAct,39 the Health Insurance Portability and Accountabil ity Act,40 the Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act,41 the Federal Food, Drug, and
CosmeticAct,42 and theSafeMedical DeviceAct.43 These laws control thehealth industry’ssales
practices, marketing strategies, contract negotiations, billing systems, retail procedures, and data
management.44 Because of their import, and that some of these issues are not likely included in
more generalized business law and ethics classes, they are summarized below to illustrate the
processof identifying and incorporating industry-specific concepts into atargeted industry course  
 

  
 
Students working in any industry that does business with the federal government have an acute
need to understand the False Claims Act (“FCA”)45 and how to scrupulously comply with its
requirements. A utility player with the Department of Justice across all industries doing business
and contracting with the government, the federal FalseClaimsAct provides for criminal and civil
rightsof action arising from knowingly presenting or causing to present a falseor fraudulent claim
for payment to the federal government, or knowingly making a false record or statement material
to a false claim.46 It carries civil monetary penalties for each false claim and treble the
government’s damages.47 Violations of the FCA may lead to exclusion from federal health care
programs.48 Most states have implemented complimentary state false claims acts that track the

36 31 U.S.C. § 3729 et seq.  
37 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b. 
38 42 U.S.C. §1395nn. 
39 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (2010).   
40 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (1996) 
(codified at 42 U.S.C. § 201 et seq.).   
41 Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act, Pub. L. No. 111-5, 123 Stat. 226 (2012) 
(codified at 42 U.S.C. § 201 et seq.).  
42 21 U.S.C. § 301 et seq. 
43 H.R. 3095, 101st Cong. (1990) (enacted), Pub. L. No. 101-629, 104 Stat. 4511 (1990).   
44 For an overview of key statutes, see a report by the Congressional Research Service prepared for Congress: 
Jennifer A. Staman, Health Care Fraud and Abuse Laws Affecting Medicare and Medicaid: An Overview, CONG. 
RES. SERV. (Sep. 8, 2014), http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RS22743.pdf. 
This course did not discuss the Americans with Disability Act. But see, Marianne DelPo Kulow, Teaching Disability 
Discrimination Employment Law: Accommodating Physical and Mental Disabilities, 29 J. LEGAL STUD. EDUC. 
335, 340-52 (2013) regarding teaching disability discrimination. 
45 31 U.S.C. § 3729 et seq. 
46 Id. 
47 The Federal Civil Penalties Inflation Adjustment Act of 1990, codified at 28 U.S.C. § 2461, authorized the 
collection of civil fines, penalties or forfeitures through a civil action and allowed the adjustment of civil monetary 
penalties for inflation. Id. at notes. Subsequently, 28 C.F.R. § 85 increased the minimum FCA range of penalties 
from $5,500 to $11,000. 
48 See 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7 for mandatory and permissive exclusions from federal health care programs.  Generally, 
inclusion on the Office of Inspector General’s (“OIG”) List of Excluded Individuals/ Entities (“LEIE”) prohibits that
individual or entity from participating in or being paid for services provided to federal health care program 



federal legislation and that provide for additional sanctions.  
 

With respect to thehealth industry, theFCA especially comesinto play with respect to theCenters
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”) regulations, particularly Medicare Fraud, Waste,
and Abuse (“FWA”)49 or in conjunction with theAnti-Kickback Act or the Stark Law. Students
working in human resources or employee relations may investigate or review allegations of
employeeviolations of theAKS and the FCA, or assist with gathering documentation in response
to litigation concerning such allegations. They may oversee exclusion screening of their
employees, their vendors, and their vendors’ employees to ensure that individuals and entities
providing services to or on behalf of their company are not excluded from participating in federal
health careprograms.50  
 

  
 
“Financial relationships and business transactions between physicians and the health care
industry arecommon” and can includepaymentsto physiciansin exchange for consulting, travel 
to medical device and pharmaceutical conferences and free drug samples.51  While most 
physicians view these relationships favorably,52 the physician-business dynamic is highly 
regulated. In order to spot ethics issues and proactively prevent violations, students, especially 
those involved in sales or marketing activities, need to know what business practices are illegal 
under the Anti-Kickback Statute (“AKS”) and which are permissible as a “safe harbor.” 53 The 
AKS prohibits knowingly and willfully offering, paying, soliciting, or receiving anything of 
value to induce or reward referrals or generate any federal health care program business.54 
Typical business practices used in other industries, such as discounts, samples, incentives, 
coupons and giveaways, are a legal minefield in the health care world.55   
 
Thepharmaceutical and medical practice industrieshave been particular targets of regulatory and
mediaattention in this regard in connection with payments, vacations, lunchesand other financial
benefits given to physicians that may influence their prescribing practices. An important resource

beneficiaries.  See the OIG’swebpage for general information, OFF. INSPECTOR GEN., 
http://oig.hhs.gov/faqs/exclusions-faq.asp (last visited Sep. 21, 2015). 
49 For the Department of Health and Human Services’ overview of Medicare fraud, see U.S. DEP’T. HEALTH & HUM. 
SERVS. (Aug. 2014), http://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-
MLN/MLNProducts/Downloads/Fraud_and_Abuse.pdf.  
50 See supra text accompanying note 48. 
51 Joshua E. Perry, Dena Cox & Anthony D. Cox, SYMPOSIUM: The Buying and Selling of Health Care: Trust and 
Transparency: Patient Perceptions of 42 J.L. 
MED. & ETHICS 475 (2014). 
52 Id. 
53 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b.  For an excellent summary of the Anti-Kickback statute, see the American Health Lawyers 
Association’soverview, AM. HEALTH L. ASS’N, 
https://www.healthlawyers.org/hlresources/Health%20Law%20Wiki/Anti-Kickback%20Statute.aspx (last visited 
Sep. 27, 2015). See also Telehealth Resource Centers’ discussion of it, TELEHEALTH RES. CTRS., 
http://www.telehealthresourcecenter.org/toolbox-module/federal-fraud-and-abuse-anti-kickback-statute (last visited 
Sep. 27, 2015).  
54 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b).   
55 For example, Los Angeles medical center owners received a $10 million judgment for violation of federal Anti-
Kickback regulations, U.S. DEP’T JUST. (Jan. 25, 2010), http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2010/January/10-civ-
082.html.   
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to explorethisarea is theDepartment of Health and Human ServicesOfficeof Inspector General’ s
compliance guidelines to pharmaceutical manufacturers.56 Also instructive is the Code on
Interaction with Health Care Professionals (PhRMA Code),57 which incorporates both legal and
ethical considerations in its guidelines. 
 
The AKS provides for criminal penalties and fines ranging from $10,000 to $25,000 for
violations,58 and also opens the door to corresponding liability under the federal False Claims
Act.59 Recent modifications made by the Patient Protection and Affordable CareAct to theAKS
havemadeit easier to run afoul of the law’s requirements. Individualsnow no longer need actual
knowledge or specific intent to commit an AKS violation, and claims submitted that violate the
AKS automatically implicate the federal False Claims Act, as they are deemed to be false or
fraudulent claims for purposesof that statute.60 Violationsof theAKSmay lead to exclusion from
federal health careprograms.61  
 

  
 
Legislation to prevent health care providers from benefitting inappropriately from referrals is
known as the “Stark Law.” 62 Stark prohibits physician referrals for designated health services
provided by entitieswhen thephysician hasafinancial relationship with that entity, such aspartial
ownership, when Medicareis thepayor for thoseservices.63 It also prohibitspresenting aclaim for
services furnished pursuant to such a referral.64 Stark defines financial relationship as ownership
or investment interest in the entity, or a compensation arrangement, though it also permits
particular arrangements as exceptions to its general prohibitions.65 Students involved with
physician practicesor any entity that provides designated health services66 need to understand the
permissible boundaries of business arrangements between health care providers and suppliers of

56Notice, 68 Fed. Reg. 23731 (May 5, 2003), http://oig.hhs.gov/authorities/docs/03/050503FRCPGPharmac.pdf.  
57 ThePhRMA Code“addresses interactions with respect to marketed products and related pre-launch activities. 
PhRMA member companies’ relationships with clinical investigatorsand other individualsand entitiesas they relate
to the clinical research process are addressed in the PhRMA Principles on Conduct of Clinical Trials and 
Communication of Clinical Trial Results.” The PhRMA Code is available at PHRMA, Code on Interactions with 
Health Care Professionals, http://www.phrma.org/principles-guidelines/code-on-interactions-with-health-care-
professionals (last visited Sep. 21, 2015). 
58 The Federal Civil Penalties Inflation Adjustment Act of 1990 (codified at 28 U.S.C. § 2461), authorized the 
adjustment of civil monetary penalties for inflation. Consequently, 28 C.F.R. § 85 increased the minimum AKS 
penalty from $10,000 to $11,000. 
59 31 U.S.C. § 3729, et seq. (2012). The amendmentsprovide that “aclaim that includes itemsor services resulting
from a violation [the Anti-Kickback Statute] constitutes a false or fraudulent claim for purposesof [theFCA].” H.R.
3590 § 6402. 
60 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, H.R. 3590, 111th Cong.  § 6402(f)(2) (2010).  
61 See 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7.  
62 42 U.S.C. § 1395nn. See also Telehealth ResourceCenters’ discussion of the Stark Law, TELEHEALTH RES. CTRS., 
http://www.telehealthresourcecenter.org/toolbox-module/federal-fraud-and-abuse-stark-law (last visited Sep. 21, 
2015.) 
63 42 U.S.C. § 1395nn(a). See 42 U.S.C. § 1396b of the Social Security Act for extension of this referral prohibition 
to the Medicaid program. 
64 Id. at § 1395nn(a).   
65 Id. 
66 Such designated entities include clinical laboratories, physical or occupational therapy services, radiology 
services, durable medical equipment suppliers, home health services, hospital services, and prescription drugs 
suppliers. 



services, Penalties for Stark violations include civil monetary penalties, ranging from $10,000 to
$100,000, denial of payment, mandatory refunds, and may lead to exclusion from federal health
careprograms.67 
 

 
 

 
  

 
Thebusinessof managing risk in thehealth industry extends into theareasof privacy and security.
TheHealth InsurancePortability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”)68 provides federal protection
for patients’ protected health information (“PHI”) held by covered entities. It also awards certain
rightsassociated with that information to patients. Studentswho work for acovered entity such as
a hospital or a health insurance plan may have access to or may process PHI, such as for a billing
company that processes this data as a business associate to a covered entity. They need to
understand HIPAA’s penalties for unauthorized disclosures of such information and how to
respond to patients’ permissible requests pertaining to it.  
 
Covered entities that possess and transmit protected health information, including health care
providers, health plans, and health care clearinghouses, must also protect and limit disclosures of
PHI.69 Employees of software companies that create or maintain electronic medical records also
need to understand and beable to explain how their company’sproduct accounts for and manages
security risks.70  
 

  
 
TheHealth Information Technology for Economic and Clinical HealthAct (“HITECH”)71 waspart

67 42 U.S.C. § 1395nn(g). See generally CTR. MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVS., Physician Self Referral, 
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Fraud-and-
Abuse/PhysicianSelfReferral/index.html?redirect=/PhysicianSelfReferral/ (last visited Sep. 27, 2015).  
68 The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936 (1996) (codified at 
45 C.F.R. pts. 160, 162, and 164); HEALTH INFO. & L., Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(HIPAA), http://www.healthinfolaw.org/federal-law/HIPAA (last visited Sep. 27, 2015). For a business perspective, 
see Thora A. Johnson et al., What Businesses Need to Do About HIPAA Now, LEXOLOGY (May 1, 
2013),http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=82d7aa16-e5c2-4d3b-a6fa-de7176d0f9df. See also Thora A. 
Johnson, What Your Non-Profit Needs to Do About HIPAA Now, VENABLE (July 2013), 
https://www.venable.com/what-your-nonprofit-needs-to-do-about-hipaa--now-07-02-2013/. To obtain a 
downloadable version of a checklist businesses can consult in implementing a HIPAA compliance program, see 
ESET, HIPAA Security Checklist: 10 Things to Know before You Start a Compliance Initiative, 
http://www.eset.com/us/hipaa-security-checklist/?CMP=bac-Google-G|D-US-NB-B-HIPAA-
CPA|Aud&gclid=CISSxrupycYCFQUMaQodzhgJ_Q (last visited Sep. 27, 2015). See also a guide from the 
Association of Health Care Journalists, Understanding HIPAA: A Brief Overview, ASS’N HEALTH CARE J., 
http://healthjournalism.org/resources-tips-details.php?id=12#.VZw_nmzbLmI.    
69 Id. at § 262 (a) Sec.1173 (d)(2). Creating administrative, physical, and technical safeguards ensure confidentiality 
and integrity of PHI and protect against unauthorized information disclosure. 
70 For a good discussion of privacy, confidentiality and security, see TELEHEALTH RES. CTRS., 
http://www.telehealthresourcecenter.org/toolbox-module/privacy-confidentiality-and-security (last visited Sep. 27, 
2015).  
71 Pub. L. No. 111-5, 123 Stat. 226 (2009) (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 201 et seq.). 
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of theAmerican Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009,72 and isdesigned to promoteand expand
the adoption of electronic health records. It also widened the scope of HIPAA’s privacy and
security protections and boosted enforcement mechanisms.73 Most notably, HITECH imposed a
data breach notification requirement on covered entities for unauthorized uses and disclosures of
unsecured PHI.74 Studentswill need sufficient familiarity with the topics to identify issuesas they
arise. 
 

  
 
The Federal Food, Drug, and CosmeticAct is a set of laws regulating food, drugs, and cosmetics,
as well as tobacco products in order to ensure their safety and efficacy for the public.75 Students
working for food, pharmaceutical, and medical devicemanufacturersand researcherswill need to
understand restrictions regarding product trialsand theselling and marketing of finished products.
The Safe Medical DevicesAct of 199076 amended the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act to
require medical device users, facilities and manufacturers to report device issues (malfunctions,
serious injuries, deaths) annually to the Food and Drug Administration. It allows for enforcement
and inspections by the Food and Drug Administration, and contains whistleblower and reporting
protections.77 
 

  
 
The landmark health-related legislation in the 21st Century, and for decades previously, and likely 
to come, certainly is the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“ACA”).78 The ACA was 
“ intended to expand accessto insurance, increaseconsumer protections, emphasizeprevention and
wellness, improve quality and system performance, expand the health workforce, and curb rising 
health care costs.” 79 Many scholarly and practitioner articles scrutinize the legislation, its 

72 Id.  
73 See U.S. DEP’T. HEALTH & HUM. SERVS., HITECH Enforcement Interim Final Rule, 
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/administrative/enforcementrule/hitechenforcementifr.html (last visited Sep. 
27, 2015).  
74 Id. at § 13402 (codified at 42 USC § 17932). When unsecured protected information is assumed to have been 
accessed, depending on severity, related parties such as individuals, media outlets, and key government officials will 
be notified on progressively escalated tiers. Id. 
75 31 U.S.C. § 301 et seq. 
76 H.R. 3095, 101st Cong. (1990) (enacted); Safe Medical Devices Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-629,104 Stat. 4511. 
A summary of the Safe Medical Device Act from Congress.gov describes the responsibility and requirements of the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services and the manufacturer to protect the public from potentially dangerous and 
life threating devices. LIBR. CONG. H.R.3095 - Safe Medical Devices Act of 1990, 
https://www.congress.gov/bill/101st-congress/house-bill/3095 (last visited Sep. 27, 2015).  
77 See generally FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., Medical Device Reporting (MDR), 
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/Safety/ReportaProblem/default.htm (last visited Sep. 28, 2015) (describing that 
it is mandatory for manufacturers, importers, and facilities that use the device to report if the device has caused 
injury, death, and has the potential to do so. The FDA uses the reports in its surveillance of potential defective 
medical devices). 
78 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (2010).   
79 NAT’ L CONF. ST. LEGIS., The Affordable Care Act: A Brief Summary (Mar. 2011), 
http://www.ncsl.org/portals/1/documents/health/hraca.pdf.  



constitutionality,80 and the Supreme Court decisions addressing it; 81 others explore its impact and 
ethics. 82 As a result, the authors do not attempt a surely futile exhaustive description here. Rather, 
we attempt a quick survey of key components of the law as it relates to what MBA students may 
need to know, and provide resources for additional reader inquiry. 
 

a.  Insurance 
 
There are 5 key regulatory components with respect to insurance:83 
 
1. Expansion of Medicaid. The ACA increases the number of individuals eligible for state-
sponsored Medicaid, and increases federal funding to cover the States’ costs in expanding
Medicaid coverage. 84  Originally, the law penalized states that chose not to expand Medicaid 
eligibility, which provision the Supreme Court held to be unconstitutional in National Federation 
of Independent Business v. Sebelius.85  
 
2. American Health Benefit Exchanges. The ACA provides for the creation of insurance exchanges 
by states, or a federal exchange if a state does not establish its own exchange. 86  Individuals can 
purchase insurance through the exchanges and receive a tax credit under certain circumstances;87 
small employers can purchase insurance through a separate exchange. Under the statutory 

80 Tom Miller, Unfair Coercion, Or Greater Deference? Two New Sides of King v. Burwell, 23 U. MIAMI BUS. L. 
REV. 297 (2015); Orrin G. Hatch, King v. Burwell and the Rule of Law, 63 UCLA L. REV. DISC. 1 (2015); Eric J. 
Segall, Opening Statement: Making Law Out of Nothing at All: Why the Government Should Win the Latest 
Obamacare Challenge, 163 U. PA. L. REV. ONLINE 215, 216 (2015); HENRY J. KAISER FAM. FOUND., State-by-
State Effects of a Ruling for the Challengers in King v. Burwell, http://kff.org/interactive/king-v-burwell-effects/ 
(last visited Sep. 28, 2015); Sara Rosenbaum, The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act: Implications for 
Public Health Policy and Practice, 126 PUB. HEALTH REP. 130-35 (2011); Riley Lovendale, Tax vs. Penalty, 
Round Two: Interpreting The ACA's Assessable Payment As a Tax For Federal Award Cost Allowances, 55 B.C. L. 
REV. 947 (2014); Alberto R. Gonzales & Donald B. Stuart, Two Years Later And Counting: The Implications Of 
The Supreme Court's Taxing Power Decision On The Goals Of The Affordable Care Act, 17 J. HEALTH CARE L. & 

POL'Y 219 (2014); Wilson Huhn, Realism over Formalism and the Presumption of Constitutionality: Chief Justice 
idual Mandate, 46 AKRON L. REV. 117 (2013); Barry Cushman, NFIB V. 

Sebelius and the Transformation of The Taxing Power, 89 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 133 (2013); Robert M. Sade, The 
Health Care Reform Law (PPACA): Controversies in Ethics and Policy, 40 J. L. MED. & ETHICS 523 (2012); Sara 
Rosenbaum & Jonathan Gruber, Buying Health Care, the Individual Mandate, and the Constitution, 362 N. ENGL. J. 
MED. 401-03 (2010). 
81 King v. Burwell, 576 U.S. ___, 135 S. Ct. 2480 (2015) (holding that an ACA tax credit is available for insurance 
purchased through federal exchanges); National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. ___, 132 
S. Ct. 2566 (2012) (finding that mandated state expansion of Medicaid was unconstitutional. The Court also held 
that the “ individual mandate” wasconstitutional.) Id. 
82 See Sara Rosenbaum, The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act: Implications for Public Health Policy and 
Practice, 126 PUB. HEALTH REP. 130-35 (2011). For a textbook that discusses ethical implications involving the 
Affordable HealthCare Act, see EILEEN E. MORRISON & BETH FURLONG, HEALTH CARE ETHICS: CRITICAL 

ISSUES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (3d ed.2013). 
83 HENRY J. KAISER FAM. FOUND., Summary of Coverage Provisions in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care 
Act (July 17, 2012), http://kff.org/health-costs/issue-brief/summary-of-coverage-provisions-in-the-patient/. For an 
in-depth discussion of ACA components, see U.S. DEP’T HEALTH & HUM. SERVS., The Affordable Care Act, Section 
by Section, http://www.hhs.gov/healthcare/rights/law/. 
84 42 U.S.C. § 1396d.  
85 567 U.S. ___, 132 S. Ct. 2566 (2012). 
86 42 U.S.C. §§ 18031, 18041.  
87 26 U.S.C. § 36B(a). 
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language, such credits were only available if the insurance plan in which the taxpayer had enrolled 
was through “an Exchange established by the State.” 88 In King v. Burwell, the Supreme Court 
considered whether this language precluded tax credits to individuals who enrolled in an exchange 
established by the federal government in lieu of a state-created exchange.89 The Court concluded 
that the tax credits were available for individuals in states that had purchased insurance through a 
federal exchange.90 
 
3. Insurance companies. The ACA prohibits insurance companies from discriminating against or 
changing prices based on health status or gender.91  Insurers may, however, adjust premiums based 
on other factors such as tobacco use, age, geographical region, and family size.92 
 
4. Individual Mandate. The somewhat infamous “ individual mandate” provision of the ACA
requires individuals to buy health insurance or pay a penalty unless they fall under an exemption, 
such as inability to afford insurance or for religious reasons.93 The Supreme Court upheld the 
individual mandate as constitutional in National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius.94 
 
5. Employer Requirements. The ACA places “shared responsibility” on employers for health
coverage of its employees.95 Employers with at least 50 full time employees will be assessed 
certain “applicable payment amounts” for each employee if they choose not to offer health
coverageor offer “minimum essential coverage” but employeesqualify for premium tax creditsor
cost-sharing reductions.96   
 

b.  Fraud 
 
With respect to fraud, the ACA provides new rules for tougher screening for health care providers, 
enhanced law enforcement resources, increased penalties, and the withholding of payments to 

88 26 U.S.C. § 36B(b)(2)(A). 
89 King v. Burwell, 576 U.S. ___, 135 S. Ct. 2480 (2015). 
90 Id. at 2496. For a report of the case, see Adam Liptak, Supreme Court Allows Nationwide Health Subsidies, N.Y. 
TIMES (June 25, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/26/us/obamacare-supreme-court.html?_r=1. 
91 42 U.S.C. § 300gg-3. 
92 42 U.S.C. § 300gg.   
93 6 U.S.C. § 5000A. 
94 567 U.S. ____, 132 S. Ct. 2566 (2012); see also Adam Liptak, Supreme Court Upholds Health Care Law, 5-4, in 
Victory for Obama, N.Y. TIMES (June 28, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/29/us/supreme-court-lets-health-
law-largely-stand.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0; and Wilson Huhn, Realism over Formalism and the Presumption of 

, 46 AKRON L. REV. 117 
(2013). For a discussion on the individual mandate from a moral and ethical perspective, see Robert M. Sade, The 
Health Care Reform Law (PPACA): Controversies in Ethics and Policy, 40 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 523 (2012).  
95 26 U.S.C. § 4980H. 
96 Id.  See also Herrick, supra note 16. “Transition relief” adjustspenalties to apply to employers with 100 or more
employees in 2015, and reverts in 2016 for employers with 50 or more workers. For a discussion of employer 
responsibilities under the Affordable Care Act, and a downloadable flow chart on this, see HENRY J. KAISER FAM. 
FOUND., Employer Responsibility under the Affordable Care Act, http://kff.org/infographic/employer-responsibility-
under-the-affordable-care-act/ (last visited Sep. 28, 2015). 



providers pending investigations.97 It also provides measures to address fraud, such as increased 
funds for enforcement, broader federal authority to address fraud, and reporting requirements.98 
 

c.  Impact on Business 
 
The impact of the ACA on businesses is profound. 99 Discussing ramifications for business, as well 
the relation between business and the health industry is a great hook to pique student interest in 
the topic. For instance:  
-Nearly two-thirds of Americans with health coverage have employer-sponsored health insurance 
–or approximately 171 million people.100 
- 8.2 million people enrolled in employee-sponsored coverage from September 2013 through mid 
March 2014.101  
 
Businesses must cover: ambulatory patient services; emergency services; hospitalization; 
maternity and newborn care; mental health and substance use disorder services, behavioral health 
treatment; prescription drugs; rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices; laboratory 
services; preventive and wellness services, chronic disease management; and pediatric services, 
including oral and vision care.102 In this vein, the ACA offers benefits to business as well. For 
instance, it “will allow 83 percent of  currently uninsured small business owners become eligible 
for healthcare coverage.” 103  
 
As the ACA demonstrates, the reach of legislation related to the health industry is broad and deep. 
While certainly students will not remember all the details of the False Claims Act or HIPAA, 
introducing them to the general content and the challenges they raise will provide them with 
essential skills in identifying issues as they encounter the regulatory environment in not only the 
health industry, but other businesses as well. 
 
IV.  Teaching Notes 
 

  
 

97 See U.S. DEP’T. HEALTH & HUM. SERVS. & U.S. DEP’T JUST., New Tools to Fight Fraud, Strengthen Federal and 
Private Health Programs, and Protect Consumer and Taxpayer Dollars, 
http://www.stopmedicarefraud.gov/newsroom/factsheets/medicare-fraud.html (last visited Sep. 28, 2015) (The HHS 
website regularly reports on the war on Medicare Fraud. For instance, it notes that “ [T]hese effortsarepaying off. In
FY 2012, the government recovered a historic $4.2 billion and has returned a record-breaking $14.9 billion dollars 
to taxpayersbetween 2009 and 2012, up from $6.7 billion dollarsover the prior four years.” ) Id.  
98 Frank Ciesla, Beth Christian & Ari G. Burd, PPACA Changes to Fraud and Abuse Laws, N.J. HEALTHCARE (Sep. 
30, 2010), http://www.njhealthcareblog.com/2010/09/ppaca-changes-to-fraud-and-abuse-laws-2/. 
99 See DELOITTE, 

http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/life-
sciences-health-care/us-lshc-employer-study-2013-10152014.pdf (last visited Sep. 28, 2015). For a free market 
analysis sponsored by the National Center for Policy Analysis, see Herrick, supra note 16.  
100 Herrick, supra note 16. 
101 Id. 
102 Id. 
103 Richard Lorenzen, Is The Affordable Care Act Really Bad For Business? FORBES (Apr. 22, 2013, 9:40 AM), 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/theyec/2013/04/22/is-the-affordable-care-act-really-bad-for-business/. 
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Thehealth industry law and ethicscoursesought to providean overview of vital legal, ethical and
regulatory issues that those working in the health industry might encounter. Consequently, the
instructor identified key statutes, regulations, case law, and guidance that are essential to prepare
students to participate in thehealth industry.  
Locating course materials related to the health industry proved problematic. While textbooks
abound in the areas of health care and bioethics,104 these targeted health care providers, or were
primarily designed as advanced specialty resources. Course faculty could locate no textbook
addressing law, regulations and ethics more broadly related to the health industry for non-
providers;105 a different industry may not present this challenge.  
 
Thislack of readily availableinformation had two portentousconsequencesfor faculty. First, there
wasno simpleresourcefrom which aprofessorial generalist could identify theparametersof health
industry law, and subsequently learn thecontent of itscomponents. Second, thedearth of materials
mandated that faculty develop the materials and disseminate them to students.106 As a result,
faculty and students used primary sources such as statutes, regulations and cases, as well as news
articles, trade publications, anecdotal information from experts, and internet web sites published
by industry associations and the government.107 Students were delighted that there was no
requirement to buy textbooks, and werepleased with the current natureof thematerials. 
 
The professor gathered materials and course readings, beyond what speakers provided, from news 
sources and online organizational websites. These proved a goldmine and should prove equally 
fruitful regardless of the course’s industry focus. As the ACA had just been passed and was 
undergoing legal challenges, there was a plethora of materials available discussing the provocative 
nature of the issues that it raised and the impact on business.108 At the same time, new initiatives 

104 See, e.g., GEORGE D. POZGAR, LEGAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION (2015);  
ROBERT M. VEATCH, THE BASICS OF BIOETHICS (3d ed. 2012); LOUIS RUBINO, SALVADORE ESPARZA, & 

YLANDA REID CHASSIAKOS, NEW LEADERSHIP FOR TODAY’ S HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS: CONCEPTS AND 

CASES (2014); KAREN JUDSON & CARLENE HARRISON, LAW & ETHICS FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS (7th ed. 
2015); EILEEN E. MORRISON & BETH FURLONG, HEALTH CARE ETHICS: CRITICAL ISSUES FOR THE 21ST 

CENTURY (3d ed. 2013). For a textbook providing a legal and ethical foundation for health professionals, see 
MARCIA A. LEWIS, CAROL D. TAMPARO & BRENDA M. TATRO, MEDICAL LAW, ETHICS, & BIOETHICS FOR THE 

HEALTH PROFESSIONS (7th ed. 2012). See also MYRTLE R. FLIGHT & MICHAEL R. MEACHAM, LAW, LIABILITY, 
AND ETHICS FOR MEDICAL OFFICE PROFESSIONALS (5th ed. 2010). This source provides case studies, examples of 
how law applies to the health care environment, and ethical dilemmas in the medical field. For a discussion of policy 
with respect to the legal concerns of health professionals, how the health care system operates and what the newest 
policy objectives are in the industry, see LEIYU SHI & DOUGLAS A. SINGH, ESSENTIALS OF THE U.S. HEALTH 

CARE SYSTEM (3d ed. 2013). 
105 There are many texts related to the healthcare law and ethics. While these could provide important insights, it 
was impracticable to ask students to purchase a text that would only be used marginally. 
106 Throughout the course, articles were posted through the online class management tools, and occasionally articles 
were distributed in class. 
107 With respect to specific typesof health care support businesses, theDepartment of Health and Human Services
Office of Inspector General providescompliance guidelines “to encourage thedevelopment and use of internal
controls to monitor adherence to applicable statutes, regulations, and program requirements.” Health industry
segments included in the guidelinesare hospitals, nursing homes, third-party billers, and durable medical equipment
suppliers. OFF. INSPECTOR GEN., http://oig.hhs.gov/compliance/compliance-guidance/index.asp (last visited Sep.
28, 2015).  
108 The first year the course was offered, the constitutional challenges were primarily in federal district and appellate 
courts; by 2012, students were able to listen to portions of the arguments before the Supreme Court in National 
Federation Of Independent Business v. Sebelius, No. 11–393, argued March 26, 27, 28, 2012—decided 2012, 



arising from the change in the federal administration provided terrific opportunities for exploration 
and class discussion.109 In addition, many experts joined class sessions and could be coaxed into 
developing materials or presentations.  
 
B. Pedagogy and Assessment 
 
The primary pedagogic methods used in the health industry law course also have utility for 
examining legal and ethical issues targeting other industries.110 Students engaged in class and 
online discussions, prepared and presented papers, and followed a chosen organization from its 
mission statement through the development of each of the course topic areas. In addition, students 
were trained on Bloomberg Health Industry Resources.111 This gave them access to economic 
reports and other data for use in following the company they had identified.  Case studies would also 
be an excellent vehicle to employ.112 
 
Several tools allowed the instructor to assess to what extent students had met the learning 
outcomes. Scheduled tests113 evaluated knowledge of material presented. Three legal and/or ethics 
research papers portrayed how students integrated the course material presented and expanded it 
to delve more deeply into specific aspects of a health industry legal issue.114 (Admittedly, this had 

together with No. 11–398, Department of Health and Human Services v. Florida, and No. 11–400, Florida v. 
Department of Health and Human Services, also on certiorari to the Supreme Court. Of course, now the professor 
would have the class examine the Supreme Court decisions on the Affordable Care Act, National Federation of 
Independent Businesses v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. ____, 132 S. Ct. 2566 (2012) and related articles, such as Adam 
Liptak, Supreme Court Upholds Health Care Law, 5-4, in Victory for Obama, N.Y. TIMES (June 28, 2012), 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/29/us/supreme-court-lets-health-law-largely-stand.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0, 
supra note 94, the 2015 decision in King v. Burwell 576 U.S. ___, 135 S. Ct. 2480 (2015); and Adam Liptak, 
Supreme Court Allows Nationwide Health Subsidies, N.Y. TIMES (June 25, 2015), 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/26/us/obamacare-supreme-court.html?_r=1, supra note 90.  
109 For a particularly rich website regarding health law, seethe Department of Health and Human Services, Office of 
Inspector General, main webpage, OFF. INSPECTOR GEN., http://oig.hhs.gov/ (last visited Sep. 28, 2015). 
110 These assessment models are not unique; rather, they are offered here as a model for initiating an industry-related 
law course. 
111 Bloomberg is a data resource for information on public companies in the healthcare sector/industry for 
quantitative and qualitative information, in addition to news and SEC filings, legal information including litigation, 
court opinions, judgments and the like. The Xavier University Trading Center serves as a site for Bloomberg 
terminals. 
112 The Journal of Legal Studies Education devoted its first 2012 volume to the use of case studies in the business 
law curriculum. For excellent discussions of the role and use of case studies, see Michelle Evans, Trade Secrets in 
the Legal Studies Curriculum - A Case Study, J. LEGAL STUD. EDUC. 1, 2-3 and n. 8 (2012); Sean P. Melvin, Case 
Study of a Coffee War: Using the Starbucks v. Charbucks Dispute to Teach Trademark Dilution, Business Ethics, 
and the Strategic Value of Leal Acumen, 29 J. LEGAL STUD. EDUC. 27, 33-39 (2012) (discussing several methods of 
using a case); Robert Landry, Ethical Considerations in Filing Personal Bankruptcy: A Hypothetical Case Study, 29 
J. LEGAL STUD. EDUC. 59, 61-64 (2012); and Lucien Dhooge, A Fire in the Global Village: Teaching Ethical 
Reasoning and Stakeholder Interests Utilizing Tobacco, 29 J. LEGAL STUD. EDUC. 95, 96-101 (2012). 
113 Theseconsisted of a multiple choice “quiz” format combined with 3-4 short answer essay questions. 
114 Allowing students to pursue individual interests through legal research and writing, and then present it, is one 
way to allow a number of topics to be broached. Titles of student papers demonstrate the wide range of issues health 
industry law can implicate and what professors may wish to pursue in their own health industry law and ethics 
classes. Topics included: The Individual Mandate (under the Affordable Care Act), Turkey and Direct to Consumer 
Advertisement, Accountable Care Organizations: Paying for Quality, Medical Devices and Product Liability, 
Product Liability and Prescription Drugs, Parental Leave in the U. S., Medical Malpractice Across Borders, 
Religion and Healthcare, Healthcare for the Homeless, Infant Mortality in the U.S., Medical Device Failure, 
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the added benefit of expanding the professor’s knowledge and resources about health industry 
legal issues!) Students responded to questions faculty posted on an online discussion board and 
posted their own thoughts and resource items; these postings proved valuable for not only 
assessing students’ comprehension of the material, but also facilitated a cross-pollination of ideas 
as they shared information with each other with respect to the weekly topic. In-class discussion 
further permitted students the opportunity to explore topics as a group endeavor, and for faculty to 
assess student learning on a weekly basis. In this vein, students prepared questions for guest 
speakers, and were expected to engage with them on the issues. Their participation was usually 
informed and enthusiastic, and reflected interest inherent in an elective course. 
 
Finally, class members selected a health industry-related organization and followed it throughout 
the semester, reporting on how it was “ faring” in the context of the legal landscape explored
throughout the semester. At times, a company’s actions failed to mesh with or fell short of its
stated goals, providing contextual contrast between real world difficulties and philosophical ideals.  
Students reported on their findings periodically, concluding with a “company report card” of the 
organization’s performance in light of the various subjects at semester’s end. As most students 
tended to select a company in the field in which they worked or were interested, this approach 
presented a terrific opportunity for them to see the direct impact of the law and regulatory 
environment on their chosen company and field, as well as to evaluate proactive strategies 
companies did or could employ. This aspect of the course was particularly valuable to students 
due to the universally applicable nature of the principles behind ethics and compliance programs, 
regardless of specific field.115   
 
V.  Lessons Learned 
 
The lessons learned from this effort were many.  
 

 Do a market review of job trends and MBA student employers; it was notably helpful. It 
informed not only whether students might be interested in the health industry, but also what 
subject areas to include. 

 Conduct “early and often” assessment and follow-up to the structure, content and accessibility 
of the course.  

 Engage experts on discreet topics; it can be enormously beneficial to students. The professor 
requested many favors of professional and community colleagues, who graciously extended 
their time and expertise. Experts' applications of concepts in response to issues and problems 

Impact on Rural 
America, Social Media and the Health Care Industry, Pediatric Clinical Testing, Challenges of Health Care Reform 
for Health Industry Providers, A Different Approach to Reducing Drug Costs, Pharmaceutical Drug DTC 
Advertising, The Orphan Drug Act: Striking a Balance between Rare Diseases Treatments and Sustainable Profit 
Margins, Regulatory, Legal and Ethical Issues of Organ Transplantation, Ethical Implications of Conducting 
Clinical research in Developing Countries, Electronic Medical Records: Applications in the Clinical Research 
Industry, EMR Security, Ethical and Legal Issues with Health Insurance in India, Whistleblowing in Healthcare; 
and Do Pediatric Clinical Trials Deserve Their Flawed Reputation?. 
115 See Melissa Korn, thics Have Any Value? B-Schools Step Up Efforts to Tie Moral Principles to 
Their Business Programs, but Quantifying Those Virtues Is Tough, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 6, 2013, 7:38 PM), 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324761004578286102004694378.html.  



that the industry encounters lent an important practical and applied dimension.  Further, these 
experts can serve as role models, possibly even mentors and future co-workers, for students 
exploring opportunities in the health industry.  

 Require guest speaker to provide presentations or suggested readings ahead of class. This 
especially assists a professor who is a novice in the industry. As this information often can 
comethrough at the“ last minute,” coursefaculty needed to bearmed with additional materials 
for students to review prior to and to discuss in class.  

 Gather and read the materials before you begin. As Therese Huston notes, it will improve the 
instructor’s teaching and “make life more manageable once the course begins.” 116 The 
instructor did not do this and it made for a challenging semester!117 

 Be creative and willing to stretch your knowledge and pedagogical tool belt.  
 

Finally, for all the effort developing the Health Industry Law and Ethics course entailed, it was 
very gratifying that student satisfaction was high. The class was very interactive, had great guest 
speakers, and students could often bring in their own work experience and interests. Course 
evaluations were correspondingly rewarding.118 
 

Conclusion  
 
A Health Industry Law and Ethics course can help fill an existing market need for business MBA 
graduates who need to be knowledgeable about key law-related concepts in a health-related 
particular industry.  The design of the course should address the evolving nature of the industry 
and its regulatory environment and today's job market. At the same time it should adequately 
prepare students to enter and engage in their field.  
 
Designing a course to familiarize business students with legal and regulatory requirements of a 
specific industry carries its challenges. While business law professors typically have some prior 
legal experience and a general teaching skill set, we very well may lack the breadth or depth to 
address what may be a foreign industry, such as energy, agriculture, or in this case, the health 
industry. Consequently immersion in an industry’s regulatory landscape through a variety of
vehicles was crucial to developing a deeper understanding of the field's components and the ability 
to identify aspects of the industry that would be relevant to an MBA student seeking greater 
understanding of legal issues in this field. It also provides a great opportunity for even veteran 
instructors bold enough to take on the challenge of being a novice in a new field. 
 
That being said, there are benefits attendant to being a novice professor, as Therese Huston 
explains in her book, 119 Novices are more realistic about what it 

116 Huston, supra note 33. 
117 For a discussion of “rookie mistakes to avoid,” see Grace Hum et al., Legal Writing Professors Morphing Into 
Contract Drafting Professors: Unfounded Fears; Contract Drafting And Legal Writing: Shared Strategies For 

Rookie Mistakes To Avoid, 12 TENN. J. BUS. L. 127, 143-47 (2011). 
118 The two key measures used arean overall rating of the instructor’s teaching effectiveness and how worthwhile
the course was compared to others taken at Xavier. On a 5-point scale—with 5 being the highest—students gave 
ratings of 4.9 and 4.7, respectively.  Evaluations are on file with the authors. 
119 James M. Lang, , CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. (Oct. 22, 2012) (book review), 
http://chronicle.com/article/Teaching-What-You-Dont-Know/135180/.  
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will take for students to complete a task, both in terms of time and the steps involved.120 They also 
can explain concepts clearly. Reports Huston, "A content novice is also more likely than a content 
expert to relate difficult concepts to everyday, common knowledge—to something the student 
already knows—simply because the instructor doesn't have a vault of specialized knowledge on 
the topic from which to draw."121 In addition, the content notice is “more likely to set realistic
expectations for learners, to notice when they are breaking down and experiencing problems, and 
to pause and make adjustments in response—instead of marching dutifully from one end of the 
syllabus to theother, covering everything on your ambitiousagenda.” 122  
 
Although the course described here focused on health industry constructs, the tools utilized in 
crafting it are easily transferrable to the creation of other types of industry-related classes. Both 
the regulatory environment and job market change.  MBA programs that wish for their students to 
succeed in the market must respond to changing conditions by adapting their educational offerings, 
such as courses and concentrations, to answer the demand for certain skill sets and knowledge 
bases.  It is incumbent on these programs to prepare their students for employment in expanding 
fields, whether in the health industry or in another area.  

120 Id. 
121 Id. 
122 Id. 



 

 

 

UT A RING ON IT  A PEDAGOGICAL EXPLORATION OF ENGAGEMENT RING LAW IN THE 

UNITED STATES 

 

By 
 

David W. Read   

Timothy C. Dudley  
 
I. Introduction 
 

This paper focuses on how engagement rings should be treated under United States gift law.1  The 
paper’s primary concern is pedagogical in nature and seeks to provide business law professors
with a rich doctrinal background for classroom discussion surrounding the law and policy of 
engagement rings in the context of gift law.   

 
The primary question addressed herein is: What should happen to an engagement ring once the 
engagement to be married is terminated?2  State courts have answered this question3 and they differ 
widely in their expositions.  This paper explores the question by examining the conflicting 
statutory and case law and the various arguments set forth in a small number of law reviews.   

 
This paper is relevant to aid classroom discussions for a number of reasons.  First, most American 
students want to be married4 at some point in their life, although the median age for first marriage 

*David W. Read is an assistant professor of business law and business ethics in the Goddard School of Business at 
Weber State University in Ogden, Utah.  He graduated with a MSc from the London School of Economics and 
Political Science and J.D. from the University of Houston Law Center. 
**Timothy C. Dudley teaches and practices law in Salt Lake City, Utah.  He graduated with a MSc from the London 
School of Economics and Political Science and J.D. from the Villanova Law School. 
1 The title “SingleLadies (Put aRing on It)” refers to pop culturesinger Beyonce Knowles’ R&B song, “Single
Ladies (Put a Ring on It)” from her album “I Am … Sasha Fierce.” ColumbiaRecords, 2008. The paper is specific
in scope to engagement rings, but addresses gift law generally.  See Jane B. Baron, Gifts, Bargains, and Form, 64 
IND. L.J. 155, 155-56 (1989); Robert A. Prentice, Law & Gratuitous Promises, 2007 U. ILL. L. REV. 881, 881; Carol 
M. Rose, Giving, Trading, Thieving, and Trusting: How and Why Gifts Become Exchanges, and (More Importantly) 
Vice Versa, 44 FLA. L. REV. 295, 295 (1992); Andrew Kull, Reconsidering Gratuitous Promises, 21 J. LEGAL STUD. 
39, 46-59 (1992); Eric A. Posner, Altruism, Status, and Trust in the Law of Gifts and Gratuitous Promises, 1997 
WIS. L. REV. 567. 
2 While no pedagogical piece has been written on this subject, a few scholarly pieces have been written, all of which 
will be addressed herein.  Additionally, media outlets address the question of legality of engagement rings.  See 
Nadine Brozan, If Things Fall Apart, Who Gets the Ring?, N.Y. TIMES, October 5, 2008, at ST15 available at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/05/fashion/weddings/05field.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 (last visited on January 
30, 2015).   
3 Federal court may assume jurisdiction over a determination of an engagement ring in the context of a bankruptcy 
case; the authors did not find federal cases outside of bankruptcy courts dealing with engagement rings. In re 
Stegall, 07 B.R. 1358 (Bankr. S.D. Iowa 2007) (holding that the engagement ring not exempt from the bankruptcy 
estate).   
4 Pew Research, Social and Demographic Trends, http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2013/02/13/love-and-marriage/ 
(last visited on January 30, 2015).   
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has risen for both men and women since the early 1980s, with it currently about 29 for men and 
about 27 for women.5  While not the norm, some universities have over 25 percent of their students 
classified as married.6  At one non-religious school it is reported that 70 percent of women attended 
college with their spouse.7   

 
The data on marriages in the United States lead to the second important reason this paper is timely.  
Arguably many of the students in a business law class in the United States will likely buy or have 
bought an engagement ring for a prospective spouse or know someone who has or will have 
purchased an engagement ring.  Engagement rings can be a luxury or non-luxury item and their 
market share is growing.  For example, in 2012, Americans spent nearly $11 billion on diamond 
engagement and wedding jewelry.8  Another report predicts that by 2018 the diamond engagement 
and wedding jewelry business will reach a production value of $18.4 billion.9  The average 
engagement ring is estimated to cost $5,200 and approximately 12% of couples spent more than 
$8,000 for an engagement ring, according to one study.10  The average ring was one carat for the 
center stone, and 1.4 carats total stones.11  Additionally, social scientists have made findings that 
the more one spends on an engagement ring, the more likely that couple will end up divorced.12  
This discussion about the prevalent culture of engagement rings and the associated costs lend well 
to the question:  Who gets the ring when the engagement is terminated before marriage?  

   
The third reason this paper is needed is that no scholarship has addressed the issue of how to teach 
gift law in the context of engagement rings outside of a textbook.  Only a small number of scholars 
or practitioners have addressed the question of ownership of the engagement ring upon the 
termination of the engagement, but there is no pedagogical scholarship on the topic.13  This study 
brings together all the scholarship on this topic as well as a complete analysis of the evolution of 
law and policy in the United States.  Thus, this paper serves to extend the discussion about 

5 Id.   
6 The Digital Universe, Jason Brown, Tying the Knot in College, February 13, 2013, 
http://universe.byu.edu/2013/09/03/final-story-draft-most-and-least-married-campusesabc/ (last visited on January 
30, 2014).   
7 Cara Newton, College Student Still Often Find Spouses on Campus, USA TODAY, October 17, 2013, available at 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/10/15/college-marriage-facebook/2989039/ (last visited on 
January 30, 2014).   
8 Tara Siegel Bernard, With Engagement Rings, Love Meets Budget, N.Y. TIMES, February 1, 2014, on page B1 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/01/your-money/with-engagement-rings-love-meets-budget.html?_r=0 (last visited 
on January 30, 2015).   
9 Bain & Company, GLOBAL DIAMOND INDUSTRY REPORT 2013, Global diamond supply faces cliff in 2018, August 
28, 2013, http://www.bain.com/about/press/press-releases/global-diamond-supply-faces-cliff-in-2018.aspx (last 
visited on January 30, 2015).    
10 Id.   
11 XO Group, 08/30/2011: 2011 Engagement & Jewelry Statistics Released by TheKnot.com & 
WeddingChannel.com http://www.xogroupinc.com/press-releases-home/2011-press-releases/2011-08-30-2011-
engagement-and-jewelry-statistics-released.aspx (last visited on January 30, 2014).   
12 Francis, Andrew M. and Mialon, Hugo M., 
between Wedding Expenses and Marriage Duration (September 15, 2014). Available at SSRN: 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2501480 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2501480; See also, Market Watch, The Pricier 
the Ring, the Likelier the Divorce, The New York Post, N.Y. Post, Oct. 15, 2014, available at 
http://nypost.com/2014/10/15/the-pricier-the-ring-the-likelier-the-divorce/ (last visited on January 30, 2015). 
13 Andrew Kull, The Simplification of Private Law, 51 J. LEGAL EDUC. 284 (2001) (this article addresses 
engagement rings, but does not focus on it as a matter of pedagogy). 



engagement rings and gift law into the area of how this topic can be taught in a business law class.  
A fourth and final reason for this paper is that the media frequently issue reports on broken-off 
engagements.  Most of these reports are about celebrities or better known businesspeople.14  These 
stories can serve as an interesting backdrop to discuss gift law.   
 
This paper will first address the scholarly literature on the engagement ring law.  One purpose of 
the literature review is to provide scholars and instructors a bird’s eye view of what has been
researched and argued.  Another purpose is to show how this paper fits in the engagement law 
landscape—providing a bridge from the scholarly to the pedagogical.  The paper then addresses 
the legal history of engagement rings.  Next it explores the legal doctrine of gift law.  Gift law—
donative intent, delivery, and acceptance—does not allow for an engagement ring to be returned 
to the donor no matter whose fault caused the breach of promise to marry.   Nonetheless, many 
courts have carved out various exceptions to gift law doctrine, providing justifications for the 
return of the engagement ring, including the doctrine of conditional gift.  Then the paper addresses 
the law of engagement rings.  The discussion about gift law is a natural prelude to an exploration 
of the law of engagement rings because it highlights the tensions between gift law and the newer 
legal doctrines explored in the law of engagement rings.  The final substantive section explores 
the authors’ proposals about how engagement ring law should be understood and applied in state
courts.  The paper concludeswith a case study and instructor’s note. 
 

II. Literature Review 
 

Few scholars have addressed the law of engagement rings.  Pedagogical scholarship on the topic 
is even slimmer.  As a matter of pedagogy scholarship, a review of articles on the law of 
engagement rings or gift law reveals no articles published in the various publications by the 
Academy of Legal Studies in Business and its regional associations.  This article seeks to fill that 
gap.15 
 
Although little legal scholarship has been published on the topic of engagement rings, what has 
been published is very useful with only little duplication. Rebecca Tushnet’s scholarship
addresses the “thehistory and logic of [engagement ring] law.” 16  Her examination of this body of 
law addresses the core issue of how the state should regulate premarital behavior.17  By virtue of 

14 Buffalo restaurateur, Louis Billittier, Jr., made headlines when he called of his engagement and wanted his 
$53,000 engagement ring back. See James King, Judge Awards $53,000 Engagement Ring to Woman Dumped Via 

 DAILYMAIL.COM, April 7, 2014, available at  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2598864/Judge-awards-53-000-engagement-ring-woman-dumped-text-
message.html (last visited Jan. 30, 2015). Another report about Sharon Bush, the former wife of Neil Bush, a brother 
of Jeb and George Bush.  Her engagement was called off and the question became whether she had to return an 11-
carat diamond ring, valued at an estimated $243,040.  See Nadine Brozan, If Things Fall Apart, Who Gets the Ring?, 
N.Y. TIMES, October 5, 2008, at 
T15 http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/05/fashion/weddings/05field.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 (last visited on 
January 30, 2015. 
15 See Robert E. Rains, To Rhyme or Not to Rhyme: An Appraisal, 16 LAW & LITERATURE 1 (2004). As a matter of 
pedagogy scholarship, a law and literature piece by Robert E. Rains addresses engagement rings as a short overview 
and mentions only in brief passing the link between legal learning in the classroom and the implications of 
engagement ring law.   
16 Rebecca Tushnet, Rules of Engagement, 107 YALE L.J. 2583 (1998). 
17 Id. at 2583.  
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being premarital behavior, Tushnet argues, an engagement ring is outside the marital estate and 
thus subject to a body of law that is not family law.18  She further addresses the nature of promises 
in the premarital milieu as opposed to the family law field.19  Tushnet also highlights gender 
inequities in the context of a broken engagement and the implications of a patriarchal society.20  
Finally, Tushnett addresses the equity of the contending legal doctrines of who is at fault for the 
broken engagement, i.e., the person not at fault gets the engagement ring.   
 
Neil Williams’ scholarship addresses the issue of damages in the context of a broken promise to 
marry.21  Williams proposes a model for awarding damages under the doctrine of promissory 
estoppel. In short, Williamsarguesthat the“partieswho breach promisesto marry should beliable
for damages.” 22  Williams addresses the implications of his position in the context of engagement 
rings.   
 
Alan Grant’s and Emily Grant’s scholarship provides for deeper review of this body and history
of engagement ring law by incorporating an economic analysis. 23  Grant and Grant examine 
property and contract law to determine the incentives that gift and conditional gift law create for 
litigants.24  They also propose that courts should order specific performance for broken 
engagement contracts.25  Grant’s and Grant’ s scholarship is an important study and builds upon 
the 1990 economic study of Margaret F. Brinig.26  As pointed out by Grant and Grant, Brinig 
establishes a causal connection between having no cause of action for breach to promise to marry 
and the cultural emergence of diamond engagement rings.27    
 
Ruth Sara Lee hones the engagement ring scholarship and addresses romantic gifts.28  Lee 
examines gifts during the course of a romantic relationship, and how the legal system responds to 
the various gifts—including opportunistic gifts and gifts given in good faith.   

 
A small number of articles on the question of who is entitled to the engagement ring can be found 
in bar journals or other practitioner-oriented journals.  The most exhaustive piece is by Barbara 
Frazier.29  Frazier addresses the topic of the law of engagement rings in general, but focuses on 
thisquestion: “Who isentitled to thering when theconditional performance isnot met?” 30  Frazier 
addresses this question in the context of gift law; that is, the engagement ring is a gift, conditioned 

18 Id. at 2583. 
19 Id. at 2584.  
20 Id. at 2584. 
21 Neil G. Williams, What to Do When There s No A Model for Awarding Damages Under Promissory 
Estoppel, 70 WASH. L. REV. 1019 (1995). 
22 Id at 1019.  
23 Alan Grant and Emily Grant, The Bride, The Groom, and The Court: A One-Ring Circus, 35 CAP. U.L. REV. 743 
(2007). See also Richard A. Posner, Gratuitous Promises in Economics and Law, 6 J. LEGAL STUD. 411, 414-17 
(1977). 
24 Id. at 750-756.   
25 Id. at 757-777. 
26 See, e.g., Margaret F. Brinig, Rings and Promises, 6 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 203, 205-06 (1990). 
27 Williams, supra note 22, at 1019.  
28 Ruth Sarah Lee, A Legal Analysis of Romantic Gifts, 67 U. MIAMI L. REV. 595, 597 2013. 
29 Barbara Frazier, 
Performance Falls Short of the Altar?, 17 J. AM. ACAD. MATR. LAW. 419, 421 2001. 
30 Id. at 420.  



upon or in contemplation of the actual marriage. Brooke A. Blecher’s excellent piece is largely a
review of the law of engagement rings.31  Blecher’s contribution is a concise discussion of Heart-
balm statutes and an extensive discussion of Lindh v Surman, in which a Pennsylvania court held 
that the donee of an engagement ring must return the ring to the donor when the donor breaches 
the agreement to marry.32   Mark Momjian limits his discussion of lawsuits over engagement rings 
to disputes arising under Pennsylvania law.33  Momjian’sbar journal article, likeLee’s law review
article on romantic gifts, provides an important contribution to the literature on engagement ring 
law by addressing “ things other than rings.” 34  Examples of “ things other than rings” include:
furniture, money, real estate, a sailboat and other premarital gifts given to a significant other in 
contemplation of marriage.  Momhian explores whether the law should treat these items similarly 
as engagement rings?35    

 
Finally two additional articles address specific cases dealing with engagement rings and broken 
engagements36 and American Law Reports has published an annotation on engagement ring law.37  
Each of these articles adds in some way to the body of scholarship on engagement ring law.  The 
following discussion draws heavily upon the already-existing scholarship to understand the legal 
landscape of engagement ring law; this in turn, will serve as a springboard for a case study analysis.   

 

III. History of the Law on Engagement Rings 
 
a.  Action for Breach of Promise to Marry 

 
An action to sue for “breach of a promise to marry” originated in seventeenth century England.38  
The action migrated to the United States and eventually the action occurred more often in the 
United States than in England.39  The rationale of the action was that when a man and a woman 
became engaged they entered into a contract to marry each other.40  The contract consisted of the 
man’s offer of marriage and the woman’s acceptance of the offer, and if the man failed to fulfill
his promise to marry, the woman could sue.41  She could prove breach of promise without having 

31 Brooke A. Blecher, Broken Engagements: Who is Entitle to the Engagement Ring?, FAMILY LAW QUARTERLY, 
Vol. 34, No. 3 (Fall 2000), pp. 579-588. 
32 See Lindh v. Surman, 742 A.2d 643, 643 (Pa. 1999).  
33 Mark Momjian, Limited Engagement: Suits Over Rings and Things Under Pennsylvania Law, 68 PA BAR ASSN. 
QUARTERLY 166 (1997).  
34 Id. at 168-169.   
35 Id.  
36 Brian L. Kruckenberg, COMMENT: Engagement Ring When the 
Engagement Terminates [Heiman v. Parrish, 942 P.2d 631 (Kan. 1997)] 37 WASHBURN L.J. 425 (1998); Recent 
Case: Property Law Pennsylvania Supreme Court Holds that Engagement Rings Must Be Returned Regardless of 
Who Broke the Engagement 113 HARV. L. REV. 1876 (2000).  
37 Elaine Marie Tomko, Annotation, Rights in Respect of Engagement and Courtship Presents When Marriage Does 
Not Ensue, 44 A.L.R.5TH 1, at § 2[a] (1996).  Although Heart-balm statutes prohibit seeking recovery of expenses 
incurred in preparation for the wedding, they havebeen held “not to bar actions for the recovery of money or
property transferred aspart of the engagement.”  
38 Neil G. Williams, What to Do When There s No A Model for Awarding Damages Under Promissory 
Estoppel, 70 WASH. L. REV. 1019 (1995). 
39 Williams, supra note 22, at 1025. 
40 Id.   
41 Id. 
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to show fraud.42  The evidentiary standard was so low that she could prove breach without any 
evidence other than her word.43  The woman could rely on witnesses whom in other cases the 
courtswould disqualify as “ incompetent and biased.” 44  When a woman brought an action against 
a breach of promise to marry, she was seeking to redress wrongs that were unique to women during 
the era. 
 
b. Damages for Breach of Promise to Marry 

 

As a result of the breach of promise to marry, a woman could recover three types of damages, 
under what is known as a Heart-balm statute.45 Heart-balm statutes allow a cause of action that 
permits an individual to seek pecuniary damages, as a balm, to salve their broken hearts.  Heart-
balm actions are based on the notion that promises must be kept, and that law seeks to prevent any 
intrusion upon marital or family relations.  Examples of Heart-balm actions include breach of 
promise to marry, seduction, alienation of affection, or criminal conversion. 

The three types of damages under Heart-balm acts are as follows:  (1) Women could recover 
“expectation damages.” 46 Thesedamagesprovided awoman with an amount of money “that would
place her in the [financial and social] position… [which] she would have enjoyed had the 
marriage” occurred.47 (2) Women could also recover “reliance damages.” These damages
compensated for the money that the woman had spent in order to prepare for the wedding and 
marriage.48 Women could even recover opportunity costs such as money equal to the amounts of 
money that they lost by foregoing employment opportunities in order to marry.49  (3) Women could 
also recover a type of damages unique to this era—damages for “anguish and humiliation.” In the
era, these damages attempted to remedy the prospect that other men would consider the woman 
“damaged goods.” 50  Because of the nature of these damages, the action for breach of promise to 
marry cameto be known as “Heart-balm suits.” 51 

 
The nature of these actions were very personal and, for the times, salacious.  In order to prove or 
disprove a promise to marry and a breach of the promise to marry, the evidence would need to 
cover intimate and embarrassing details.52  Some courts allowed if not required a very broad scope 
of evidence.  Courts would deem relevant and thus admissible evidence that a court would never 
entertain in any other action.  Moreover, because the standard of proof was so low, parties could 
introduce relatively unreliable evidence which tended only to extend the scope of the very personal 
evidence as well as to sensationalize trials which were already scandalous.53 

42 Williams, supra note 22, at 1024. 
43 Rebecca Tushnet, Rules of Engagement, 107 YALE L.J. 2583 (1998). 
44 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2587. 
45 Williams, supra note 22, at 1024. 
46 Williams, supra note 22, at 1025-26. 
47 Id. 
48 Williams, supra note 22, at 1026. 
49 Id. 
50 Alan Grant and Emily Grant, The Bride, The Groom, and The Court: A One-Ring Circus, 35 CAP. U.L. REV. 743 
(2007). 
51 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2586. 
52 Id. 
53 Williams, supra note 22, at 1031. 



 
Because of the low standards of evidence and the broad scope of relevance, these actions became 
known as magnets for fraud and blackmail.54  A “gold-digging” woman could extort innocent men
who would rather pay significant amounts of money—potentially for the rest of their lives—rather 
than endure a public trial of their personal lives.55  If aman“calledawoman’sbluff” andproceeded
to trial, a woman could easily fabricate evidence, leaving the man in the impossible position of 
attempting to disprove a negative. 

 
This state of affairs was especially volatile and precarious because the trials would usually be heard 
by juries.56  Jury members were understandably invested in the trials and the nature of the evidence 
made the jury very impressionable.57  Juries ruled in the favor of women a significant a majority 
of the time.58  Juries progressively awarded women larger and larger sums of excessive damages. 

 
These trials tended to humiliate the parties. They also embarrassed the court and the public.  On 
the one hand, the trials spawned in the public a tabloid culture; the trials drew large crowds craving 
the spectacle of dirty laundry.  On the other hand, critics in the public were embarrassed by how 
the public was reacting—unsophisticatedly, indecently.  The courts were also embarrassed, 
viewing these trials as degrading, misrepresenting, and abusing the courtrooms and the legal 
process. The courts did not want the public to see them as a source that parties could exploit for 
questionable gains let alone for enjoyment of the spectacle crowds. 
 
c. Backlash against the Action for Breach of Promise to Marry 
 
These troubling Heart-balm causes of action culminated in two groups of reformers that led 
legislatures eventually to abolish the action for breach of a promise to marry.  The first group of 
reformers considered themselves as part of the feminist movement.59  They committed themselves 
to equality between men and women.60  The feminist reformers condemned the action for breach 
of a promise to marry because the action “ensconced marriage as the epitome of a woman’s
existence.” 61  Moreover, the action “encouraged women to use men for economic benefits rather
than to meet [women] on equal terms.” 62 

 
Second, while this first group of reformers advanced reform significantly, the second group 
appeared to push legislatures to consummate the reforms.  The second group wielded an argument 
of “anti-commodification.” 63  These reformers criticized Heart-balm torts for misunderstanding 
marriage.  The Heart-balm actions misconceived marriage in that they measured a premarital, if 
not a marital relationship, monetarily.64  The actions invaded the “sphere of intimate human

54 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2586-88. 
55 Williams, supra note 22, at 1029. 
56 Id. 
57 Id. 
58 Id. 
59 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2587. 
60 Id. 
61 Id. 
62 Id. 
63 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2588. 
64 Id. 
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relations.” 65  These arguments against commodification of marital relations not only moved 
legislatures to change, but eventually won over the courts.66 

 
A more subtle argument of anti-commodification was that the women who wrongfully brought 
these actions committed not only fraud but an offense against love and marriage by “ link[ing]
money with love.” 67  The actions were conducting “market evaluations of love,” relegating love
to “ therealm of themarket.” 68  The arguments of anti-commodification also subtly struck feminist 
tones, a much more socially dangerous enterprise for the time.  By way of example, these reformers 
presented marriageashaving been “almost an entirely economic relationship” wherewomen were
reliant if not dependent on men economically.69  Thus, abolishing the action for breach of a promise 
to marry contributed to “marriage increasingly [becoming] an affective relationship.” 70 

 
Eventually the anti-commodification reformers equated degradation of marriage with merely 
involving the law in regulation or resolution of marital issues. These reformers sought to eliminate 
” the legal regulation of marriage” so that the only remaining issue of marriage for the courts to
address would be “economic incidents of courtship, such as engagement rings.” 71  The reformers 
argued that “no legal intervention was needed;” society could rely on “ the private sphere” to
resolve the issues of a breach of a promise to marry.72  This line of reasoning went so far as to 
declarethat “womenwhoweresatisfiedby monetary judgmentsdid not deservetheir happiness”—
so much so that taking “ theissue‘public’ by bringing suit” meant that “ theallegation itself proved
thealleged harm false.” 73 
 
d. Anti-Heart-balm Acts 
 
By the 1930s, the reform movements mentioned above led legislatures not to solve the problems 
of the actions for breach of a promise to marry, but to abolish the action completely.74 Legislatures 
claimed that the abolishment promoted gender equality and adapted the law to new societal 
values.75  The story of “ reform,” however, might not read as nobly as it first appears. The causes
that ultimately led to the abolishment of the Heart-balm actions might have been merely the 
stereotype of the “overzealous” if not fraudulent women,76 not evolving societal values of 
engagement and marriage.77  Moreover, reformers against the breach of a promise to marry 
appeared to have not only exaggerated their attacks but also tainted their arguments with sexist 

65 Id. 
66 Id. 
67 Id. 
68 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2588-89. 
69 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2589. 
70 Id. 
71 Id. 
72 Id. 
73 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2590. 
74 Grant, supra note 24, at 747. 
75 Id. 
76 Id. 
77 Williams, supra note 22, at 1032. 



attitudes.78  By 1997, twenty-one states had explicitly abolished the action for breach of a promise 
to marry, and other states had imposed restrictions on the actions.79 
 
e. Initial Reaction 

 

Though legislatures largely eliminated the actions, courts still had to determine the extent to which 
the legislation applied to other premarital issues.80  Parties could still bring actions arguing that 
they fell outside the scope of the anti-Heart-balm legislation.  Particularly, parties could sue for 
harm from the loss of gifts in anticipation of marriage—“engagement gifts.” Courts were free to 
conclude that the anti-Heart-balm statutes applied to engagement gifts but some did not and at 
least one state still applies anti-Heart-balm law to this area.81 

 
Actions in premarital law still concerned broken engagements but they differed from the breach-
of-promise actions.  These actions sought to recover only the value of property that the engaged 
parties had transferred between themselves.82 

 
Once courts began to allow actions over engagement gifts, the question remained about which 
legal theory courtsshould employ. “The legal theories… in thesecaseswere just asconfused and
unconventional as the legal theories in Heart-balm actions.” 83  Different courts employed different 
theories: unjust enrichment, restitution, conditional gift.84  Yet these theories mixed different legal 
concepts—torts and contracts—just as the Heart-balm actions had done (possibly supporting the 
argument that abolishment stemmed not from criticism of the action’s sui generis but from the 
unworthiness of female plaintiffs).85 
 
IV. Doctrines of Gift Law 
 
The primary problem with engagement gifts is the question of whether engagement (or gifts made 
in contemplation of marriage) fall under traditional gift law doctrine, which states that gifts are 
“absoluteand irrevocable.” 86  A gift is a voluntary transfer of property by a donor to a donee where 
the donee exchanges no compensation for the property and the donor transferred the property not 
expecting or seeking compensation.87  Two traditional categories of gifts exist: “ inter vivos”—a 
living donor transfers property to a living donee—and “causa mortis”—a living donor commits to 
transfer property to a living donee when the donor dies which is when the property will belong to 
thedoneeunless before thedonor’sdeath thedonor revokes the gift.88 
 

78 Id. 
79 Grant, supra note 24, at 747. 
80 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2591. 
81 Georgalas v. Kilgore, 2006 Va.Cir. LEXIS 292. 
82 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2592. 
83 Id. 
84 Tushnet, supra note 17, at 2592. 
85 Id. 
86 Ruth Sarah Lee, A Legal Analysis of Romantic Gifts, 67 U. Miami L. Rev. 595, 597 2013. 
87 Lee, supra note 83, at 599. 
88 Id. 
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The traditional elements of a gift are: (1) the donor intended to transfer title in the property to the 
donee—that is, “donative intent” ; (2) the donor delivered the property to the donee—that is, 
“delivery”; and (3) the donee accepted the gift—that is, “acceptance.” 89 The nature of these 
elements attests to the fact that the law assumes “completely gratuitous gesture[s] performed out
of altruism.” 90  The law prefers to regulate “exchanges, that is, reciprocal transfers, where self-
interest can safely be assumed.” 91  Thus, the law “focuses on formality rather than substance.” 92  
These legal notions arose from the law of wills which presents itself as strict and skeptical.93 

 
The law, however, has come to distinguish gifts from contracts: gifts are a unilateral transfer of 
property essentially without consideration; contracts are unilateral or bilateral exchanges with 
consideration.94  Courts began recognizing a way to mitigate if not escape the obscure world of 
giftsby adopting an exception to traditional gift law in the concept of “conditional” gifts for inter 
vivos gifts.95  Courts seized on this law when issues of engagement gifts including rings arose.96   
 
V. Law on Engagement Rings  
 
a. Conditionality97 
 
Courts came to see engagement rings as exceptional and thus they followed an exception to 
traditional gift law to deal with the legal issues of engagement rings.98  Courts held that where a 
donor gives an engagement ring to a donee only because the parties are contemplating marriage, 
then the gift of the engagement ring is a conditional gift. That is, even if (1) the donor intended to 
transfer title in the ring to the donee, (2) the donor physically delivered the ring to the donee, and 
(3) the donee accepted the ring as a gift, the donor could still condition this otherwise traditional 
gift on the donee marrying the donor.99  In other words, the donor could subject the gift to a concept 
from contract law, theconcept of a“condition precedent”—final and full transfer of the ring to the 
donee would occur only if the donee fulfilled the condition of marrying the donor preceding the 
transfer.100  Full and final transfer meant that title in the ring “vested” in thedonee.101 
 
 
 

89 Id. 
90 Lee, supra note 83,  at 600-01. 
91 Id. 
92 Lee, supra note 83, at 601. 
93 Id. 
94 Adam D. Glassman, I Do! Or Do I? A Practical Guide to Love, Courtship, and Heartbreak in New York or
Who Gets the Ring Back Following a Broken Engagement, 12 BUFF. WOMEN’S L.J. 47 2004. 
95 Glassman, supra note 91, at 47. 
96 Tushnet, supra note 17,  at 2589-91. 
97 The concept of conditionality here generally applies to engagement gifts other than engagement rings (sometimes 
including engagement gifts from third parties on certain conditions) where the non-ring gift satisfies the elements 
discussed in this section. 
98 E.g., Pavlicic v. Vogtsberger, 136 A.2d 127 (Pa. 1957). 
99 Barbara Frazier, 
Performance Falls Short of the Altar?, 17 J.Am.Acad.Matrimonial Law. 419, 421 2001. 
100 Frazier, supra note 96, at 422. 
101 Id. 



b. Express Condition 
 
Even with the conditional gift exception, courts still had to face the question of the nature of the 
condition—namely, how does the court know or even assume that the donor transferred the gift to 
thedoneeconditionally? Frazier states that “asplit in authority exists as to whether the condition
of marriagemay arise [implicitly or explicitly].” 102  A significant minority of jurisdictions require 
donors to prove that the donor conditioned the engagement gift on marriage explicitly.103  The 
point is that the donor must show that the parties understood that the donor gave the engagement 
ring conditionally.104  (Crucially, where the courts have required a donor to show an explicit 
condition, they have ultimately yet implicitly activated a fault-based analysis of a breach to marry, 
alternately when the donor can show fault by the donee but not an express condition: hence, back 
to the days of Heart-balm statutes.)105 
 
Despite the requirement for an explicit condition, thecourtshaveallowed donorsto show that “ the
circumstances surrounding the conveyance [] express the necessary condition.” 106  A court may 
even allow the donor to show an explicit condition merely by the conduct of the parties.107 
 
c. Implied Condition 
 
The majority of jurisdictions have held, however, that if the donor transfers and the donee accepts 
an engagement ring strictly because they both anticipate marrying each other, then the exchange 
of the ring for a promise to marry implies that the parties have conditioned the gift on the parties 
going through with the marriage.  Courts recognize the implied condition because they interpret 
“ the nature and inherent symbolism of the engagement ring” 108 as signifying that the ring is 
transferred only because the donee exchanges a promise to marry for the ring—in other words, 
because the donor would not have transferred the ring unless the transfer of the ring were to cause 
the parties to expect each other to marry the other.109  Thus, under this fact pattern some courts 
argue they can sufficiently identify an implied condition when the donor transfers and the donee 
exchanges a promise to marry the donor when accepting the ring.110  Again, the crux of implied 
conditionality is “contemplation of marriage.” 111 
 
d. When the Engagement Terminates 
 
Conditionality is the bedrock of the law on engagement rings.  From here, however, courts have 
had to conceptualize yet another step in their analyses in order to rationalize to which of the parties 
a ring will go when an engagement terminates.  Courts may consider a number of factors including 
the circumstances of the termination or the policy, history, and culture of engagement, of 

102 Id. 
103 Frazier, supra note 96, at 424. 
104 Id. 
105 Id. 
106 Id. 
107 Frazier, supra note 96, at 424 n. 21, 23 (citing Linton v. Hasty, 519 N.E.2d 161 (Ind. Ct. App. 1988)). 
108 Id. 
109 Frazier, supra note 96, at 422-23. 
110 Id. 
111 Id. 
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engagement rings and similar gifts, and of legal theories inside and outside premarital and marital 
law.112 
 
e. Mutual Termination 
 
If the circumstances of the termination are that the parties mutually terminate the engagement, a 
majority of jurisdictions113 hold that the donor may recover the engagement ring.114  The question 
arises, however, of what isacourt to do if the“mutual” agreement fails to appear mutual explicitly, 
or if one of the parties denies that he or she agreed to terminate the engagement. In an Illinois case 
both the trial and appellate courts had to determine from the evidence whether the termination was 
actually mutual.115  Both courts inferred proof of the mutuality from the conduct of both parties.  
In this case, the donee continually failed to set a wedding date whenever the donor tried to do so; 
the donor asked the donee to return the ring if the donee failed to set a new wedding date; the 
doneeacted “cool” when thedonor called thedoneeacrossthecountry; thepartieslived separately
at a significant distance in different states; and the parties failed to see each other for several 
months after they had an argument about setting a new wedding date.116 

 

f. Fault 
 

Though a donor could recover an engagement ring under the rule of conditionality in the law on 
engagement rings, under thesamerule, amajority of jurisdictions formerly held that if “ thedonor
breaks the engagement, the donee has the right to possess the engagement ring or recover its 
value.” 117  One rationale of this holding was that the donor was the one who prevented the parties 
from fulfilling the condition precedent—marriage. Thus, thedonor was“at fault” for themarriage
not happening.  This rationale approximates a concept of the engagement ring as collateral or 
security for the donee; the donor gives the ring substantiating his promise to marry the donee if 
the donee will promise not to entertain any other suitors during the engagement—the ring 
operating as a token of the donor’s devotion by the donor’s willingness to let the donee keep the
ring (or receive its value) if the donor fails to go through with the marriage. “ I’m so sincere and
devoted in wanting to marry you that I’m willing to risk losing this ring in order to prove my
sincerity and devotion.” By the same rationale, under a fault-analysis if the donee terminates the 
engagement, the donor may recover the ring.118  

 
One complication is where one of the parties “causes” the other party to terminate the
engagements.  This occurs when one party acts so unacceptably to the other party that the other 
party breaks up the relationship.  In such situations, the court usually will hear arguments that one 

112 Frazier, supra note 96, at 425. That is, where “astatute or special situations requiring the application of some
paramount rule to thecontrary” doesnot supersedecase law or thecourt’sdiscretion.”  
113 E.g., Vann v. Vehrs, 633 N.E.2d 102 (Ill. Ct. App. 1994); Fierro, 465 N.W.2d 669 (Iowa Ct. App. 1990); 
McIntire, 585 N.E.2d 456; Coconis, 70 Ohio Mis. 29 (Ohio Co. 1981); Schultz v. Duitz, 69 S.W.2d 27 (Ky. 1934); 
Ruehling, 98 Pa.Super. 535 (Pa. Super Ct. 1930). 
114 Frazier, supra note 96, 425. 
115 Vann v. Vehrs, 633 N.E.2d 102 (Ill. Ct. App. 1994). 
116 Vann v. Vehrs, 633 N.E.2d 102, 105 (Ill. Ct. App. 1994). 
117 Frazier, supra note 96, 427. 
118 Frazier, supra note 96, 430. 



of the parties induced the other party to terminate the engagement and if the evidence persuades 
the court the fault can fall to the party who induced termination. 

 
By 2001, Frazier states that a majority of lower courts employed the fault analysis above.119  She 
advises, however, that “ these decisions predate[d]” other lower courts and higher courts applying
to broken engagements a “policy that [had come] to remove fault-finding from the personal-
relationship dynamics” of other parallel fields of law—the law of matrimony and divorce.120  She 
is referring to the trend that came to exclude fault from marital and other family cases such as 
divorce—the“no-fault” divorce, for example.121 

 
In the field of divorce, for example, courts felt incapable of truly determining which party was at 
fault, and they often could find instead that both parties were at fault and they could not weigh one 
party’s fault against the other party’s fault. Courts also came to believe that determining fault
unnecessarily exacerbated the negativity that the parties had to endure in a divorce; this negativity 
increased at the expense of the courts too.  Moreover, courts saw fault as an increasingly 
inappropriate normative ground on which to decide the critical issues in a divorce due to changing 
social norms.  Thus, several courts found it only logical, if not equitable, to follow this trend from 
matrimonial and divorce law—the “no-fault” trend—when they addressed contests over 
engagement rings. 
 
g. No-Fault 
 
Since about 1985, in cases of engagement rings, at least a dozen state courts have employed a 
bright-line no-fault rule.122  The rationales for the no-fault rule are arguably grounded in culture, 
which, in turn, informs the law.  First, courts note that the purpose of awarding a ring to a donee 
(almost always a woman) was based on archaic if not sexist grounds.  The ring was supposed to 
compensate a woman whose broken engagement would make her appear as “damaged goods” to
otherwise possible suitors.123  Specifically, the damage that other suitors could possibly infer were 
sexual damages—the possibility that the woman had already had a sexual relationship with her 
former fiancée and thus she was “ tainted” if not “used.” Also, the ring was supposed to
compensate the donee for the loss of economic benefits that the donor’s promise to marry
implicitly if not explicitly imparted. The ring was also supposed to compensate for any economic 
benefits the woman passed on because of the engagement. In addition, the ring would compensate 
the woman for expenses that she incurred specifically for the wedding.  Each of these rationales 
for the fault rule eventually became obsolete either because societal and political norms changed 
or because economic realities between men and women more or less equalized.124 

 
Second, courts interpreted engagements as a chance where both parties should freely reexamine 
their respective feelings for each other and survey the durability of those feelings.125  Thus, a court 

119 Frazier, supra note 96, 429. 
120 Id. 
121 Id. 
122 Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New Mexico, Ohio, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Wisconsin. 
123 Frazier, supra note 96, at 432. 
124 E.g., Aronow v. Silver, 538 A.2d 851 (N.J. Super. Ct. Ch. Div. 1987). 
125 E.g., Gaden v. Gaden, 272 N.E.2d 471 (N.Y. 1971).  See also Frazier, supra note 96, at 437. 
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could not find a party at fault merely for losing the desire to marry the other person.126  Both parties 
should havetheright to “prevent what [they] believe[] may bean unhappy marriage.” 127  A broken 
engagement serves public policy better than a broken marriage.128 

 
Third, the courts adopted no-fault rules because they deem themselves incapable and inappropriate 
to find which party (if not both parties) is at fault let alone to declare which reasons for termination 
are faulty or not.129  For one, courts130 often find motives and other mens rea too daunting and 
elusive to determine.131  The “complexity of modern relationships” intimidates judges from
undertaking fault-determinations.132  Diving into fault would only trigger acrimony unnecessarily, 
would spur parties to wage smear-campaigns against their former fiancées.133  Moreover, even if 
a court could pinpoint who terminated the engagement, courts feel unable to distinguish between 
reasons—which ones are faulty, which ones are not.  A Kansas court framed the concept of fault 
in the following way: 
 
 What is fault or the unjustifiable calling off of an engagement? By way of illustration,  
 should courts be asked to determine which of the following grounds for breaking an  
 engagement is fault or justified? (1) The parties have nothing in common; (2) one party  
 cannot stand prospective in-laws; (3) a minor child of one of the parties is hostile to and  
 will not accept the other party; (4) an adult child of one of the parties will not accept the  
 other party; (5) theparties’ pets do not get along; (6) a party was too hasty in proposing  
 or accepting the proposal; (7) the engagement was a rebound situation which is now  
 regretted; (8) one party has untidy habits that irritate the other; or (9) the parties have  
 religious difference. The list could be endless. 134 

  
The concept of fault, as can be seen in the Kansas case, raises a number of questions about the 
nuanced determination of how fault is be designated.   

 

VI. Other Benefits and Alternatives to No-Fault and Fault Rules 
 
a. Benefit: Efficiency & Incentives 
 
Courts cite the three reasons above to justify the no-fault rule: modern values about gender and 
equality; incentive to prevent “bad” marriagesand appropriateuseof theprocessand resourcesof
adjudication; and avoidance of sticky fact-finding and judgments calls about fault.  The scholarly 
literature, if not the courts themselves, applaud the no-fault rule or similar approaches for the fact 
that they seem to promise “efficiency” or “ incentives.” 135  For example, Williams suggests that a 
no-fault rule accommodates broken engagements, which is socially beneficial because breaches 
are often efficient when a party can act in a socially responsible way by ending an engagement 

126 Frazier, supra note 96, at 437. 
127 Id. 
128 Id. 
129 Frazier, supra note 96, at 433-37. 
130 Lindh v. Surman, 742 A.2d 643 (Pa.). 
131 Frazier, supra note 96, 434. 
132 Lindh v. Surman, 742 A.2d 643 (Pa.). 
133 Id. 
134 Heiman v. Parrish, 942 P.2d 631 (Kan. 1997). 
135 Grant, supra note 24, at 751-57; see also Recent Case, supra note 24, at 1876 2000.  



that portends a “bad” marriage and thus by exiting efficiently—“efficiently” meaning that aparty
can exit without having to fight over the ring or other similar engagement gifts, a prospect that 
might otherwise lead parties to go through with a “doomed” marriage.136  Moreover, Williams 
wants parties not to propose too casually let alone recklessly or unintentionally.137 
 
b. Alternatives to No-Fault 
 
1. Specific Performance 
 
First, Grant and Grant recommend that courts should follow a rule of strict performance.138  In 
other words, the court should order the parties to marry.  The idea is to use the order to marry as 
an incentive for the parties to contract around the fault or no-fault rules explicitly ex ante, or, to 
settle the matter themselves ex post.  One policy behind this recommendation is that strict 
performance will incentivize parties to take engagements far more seriously.  One rationale behind 
this recommendation is that courts should do what they can to promote a more efficient amount of 
engagements.139 Grant and Grant posit that the benefits of this rule would include: lower litigation 
costs as courts would not have to consider fault; less resources that parties would waste on broken 
engagements; likelihood that breach more likely to occur only when breach is more efficient than 
performance; and parties less likely to induce each other to break the engagement.140 

 

2. Reliance 
 
Two externalities that the no-fault rule appears most to neglect are reliance and equity. The rule 
distributes the ring or its full value to the donor and fails to award the donee any recovery when 
the donee usually has incurred the bulk of the wedding expenses.141  In other words, when the 
donor transferred the engagement ring to the donee and the donee accepted the ring by exchanging 
a promise to marry, the donor at least implicitly tasked the donee to prepare and thus incur major 
expenses for the pending wedding.142  Then, when the engagement terminates—even if the donor 
is the one who terminates the engagement—the donor gets compensated for the ring (by recovering 
the ring or its full value) and the donee gets nothing for the expenses that women (rather than men) 
tend to incur for weddings.143  This fact pattern tracks the theory of promissory estoppel exactly.144  
The donor knowingly if not intentionally induces the donee to act to the donee’s detriment. And 
under the no-fault rule, the donee receives no compensation.  The donee recovers nothing and the 
donor recovers all damages. 

 

136 Williams, supra note 22, at 1058. 
137 Williams, at 1059-1066. 
138 Grant, supra note 24, at 757. 
139 Grant, supra note 24,  at 751. 
140 Grant, supra note 24, at 757. 
141 Williams, supra note 22, at 1059-1066. 
142 Id. 
143 Id. 
144 Or “promissory estoppel.”  
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In a seminal case, Lindh, thedissent “quoted at length from theRestatement of Restitution, arguing
in favor of its equity-driven approach.” 145  Though proposing a modern rule for breaches of 
promises to marry from the Restatement of Contacts (Second), Williams’s proposal implicitly
applies to engagement gifts including rings.146  Courts could opt to apply his proposal of 
promissory estoppel in the name of restitution, reliance, or both. 
 
3. Modified No-Fault 
 
At least one proposal exists for a modified no-fault rule.147  The proposal is for the ring to go to 
the party who does not terminate the engagement.148  The claim is that: (a) a court would merely 
have to determine who terminated the engagement and (b) such a determination is “as easy to
apply as” the traditional bright-line rule of no-fault.149  The proposal only vaguely defines 
“ termination” as “the party who formally breaks the engagement” without elaborating on any
details of the concept.150  The proposal accuses the Lindh court as failing to justify the “strict no-
fault system,” conclusively quipping in a footnote that the modified rule seems “no more
satisfactory than a strict no-fault system.” 151  Thus, the proposal implies that the strict rule is no 
better than if not equal to the modified rule. 

 
The rationale of this proposal relies mostly on the arguments of “efficiency” and “ incentives”
above, doctrines of the law-and-economics theories.152  The first theory is that the court should 
burden the party who can better “estimate and control the risk of breach.” 153 The concern is that 
the no-fault rule guarantees that the donor will recover the ring and thus the rule incentivizes the 
donor to “ invest in an engagement ring [tooearly]in therelationship… beforeany real commitment
has been made.” In other words, the donor “assumes the risk,” knowing that the donee might
refuse the proposal of marriage or that the engagement will fail; therefore, equity if not logic would 
dictate that the donor should primarily shoulder the risk that he (or she) initiated by gifting a ring 
to the donee in proposing to marry. 

 
The second theory born of law and economics-based theory is that the law should to minimize 
moral hazard.154  That is, courts should discourage opportunistic or otherwise suboptimal behavior 
in peoplewho seethemselvesas“ insured against loss.” 155  Which is exactly what the no-fault rule 
does: the donor knows that no matter what he does, he will recover the ring—abuse, adultery, 
fraud. The no-fault rule incentivizes a donor to “devise schemes to reap [the] benefits” of “ the

145 Recent Case, supra note 24, at 1878. Recent Case: Property Law Pennsylvania Supreme Court Holds that 
Engagement Rings Must Be Returned Regardless of Who Broke the Engagement 113 HARV. L. REV. 1879 2000. 
146 Williams, supra note 22, at 1061, 1063, 1066-67. 
147 Recent Case: Property Law Pennsylvania Supreme Court Holds that Engagement Rings Must Be Returned 
Regardless of Who Broke the Engagement 113 HARV. L. REV. 1879 2000. 
148 Id. at 1878. 
149 Id. at 1879. 
150 Id. at 1876 (emphasis added). 
151 Lindh, supra note 131, at 647 n.3. 
152 Recent Case, supra note 148, at 1879-80. 
153 Recent Case, supra note 148, at 1880 (“with exceptions for such contingenciesas the discovery of fraud” ). 
154 Recent Case, supra note 148, at 1880-81. 
155 Id. 
155 Williams, supra note 22, at 1061, 1063, 1066-67. 



relational privileges of engagement.” 156  The modified rule claims that this moral hazard would 
“counteract whatever policy goals astrict… no-fault rule advances.” 157 

 
Another general deal breaker is “theimperfect insuranceproblem.” 158  That is, a strict no-fault rule 
fails to insure a donee (usually a woman) against the costs of an engagement wedding.159  To this 
claim proponents of the strict rule may rejoin that the donee will know about and thus factor the 
strict no-fault rule into how the donee decides to spend money on wedding expenses.160  This 
rejoinder fails to appreciatethereality that “most brides [would never think or want to think about] 
insuring against [the] possibility” of theengagement failing.161  Thus, the strict rule would impose 
disproportionate costs on female donees because they shoulder wedding expenses 
disproportionately to male donors.162 
 
VII. Proposed Legal Framework to Engagement Ring Law 
  

Courts should be militant in applying traditional gift law to pre-marital gifts.  An engagement ring 
is a gift, not conditioned upon marriage, but rather given as a token of shared love.  Proposals to 
marry are made and they are accepted—that moment of proposal is memorialized in a token or 
symbol (an engagement ring) of shared love.  If that love or trust deteriorates before the legal 
ceremony (or proceeding) of marriage, the gift should remain with the donee.   
 
A party may give other types of gifts in preparation of marriage; those gifts—whether a trip, a 
piece of personal property, or even real property—should remain with the donee.  Gift law is 
precedential and provides a clear standard easily understood by non-lawyers.  Gifts are based on 
principles of care, love, charity, or trust.  While a person may be induced by fraud to give a gift, a 
party may bring legal action based on fraud in the inducement.  However, when a gift is given, the 
expectation is that the gift will not need to be returned.   
 
VIII. Case Study on Engagement Ring and Gift Law 

 

Thefollowing casestudy providesafact pattern with which aclasscan identify therelevant issues
and advance potential solutions for purposesof discussion and debate.
 

Case Study: Who Gets the Ring? 
 

Mr. Loveless and Ms. Trusting started dating in November, 2013.  The two met online through a 
dating service, called Tinder.  The two had mutual interest in developing a relationship.  Not long 
after the two started dating, they began discussing marriage.  The two had expressly communicated 
that they wanted to marry each other and live together.  In February, 2014 the two started looking 
for an engagement ring; Mr. Loveless purchased one engagement ring with a 4.3 carat diamond 
on February 14, 2014 of the three rings Ms. Trusting had selected.  Mr. Loveless purchased the 

156 Recent Case, supra note 148, supra note 24, at 1880. 
157 Recent Case, supra note 148, at 1881. 
158 Id. 
159 Id. 
160 Id. 
161 Id. 
162 Id. 
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ring for $87,000 with his own money.  On February 14, 2014 Mr. Loveless and Ms. Trusting were 
on aValentine’s date where they met for dinner at Fancy Restaurant. Right beforedessert was to 
be served, Mr. Loveless knelt down on one knee and presented Ms. Trusting with the 4.3 carat 
diamond ring and asked, “Ms. Trusting, will you marry me?” Ms. Trusting squealed, said yes, and
reached for the ring; Mr. Loveless put the ring on her finger.  Mr. Loveless’s friend, Tom, had
been cautioning Mr. Loveless about the relationship.  Tom had planted the seed of doubt in Mr. 
Loveless’smind that Ms. Trusting may not even say, yes. As aresult, Mr. Lovelesswasprepared
not to give Ms. Trusting the ring in theevent shedenied Mr. Loveless’sproposal of marriage. To
Mr. Loveless’s delight, Ms. Trusting accepted hisproposal. 

   
While at dinner on February 14, 2014, the two decided they would marry on July 14, 2014.   
However, astheparties’ engagement developed, their relationship began to suffer.  The two pushed 
their wedding date to September 14, 2014. Prior to the parties’ engagement, Mr. Loveless hired
Ms. Trusting to work for him in his very successful and popular tech company, but now, during 
the engagement, Ms. Trusting slouched in her work assignments, if she even showed up to work.  
Mr. Loveless began to discover all kinds of lies about Ms. Trusting that Ms. Trusting concealed 
from him.  For example, Mr. Loveless discovered that Ms. Trusting had three children with three 
different men—information never revealed during the parties’ dating period. Additionally, Ms.
Trusting wrote checks to her from the company account without Mr. Loveless’s consent or
knowledge. Mr. Loveless’spersonal property turned up missing anytime Ms. Trusting stayed the 
night at Mr. Loveless’s home. When Mr. Loveless confronted Ms. Trusting, she would feign
ignorance.  On July 20, 2014, the lies and deceit became too much for the strained relationship and 
Mr. Loveless called off the engagement.  On August 1, 2014, Mr. Loveless asked for the 
engagement ring back. Ms. Trusting never responded to Mr. Loveless’s response. After multiple
other requests, Mr. Loveless finally sued Ms. Trusting in a state district court, demanding the ring 
be returned.   

 
a) Research your state’s law on the law of engagement rings. Provide the statuteand/or case
law and then explain who should get the ring and why.   
b) If your state follows conditional gift law, who should get the ring?    
c) If your state follows traditional gift law, who should get the ring? 
 
IX. Instructor’s Note 

 
The following observations serve as a proposed solution to the case study questions: 
 
Case Study Solution:  Who Gets the Ring? 

 
a. Research your state’s law on the law of engagement rings. Provide the statuteand/or case
law and then explain who should get the ring and why.   
 
1. This exercise allows students to demonstrate basic legal research.   

 
b. If your state follows conditional gift law, who should get the ring?    
 



1. This case study allows students to weigh a few competing facts.  For example, Mr. Loveless 
gives the engagement ring to Ms. Trusting after asking if she will marry him.  She says 
yes, and takes the ring. Had Ms. Trusting declined Mr. Loveless’s proposal, he was
prepared not to deliver the ring.  However, she accepted the proposal to get married, and 
as a result of that acceptance, Mr. Loveless delivered the ring to her.  Students should 
highlight the conditional nature of the proposal.  However, students should also highlight 
the issue of fault.  While Mr. Loveless called off the engagement, he called it off because 
of the deteriorating relationship, which appears to be due to Ms. Trusting’s lies and
fraudulent activity.  Students can tease out the question of fault.    

 
c. If your state follows traditional gift law, who should get the ring? 

 
1. Students should demonstrate knowledge of the elements of gift law: 1) donative intent, 2) 

delivery, and 3) acceptance.  The students should analyze the facts and these three elements 
of gift law.  However, more perceptive students should explore the question of fraud in the 
inducement—was Ms. Trusting seeking to defraud Mr. Loveless and whether or not fraud 
is a claim to require the return of the ring.  While there may be fraud, the parties did meet 
online and they had developed a relationship; it was not until after some time of dating 
(although a short time) the parties were engaged—these facts may negate the fraud theory.    
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LAW VS. SCIENCE: SHOULD LAW AS A CORE SUBJECT BE ELIMINATED AT THE U.S. ARMED 

SERVICES ACADEMIES IN FAVOR OF MORE RELEVANT STEM COURSES? 

 

By 
 

Gregory M. Huckabee, J.D., M.B.A., LL.M.* 
 

So far, therefore, as my experience goes, I am totally at variance with the 
gentleman from South Carolina.  He thinks that an army can as well be 
commanded by an ignorant as a learned man. This position I deny to be 
correct in military any more than in other affairs. There have been instances, 
it is true, both in ancient and modern history, of ignorant men, who cut a 
considerable figure in military pursuits. But experience has shewn [sic] that 
the fame acquired by such men has generally been obtained in operations 
against greater blockheads than themselves.    

                                                            General William Henry Harrison1 
 

I.  Introduction 

Alvin Toffler argues as a theme in his 1970 epic Future Shock, change is the only constant in life.2 
More than four and one-half decades have passed since Toffler made this sweeping generalization.  
Experience over that time confirms the veracity of the observation.  Although cadets at West Point 
like to humorously characterize their Academy as an institution “unhampered by two hundred
years of progress,” 3 change comes inevitably to military academies like all other educational 
institutions.   
 
The core curriculum is the academic heart of any educational institution.  Military academies are 
not titled universities as they are expected to do more than just educate their pupils.  They are 
missioned to “educate, train, and inspire” 4 distinguishing them from civilian schools of higher 
learning.  Though different in many aspects, most notably the requirement for public service upon 
graduation, their core curriculum is subject to the same requirements of civilian accrediting 
agencies.  While the academies have greater total credit requirements for graduation than most 
civilian schools, they face the same “corewar” battleswhen it comesto changein corecurriculum.
Unable to endlessly increase the ceiling graduation credit requirement, change necessitates a zero 
sum game. In order for something new to be added to the core curriculum, something old must be 
taken out.  Despite every academic department claiming their core subjects are indispensable to 

* J.D., M.B.A., M.S., M.A., LL.M.; Associate Professor of Business Law, University of South Dakota. 
1 Reg. Deb. 512 (Feb. 16, 1827), Gradual Improvement of the Navy; also quoted in John Freeman Hussey III, Naval 
Ethos: Constructing Character in the Naval Academy Debate, THE CATHOLIC UNIV. OF AMERICA, Dissertation, 
UMI Microform 3310026, Copyright 2008 by ProQuest LLC. (2008), at 94. 
2 ALVIN TOFFLER, FUTURE SHOCK, Bantam Pub., Reissue ed. (June 1, 1984); orig. pub.1970 [hereinafter TOFFLER]. 
3 Rick Atkinson, West Point Class of 1966 40th Reunion Banquet (Sep. 15, 2006).  See www.west-
point.org/class/usma1966/Reunion2006/AtkinsonSpeech.doc (last visited Oct. 7, 2015). 
4 U.S. Military Academy Mission Statement, see www.usma.edu/band/.../mission.aspx (last visited Oct. 12, 2015). 

 



theoverall educated person, thissimply cannot be true. Nothing is immutable. Toffler’s point is
well taken. 
 
STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) courses are on the march for inclusion in 
greater numbers in academy core curriculums.  In order for new STEM courses to join the 
academic heart of academy learning, predecessor courses must be reviewed for relevance, 
significance, and materiality.  One core course in common at all three military academies is law.  
Treating all core courses with the same disciplinary respect in the review process, should law as a 
core curriculum subject be eliminated at the U.S. Armed Services’ academies in favor of more 
relevant STEM courses?   
 
II. Acceleration in the College of Knowledge 

 “Knowledge is change—and accelerating knowledge-acquisition fueling the great engine of 
technology, means accelerating change.” 5  The news media, via new technologies of distribution, 
document change is a constant and bring the horror of war closer than ever to our doorsteps.  
“…[I]ndeed a growing body of reputable opinion asserts that the present moment represents
nothing less than the second great divide in human history, comparable in magnitude only with 
that first great break in historic continuity, the shift in barbarism to civilization.” 6  It might be 
argued that with the advent of global terrorism and its horrific assaults upon the innocents and lack 
of coherent legal response, there is a reversal of direction.  In a world quickly going mad, what 
role does law, in particular military law, play in structuring responses to such barbaric threats? 
Faced with a constantly changing threat environment, has the need for STEM knowledge of today 
and tomorrow outdistanced the need for law of the past? 

With respect to military training and its leadership institutions, there is a finite amount of time 
available for inculcation of new knowledge.  When balancing the priority of one core subject with 
another with respect to things, places, people, organizations, and ideas, does the need for STEM 
knowledge outweigh the need for law?  Perhaps yes, but possibly no.   
 
III. History Speaks: How Did Law Find Its Way Into the Three Armed Services Academies in 

the First Place? 
 

A. The U.S. Military Academy, West Point, New York (USMA). 

Even though he never fought in the Revolution, Thomas Jefferson merits the laurels for 
establishing the first military academy in the U.S.7 “ In 1802, President Thomas Jefferson founded 
the Academy as the first school of engineering in the country.8   The mission of the Academy then 
and now is "[t]o educate, train, and inspire the Corps of Cadets so that each graduate is a 
commissioned Leader of Character committed to the values of Duty, Honor, Country; and prepared 
for a career of professional excellence and service to the Nation as an officer in the United States 

5 TOFFLER, supra note 2, at 31.  
6 Id. at 14. 
7 An Act fixing the military peace establishment of the United States, Ch. IX, § 26-27 (Mar. 16, 1802). 
8 Amy E. Shell, The Thayer Method of Instruction at the United States Military Academy: A Modest History and a 
Modern Personal Account, PRIMUS, XII, 1 (Mar. 2002), at 28.   
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Army."9  Early regulations provided for "a course in Ethics [which] shall include Natural and 
Political Law."10  Engineering at the time was thought to be the science discipline most useful in 
warfare.11  “The study of natural and political law was intended to foster the intellectual and
cultural growth of the cadets, as well as to develop their reasoning ability and instill in them the 
basic principles of asociety based on the ruleof law.” 12   

Law, albeit “natural and political law,” made it to the head of the core curriculum line from the
start. “Tellingly, the same Act of 16 March 1802 that established the U.S. Military Academy
abolished the position of Judge Advocate of the Army.” 13   For some unidentified reason, while 
law as an academic subject was prized, the value of military lawyers was held in different regard.  
“Two years later, Congress passed a statute providing for "one Chaplain stationed at the Military
Academy at West Point who shall be Professor of Geography, History and Ethics, with the pay 
and emoluments allowed a Professor of Mathematics."” 14   Thus the responsibility for teaching 
ethics, which included law, fell to the ecclesiastic vicar.  The core curriculum, embodied in 
Academy regulations, carved out a conspicuous niche for law.     

Corecourses need texts and “The teaching of law at theAcademy began in earnest in 1821, when 
a treatise called The Law of Nations by Monsieur De Vattel, was adopted as a textbook.   
Constitutional Law was soon added.” 15  “The study of American constitutional law replaced
natural law (which emphasized international law) in 1827, but by 1838 the course of study in law 
provided for instruction in both constitutional and international law.” 16  In 1867 Toffler struck 
again when “ [t]heAcademic Board discontinued instruction in thesubjects of geography, history,
and ethics and directed the Chaplain to focus solely on the teaching of international, constitutional, 
and military law.” 17  

It is interesting to note early core subject horse-trading witnessed the importance of ethics 
exchanged for international, constitutional, and military law, all to be taught by the Chaplain no 
less.  The Chaplain continued this mission until 1874 when the Department of Law was established 
at the Academy and judge advocates assumed law instruction responsibility.18   Why the change?  
The Army and Navy Journal, which was a popular serviceperiodical at thetimenoted: “Thestudy
of the general principles of law ... and the study of the Constitution of the United States and of the 

9 The West Point Mission, U.S. MILITARY ACAD. WEST POINT, 
http://www.westpoint.edu/about/SitePages/Mission.aspx (last visited Sep. 30, 2015). 
10  Robert J. Goldstein, Over There: Teaching International and Comparative Law at West Point, ILSA J. INT’L. &
COMP. LAW, Vol. 20:2, at 265 (2014). 
11  RICK ATKINSON, THE LONG GRAY LINE (1989), at 55. 
12  Colonel Patrick Finnegan, The Study of Law as a Foundation of Leadership and Command: The History of Law 
Instruction at the United States Military Academy at West Point, 181 MIL. L. REV. 112 (2004), at 114, quoting 
Charles W. West, Department of Law, USMA, Assembly XII (Apr. 1953), at 3 [hereinafter Finnegan].  See also The 

-1975 (1976), at 27. 
13 The Army Lawyer, -1975 (1976), at 27. 
14 Finnegan, supra note 12, at 114. 
15 Goldstein, supra note 10, at 265. 
16 Finnegan, supra note 12, at 113.  
17 George B. Davis, "The Department of Law," in The Centennial of the United States Military Academy at West 
Point, New York, 1802-1902, Vol. I, 368-369 (1902). 
18 Finnegan, supra note 12, at 115. 



administration of justice in the Army ... have, since the Rebellion, become matters of primary 
importance [for] every individual holding a military commission.” 19  

Fast forward to the present 21st century. “Law is currently taught to all cadets in the form of a core 
(required) course in Constitutional and Military Law (Law 403)…, the course currently 
incorporates the teaching of basic international law largely for the purpose of teaching all cadets 
the laws of armed conflict.” 20  Since 1874 the development of the law curriculum has kept pace 
with that of military law.21   

All cadets at West Point complete the same 26 core courses.   Cadets not in one of the four major 
programs of the Electrical Engineering/Computer Science Department and not in one of the other 
engineering programs at West Point must complete an additional four core courses.  The core 
curriculum ranges from 87 credits to 99 depending on the major.22  The estimated cost of attending 
four years at West Point is $200,000-$250,000 per cadet.23 

B. The U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland (USNA). 

While the Army at the turn of the 19th century persuaded the White House and Congress it needed 
an institution to nurture a professional officer corps, arguments favoring establishment of a naval 
academy had to be made, remade, and argued again over 43 years.  As far back as the John Quincy 
Adams administration, then Secretary of the Navy Samuel L. Southard made the Navy’s case in
hissecond annual report on thestateof theNavy: “But especially someprovision should bemade
for the education and instruction of the younger officers. We have now the light of experience on 
this point in the army, and its salutary effects are very manifest.  Instruction is not less necessary 
to theNavy than theArmy.” 24   

19 Army and Navy Journal, 4 July 1874, at 745. 
20 Goldstein, supra note 10, at 262. 
21 U.S. Military Academy Academic Program Class of 2017, Curriculum and Course Descriptions, Office of the 
Dean, 17-18, 212 (2014).   Law 403.  Constitutional and Military Law is a core course.  This course studies the 
United States Constitution and the Military Justice System. Cadets will acquire information and skills in order to 
recognize and resolve constitutional and legal problems. The course provides analytical models for dealing with 
problems regarding societal and military order. Finally, the course seeks to enable the cadet to make an intelligent 
commitment to the values and preferences embodied in the Constitution and our system of military and civilian law. 
Examples from military law are used to model fundamental principles examined in the course. Significant court 
decisions are explored to support the course goals. Specific substantive areas include: separation of powers, judicial 
review, war powers, equal protection, privacy, individual rights, searches and inspections, military justice processes, 
and military criminal law.  3.5 cr. 
22 These four courses are IT305 Theory and Practice of Military Information Technology Systems, taught by this 
department to cadets in the Second Class year in addition to one of seven three-course engineering sequences chosen 
by cadets at the beginning of the Third Class year. (p. 57)   To satisfy the academic portion of these graduation 
requirements, a cadet must: Complete successfully or validate each course in the core curriculum, including the 
common core courses and a core engineering sequence; Satisfy the requirements of at least one major; Complete 
successfully 40 (30 are core) academic courses; complete successfully the eight military science courses and the 
program of Physical Education presented under the Office of the Commandant (p. 22). See 
(http://www.westpoint.edu/admissions/Shared%20Documents/Catalog_2011-12.pdf) (last visited Oct. 9, 2015). 
23 See http://usnews.nbcnews.com/_news/2013/02/14/16966278-army-wants-outspoken-west-point-cadet-to-pay-up 
(last visited Oct. 27, 2015). 
24 Samuel L. Southard. “Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1824,”  34-35. [hereinafter Southard] Quoted in John 
Freeman Hussey III, Naval Ethos: Constructing Character in the Naval Academy Debate, THE CATHOLIC 
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Meeting congressional resistance, Secretary of the Navy Southard countered with poignant  
reasons: “Educated in such aschool as it becomes the government to establish, moral  
principles are secured, good habits formed, subordination learned, honorable feelings  
encouraged and confirmed, skill acquired, science and discipline necessarily combined.” 25   
Based on practical experience, in 1836 Lieutenant Matthew Fontaine Laury, a young line officer, 
argued sea service  
 

… [e]ntertains theprospect of, and explains the need for, a Naval Academy:
I say it is the part of wisdom to provide instruction for the officers - to 
afford the means for the attainment of knowledge, practical and theoretical, 
to see that they are taught not only nautical science, but at least, so much of 
the laws of nations, as will enable them to know what are the relative rights 
of their own country, and of other nations - what our obligations, and what 
theirs.26   

It took the Barbary pirates to convince political leaders that a Naval Academy was as much in need 
as a Military Academy.27  The Naval Academy can trace its heritage to 1845, when then Secretary 
of the Navy George Bancroft founded the Naval School at Annapolis, Maryland.28   “The mission 
of the United States Naval Academy is to develop midshipmen morally, mentally and physically 
and to imbue them with the highest ideals of duty, honor, and loyalty in order to provide graduates 
who are dedicated to a career of naval service and have potential for future development in mind 
and character to assume the highest responsibilities of command, citizenship and government.” 29  
The Marine Corps is part of the Department of the Navy so potential Marine officers are trained 
there as well.  

Like the Military Academy, the curriculum at the Naval Academy had to start somewhere.  With 
an eye to the sea as opposed to land warfare, a different approach was called for.  The first Naval 
Academy Superintendent “…called for classes in mechanics, nautical surveying and naval tactics, 
as well as drawing, and he limited belletristic study to maritime law and history.” 30  Law of the 
sea arguably is as important to the naval officer as law of land warfare is to the army officer.   

Like the Military Academy, its naval counterpart evolved its law instruction from simply maritime 
law to broader legal subjects. “By the late 1850s, midshipmen studied subjects as varied as
"Descriptive Geography," composition, astronomy, "Mechanics of Liquids and Elastic Fluids," the 
"Use of Water Colors," and constitutional and international law.” 31  This too has evolved over 
time, but the Naval Academy maintains a core law course NL 400, Law for the Junior Officer, 

UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA, DISSERTATION, UMI Microform 3310026, Copyright 2008 by ProQuest LLC. (2008), 47-
48.  See http://search.proquest.com/docview/304669422 (last visited Oct. 9, 2015) [hereinafter Hussey]. 
25 Id.  Southard, at 45.  Quoted in Hussey, at 40. 
26 Id. Hussey at 150.  
27 Dennis Caplan, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and the Barbary Pirates: An Illustration of Relevant Costs for 
Decision Making,  Issues in Accounting Education, Vol. 18, No. 3, 265-269 (Aug. 2003). 
28 Hussey, supra note 24, at i. 23. 
29 http://www.usna.edu/About/mission.php (last visited Oct. 9, 2009). 
30 Hussey, supra note 24, 245-246. 
31 Official Register of the Officers and Acting Midshipmen of the United States Naval Academy, June 1858 
(Washington, DC: William A. Harris, 1858) 13-16. 



which contains a broad array of legal topics.32   This course is one of a ninety-credit core curriculum 
within a total 139-145 credit graduation requirement.33 According to the Naval Academy public 
affairs office, for FY 2008, the cost of educating a midshipman for all four years is $378,697. They 
pointed out that this number includes everything-tuition, books, fees, stipend, food, medical care, 
etc.34 

C. The U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado (USAFA). 

Arriving late to the Academy establishment party, the Air Force Academy had to wait for the Air 
Force to be created.  Originally part of the Army Air Force, the Department was established as a 
separate service in 1947 after its mesmeric growth during World War II.  While the USAFA was 
established in 1954,35 cadets did not move into the 18,500 acre site until 1958 when construction 
of the new facility was completed in Colorado Springs.  The mission of the Air Force Academy is 
to “ [E]ducate, train, and inspire men and women to become officers of character motivated to lead 
the United States Air Force in service to our nation.” 36   

Modeled after the Military Academy curriculum, law was a core subject from the start.  Today a 
three-credit course is taught during the cadets’ third class (sophomore) year. It is titled Law 220, 
Law for the Air Force Officer, providing a survey of civilian and military law.37  When examining 
the USAFA core curriculum as a component of the overall course of study, the core curriculum 

32 See http://www.usna.edu/LEL/Courses/#law. NL 400. Law for the Junior Officer. Core course. This course 
provides a broad survey of military law applicable to the junior officer. Students examine operational law concepts 
including the Law of Armed Conflict and the Law of the Sea. The course also explores a variety of military justice 
topics including constitutional issues such as search and seizure and self-incrimination, judicial and non-judicial 
forums and the administrative separation of enlisted service members from the Navy and Marine Corps. (last visited 
Oct. 9, 2015). 
33 A midshipman needs at least 15 credits/semester and 139-145 credits to graduate.  Source (USNA_Total 
Courses.ppt) Unlike most civilian universities, the Naval Academy must graduate a midshipman within four years, 
which makes the ninety-credit core curriculum—only part of the roughly 140-credit total program of study.  See 
http://www.usna.edu/InternationalProgram/_files/documents/Educating%20Warriors%20Globally%20Engaged%20
and%20Culturally%20Aware.pdf#search=core credits (last visited Oct. 6, 2015). 
34 David Ausiello, Fleming or the Supe: Whose Numbers Add Up, Jun. 25, 2010.  See 
http://navy.scout.com/story/979984-fleming-or-the-supe-whose-numbers-add-up. (last visited Oct. 5, 2015); see also 
N.Y. Times Op Ed, Bruce Fleming, The Academies March Toward Mediocrity, May 20, 2010 [hereinafter Ausiello]  
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/21/opinion/21fleming.html?pagewanted=1&_r=1 (last visited Oct. 5, 2015). 
35 Armed Forces, Pub. L. No. 325-127, § 2, 68 Stat. 47 (Apr. 1, 1954). 
36 See http://www.academyadmissions.com/about-the-academy/about-us/mission/  (last visited Oct. 6, 2015). 
37 See http://www.academyadmissions.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Courses_LegalStudies.pdf Law 220.  Law 
for Air Force Officers.  A core course introducing students to the legal knowledge and skills they will need as Air 
Force officers and educated citizens. Examines the nature of law and its role in American society and the military; 
provides an overview of the American civilian and military justice legal systems; examines selected foundational 
constitutional rights, particularly as they apply in the armed forces; and introduces substantive areas of the law that 
military officers likely will encounter in their official capacities, including criminal law, military administrative law 
and the law of armed conflict.  See also USAFA Curriculum Handbook, 2014, at 290 (2014).  Law 220S. Law for 
Air Force Officers. 3(1). A core substitute for cadets in the Academy Scholars Program, introducing them to the 
discipline of Law through readings from original classic works and appellate court opinions exploring principles 
they will apply as Air Force officers and educated citizens. Examining the nature of law and its role in American 
society and the military, the course emphasizes enrichment in critical thinking and verbal and written expression by 
addressing foundational principles of constitutional, criminal, military, and international law. Classroom discussion 
and debate are the primary pedagogies and written works are the significant assessments. Final paper, final project, 
or final exam. Sem hrs: 3 (last visited Oct. 6, 2015).    
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accounts for 101 of the 140-149 credit graduation requirement.38  The USAFA core curriculum 
consists of 32 three semester hour core courses, and five semester hours of physical education 
courses for a total of 101 semester hours of core.  The courses form an intentional, coherent whole 
which is organized developmentally to promote learning and growth in three main content areas: 
Culture and Global Awareness, Leadership and Human Behavior, and Science and Technology.39  
The total cost per USAFA graduate over four years is $444,984.40 

IV.  The Academies’ Limited Financial Resources and the Resulting Zero-Sum Game of 
Choosing Core Curriculum 

 
Education, training, and even inspiration costs money.  As noted above, education at each 
Academy far exceeds that of an $180,000 R.O.T.C. education.41  How much is too much for an 
Academy graduate?  Expanding the core curriculum for almost any purpose will require additional 
public expense.  Especially in view of congressional sequestration, the Department of Defense 
(DoD) has undertaken painful budget reduction analysis affecting the academies.42   

In terms of governance, Congress has created a Board of Visitors (BOV) for each academy that 
functions somewhat like a board of trustees charged with making annual reports to the President 
on the state of their respective academy.  Each BOV is made up of congressmen, senators, and 
national business and former military leaders. The purpose of the Board is “To inquire into the
morale and discipline, the curriculum, instruction, physical equipment, fiscal affairs, academic 
methods, and other matters relating to the Academy that the Board desires to consider."43  Hence, 
there is an intersection of curriculum, cost, and external analysis.  Their annual report is made to 
the President so it provides impartial analysis on the state of the Academy including its fiscal 
affairs.  The Academies are not exempt from ongoing fiscal scrutiny and belt tightening as 
illustrated by the USMA BOV report below. 

A reduction of an additional $6 million from the [USMA] base budget is a 
reflection of the civilian pay cut that accompanied the drawdown of 
personnel. This drawdown affected mainly administrative staff. Seventy-one 
positions were cut. Almost all personnel have been successfully placed in 
other positions, although remaining personnel may face a reduction in force 
(RIF). West Point is currently examining positions for another ten percent 
reduction to help the Army reach its budget cap and pay for required positions, 
such as installation Victim’s Advocates. To meet this target, USMA must
identify functions that it will no longer perform.44  

38 The 2014 United States Air Force Academy Board of Visitors Report to the President, at 11.  See 
http://www.usafa.af.mil/units/superintendent/bov/reports.asp 
39 USAFA Curriculum Handbook, (2014), at 81. 
40 See http://www.usafa.af.mil/information/factsheets/factsheet.asp?id=21371 (last visited Oct. 6, 2015). 
41 Ausiello, supra note 34. 
42 2012 Annual Report United States Military Academy Board of Visitors, Dec. 24, 2012, 4-5.  [hereinafter 2012 
USMA BOV Report] See https://www.google.com/?gws_rd=ssl#q=2012+U.S.+Military+Academy+BOV+Report 
(last visited Oct. 9, 2015). 
43 10 U.S.C. § 4355. 
44 2012 USMA BOV Report, supra note 42. 



Core curriculum requires faculty, staff support, and facility management, to name only a few fiscal 
needs. The 2011 USMA Board of Visitors report claimed “Funding Constraints Jeopardize
Science Education at West Point.  The likelihood of further cost pressures, unless mitigated, will 
exacerbate resource constraints that already jeopardize the Academy’s academic mission.” 45  
Faced with increasing academic resource constraints, what criteria should the academies employ 
to determine specific core course curriculum retention? 

V. Criteria for Core Curriculum Evaluation 

It has been suggested in the Introduction that core courses ought to be reviewed for relevance, 
significance, and materiality.  It is further suggested that change copeability (the speed and 
economy with which one can adapt to continual change) should also be used to determine whether 
a core subject merits retention and fiscal resources.  While every core subject such as English, 
history, modern languages, and even law will have zealous advocates arguing these subjects are 
indispensable to an educated officer, reality dictates that for any new subject to be added, a 
predecessor must be abandoned. It is argued “…[F]or education the lesson is clear: its prime
objectivemust beto increasetheindividual’ s“copeability”…—.  And the faster the rate of change, 
the more attention must bedevoted to discern the pattern of future events.” 46  Cyber warfare, and 
the knowledge skillset needed to engage in it, readily qualifies for “copeability” consideration as
a core curriculum subject.  Within the STEM realm, cyber warfare qualifies as a technology 
subject.  Do the academies recognize and endorse the additional criterion? 

VI.   Copeability as A Primary Goal in Academy Core Curriculum 

“ If technology, however, is to beregarded asagreat engine, a mighty accelerator, then knowledge 
must be regarded as its fuel.” 47  In order to make room for STEM knowledge conveyed through 
an Academy’s core curriculum, something must exit. The purpose of military academies is to
prepare officer leadersto fight and win our nation’swars. If it isall about war, then STEM subjects
must bring to the officer education table new scientific warfare knowledge that is relevant, 
significant, material, and adds copeability in a highly dynamic global environment.  This must 
promote success on the battlefield, air, and sea or the point of the exercise is of little warfare value.  
In an early core war battle on this subject 

Future President William Henry Harrison argued in a debate on the floor of 
theU.S. Senate, “Whatever theexperienceof other Generalsmay havebeen...
I can say for myself that, had it not been for the science and skill obtained at 
a Military Academy, I should probably never have enjoyed the honor of 
addressing this body.  I feel proud to say that the defense of Fort Meigs, at 
which I commanded, chiefly depended upon the scientific exertions of a man 
to whom it is due that his worth should be here attested by me.48   

45 2011 Annual Report United States Military Academy Board of Visitors, at 3.  See 
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CCQQFjABahUKEwik0p
_G57XIAhVY22MKHc8mBu0&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.usma.edu%2Fbov%2Fsiteassets%2Freports%2F2011a
r_bov.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHVeEN_OLkhfeGvcyimxzUKEYoj-A (last visited Oct. 9, 2015). 
46 TOFFLER, supra note 2, at 357. (The word copeability may not be found in your dictionary but it is spelled as is). 
47 Id. 29-30. 
48 Gradual Improvement of the Navy, 15-16 February and 2 March 1827. Reg. of Deb. United States Senate, 19th 
Cong., 2nd Sess. Washington: Gales and Seaton, 1827, at 512. From Library of Congress, A Century of Lawmaking 
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Reaching back even further in American military history, Harrison goes on to detail the losses 
during the 1812 war attributable to a lack of military science.  He poignantly argues "It was 
admitted by every military man that science in war was indispensable, and that it was far more 
essential than bravery; while bravery, without it, was never sure of success."49  In the 21st century, 
is this not even more evident?   

The core wars are a fight for the academic soul of the educated officer.  Stepping back, trying to 
identify holistically what that education should consist of, USMA graduate Ulysses S. Grant, 
president and Civil War Union Commander cryptically observed “Praising the efficiency of
Sherman’s own army on its celebrated March to the Sea [Grant] he said, “He had sixty thousand
as good soldiers as ever trod the earth; better than any European soldiers, because they not only 
worked like a machine but the machine thought.  European armies know very little [about] what 
they are fighting for, and careless.” ” 50  A thinking machine led by thinking commanders, but what 
core curriculum produces such officers?   

Initiation of armed conflict predictably has an enormous impact on the academies as their 
upcoming graduates will be vesting their lives in a life and death profession.  Facing combat and 
the horror of what that implies, graduates value their well-being like anyone.  They reflect deeply 
on what skills and knowledge they need to have to survive in an increasingly unpredictable and 
changing global environment.   

A civilian English professor at West Point reflected on this salient question after the Iraq War 
commenced: “Since the war began [Iraq], I have often wondered exactly what cadets most need,
but the rejection of the value of a liberal education in a time of war betrays the rich and vital 
connection between education and military service.” 51  This is easy for a faculty member to say 
far from the battlefields or seas that produce a modern day Armageddon, but does a liberal 
education including the study of law outweigh other more practical needs that can better be 
addressed by STEM curriculum? She concedes “ [a]long with modifications in military training
made to keep pace with current operations—learning to defuse IEDs, for instance—there have 
been adjustments to the academic curriculum such as the addition of minors in regional studies 
and in terrorism studies, in order to meet theurgent demands of theprofession.” 52   

In order to make way for these contemporary changes, older subjects had to be jettisoned.  Despite 
its headlong dive into cyber security, voices within the Navy warned, however, its intellectual 
balance was listing.   

The Navy certainly needs scientific and technological skills to maintain its 
superiority, but this should not come at the expense of the crucial, although 

for a New Nation: U.S. Congressional Documents and Debates, 1774-1875.  See http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/ampage?collId=llrd&fileName=::004/llrd004.db&recNum=4 (last visited Oct. 9, 2015); quoted in Hussey, supra 
note 24, 88-89. 
49 Id. at 514; quoted in Hussey, supra note 24, at 89. 
50 ULYSSES S, GRANT, PERSONAL MEMOIRS, Chap. LIX The Campaign in Georgia—Sherman’sMarch to the
Sea—War Anecdotes—The March on Savannah—Investment of Savannah—Capture of Savannah, at 16 (1885-86).  
See http://www.bartleby.com/1011/ (last visited Oct. 9, 2015). 
51 ELIZABETH D. SAMET, SOLDIER’S HEART: READING LITERATURE THROUGH PEACE AND WAR AT WEST POINT 
(2007), at 82. 
52 Id. at 75. 



less quantifiable, insight and skills that can only be developed through 
education in the humanities and social sciences (HUM/SS). To prepare future 
leaders for their increasing role as diplomatic peacekeepers and to bring 
much-needed intellectual diversity to the Fleet, the Navy should find a more 
equal balance between STEM and HUM/SS education, increase language 
education, and trust in core curricula to produce well-rounded officers from 
all majors.53 

 
The need for changemandatesnew thinking. With respect to theAir Force, “Aswas thecasewith
… development of the ICBM force, theseadvancescan occur efficiently and effectively only with
the guidance and vision of leaders who have a solid grounding in science and technology that 
includes technologically focused education.” 54 
 
VII.  Arguments in Favor of Adding Additional Stem Courses to the Core Curriculum 

A.  The Naval Example 

The Navy and its Academy have seized upon the subject of cyber warfare with a futuristic tenacity 
seeking to imbed this program as a core curriculum subject.  This may give them the lead in that 
“copeability” academic race.  
 

The Department of Defense has substantially increased its emphasis on the 
military’s ability to operate in acyber/information war environment…
Concurrently, the need for cyber security within the naval services requires the 
Academy to adapt its educational offerings to reflect emerging requirements that 
Academy graduatesbeprepared to takea leadership role in theNavy’s fight for
cyber security.  As a result, the Academy is undertaking several efforts to ensure 
that future graduates are invested with the skills and knowledge necessary to 
operate effectively and immediately in the cyber warfare environment... In order 
to infuse cyber warfare topics into the academic curriculum available to the entire 
student body, the Academy is pilot testing a new Fundamentals of Cyber Security 
course intended for students in any academic major.  This latter course is serving 
as a test case to explore the benefits of adding a possible new cyber security 
course to the required core curriculum for all students….55  

                                                                        
As a consequence of the pilot project, the Naval Academy implemented a change in the core 
curriculum adding cyber security courses.  With the support of Navy leadership, the Naval 
Academy modified its core academic program to include not only one, but two courses in cyber 
security.56  The core academic program required of all midshipmen now includes two courses in 

53 LT. Edward Wright, Striking the Right Balance, U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, Vol. 140, 7, 54-59 (Jul. 2014). 
54 Maj Gen Walter D. Givhan, Maj Eric D. Trias, and Maj William H. Allen, The Criticality of Defense-Focused 
Technical Education, Air & Space J., at 15 (Summer 2011) [hereinafter Givhan].  
55 The 2009 Naval Academy Board of Visitors Report to the President, at 6. [hereinafter 2009 BOV USNA Report]. 
56 The 2013 Naval Academy Board of Visitors Report to the President, at 3. 
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cyber warfare.  Both courses are considered STEM technical subjects, and provide learning 
experiences in both lectures and extensive laboratory periods.57   

The interest in STEM subjects started a tectonic reappraisal of Naval Academy curriculum with 
major revisions.  Coming from outside the Naval Academy, in October 2007 the Chief of Naval 
Personnel directed that, beginning with the graduating Class of 2013, no fewer than 65 percent of 
all graduates commissioned into the Navy from the Academy must have completed academic 
majors in STEM disciplines.  The change was aimed at addressing national expectations for this 
type of education.58    

B.  The Air Force Response 

The U.S. Air Force Academy was not immune to the same national concern. “The United States
Air Force is a service born of technology, and throughout its history, technology has remained 
central to its identity and power. From the start, visionary leaders realized the importance of 
technologically focused education to advancing airpower.” 59  Looking to the future, the Air Force 
is fixed on its rapidly changing environment.   
 

As advances in technology have led the Air Force into the new domains and 
challenges of space and cyberspace, the role of delivering defense oriented 
technical education has become even more critical. In this process, leveraging our 
network of science and technology partners to produce technically educated and 
operationally focused Airmen has proved as significant as the advances themselves.  
Because demand for these graduates continues to increase, deliberate investment in 
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education must also 
increase.60 

 
Reflecting on this topic, the 2011 USAFA BOV report noted “…Curriculum is driven by a series
of Academic Program Goals which are currently undergoing an external review to assess and 
gather feedback on whether these goals are right for thecoming years.” 61   Then USAFA Dean of 
Faculty “BG [Dana] Born presented an updateon STEM to theBOV.  
 

She stated U.S. students are falling behind in pursuing STEM type degrees in 
comparison to foreign nationals.  While international students have increased 
STEM degree pursuits by 46% the United States has only increased by 8%.  The 
National Research Council Report stated indicated that cadets should become more 
STEM cognizant, have 24-30 hours [credits] dedicated to STEM type courses.  

57 Id.  
58 2009 BOV USNA Report, supra note 55, at 8. 
59 Givhan, supra note 54, at 12. 
60 Id. Focusing on itsmilitary purpose, Air Force leadersargue “Today, as yesterday, experienced Air Force leaders
with a defense-focused technical education are essential to maintaining our military supremacy...”  
61 The 2011 United States Air Force Academy Board of Visitors Report to the President, at 150.  See 
http://www.usafa.af.mil/units/superintendent/bov/reports.asp (last visited Oct. 7, 2015). 



Currently, cadets take 45 hours related to STEM and has the highest related 
percentage of STEM graduates.62   

A year later the BOV report noted “LT GEN Gould [USAFA superintendent] praised Academy
athleticsand shared theAcademy’sfocusacrossthenext year on curriculum review.” But hewent
on to say “ that per Gen. Welsh’s request [Air Force Chief of Staff], the Academy’s leadership is 
discussing the curriculum through a clean slate concept.  For example, if we were to start fresh and 
build an Air ForceAcademy in thefuturewhat would weteach cadets?” 63  Prophetically prescient 
“Unlike air and space domains, the cost of entry to exploit cyberspace is low, yet the potential 
damage to the national security and economy is enormous. The complex cyberspace domain 
evolves at an astonishing pace.” 64  If agreement can be had that these things matter in war, then a 
deeper review is warranted to determine the depth of the STEM need.   
 

A recent report by the National Research Council of the National Academies 
identified the loss of technical competence within the Air Force as an 
underlying problem in several areas of science, engineering, and acquisitions. 
At the same time, the Report on Technology Horizons, Headquarters US Air 
Force’svision for scienceand technology, recognizesthat thecapabilitieswe
need also lie within the reach of potential adversaries because of their access 
to the same science and technology.65 

 
Almost from itsnascence, “…Gen Henry “Hap” Arnold realized that scientistsand engineerswere
the kind of people who would bring him the ideas he needed.” 66  The Air Force argues that 
“Technology is part of Airmen’s DNA.” 67  There are no proponents yet identified who claim law 
ispart of anyone’sDNA. 
 
VIII. The Thinking Officer.  What Produces Such a Person? 

This brings us back to the thinking officer.  If that is the what core courses need to produce, what 
subjects promise toproviderelevance, significance, materiality, and copeability inwinningtoday’s
wars? In defense of her current liberal education cadet graduates, USMA’s Samet argues, “ In
short, they know when to fight and when to think, when to have faith and when to doubt.” 68  While 
STEM courses offer thinking curriculum, rational thinking liberal education offers a different 

62 Memorandum For the Secretary of Defense, App. 1, Minutes of the Quarterly Regular Meeting of the Board of 
Visitors to the U.S. Air Force Academy, July 15-16, 2011, at 23 (Feb. 21, 2012).   See 
http://www.usafa.af.mil/units/superintendent/bov/reports.asp (last visited Oct. 7, 2015). 
63 Memorandum For Secretary of Defense, App. 1 Minutes of the Regular Meeting Board of Visitors (BOV) United 
States Air Force Academy (USAFA), Sep. 14-15, 2012, (May 2, 2013), at 23.  See  
http://www.usafa.af.mil/units/superintendent/bov/reports.asp (last visited Oct. 7, 2015). 
64 Givhan, supra note 54, at 13. 
65 Id. at 15. 
66 Id.    
67 Id. 15-16.  “Technology ispart of Airmen’sDNA. Our first leaders realized that fact even when the technology of 
flight was in its infancy.  They also understood the importance of defense-focused technical education to carrying 
out our mission and to sustaining the Air Force our nation needs to attain its strategic goals. Advances in science and 
technology that have led us into new domains confirm the wisdom of that vision and the necessity of doing even 
more in this regard to preserve our edgeand competitiveness.”  
68 SAMET, supra note 51, at 163. 
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context. “A disciplined, obedient officer is a fine thing, indeed an essential thing for the nation’s
defense, but a blindly obedient robot who struggles to suppress his own conscience in the face of 
mounting piles of contrary evidence is an anachronism from old imperial (or more recent fascist) 
armies….” 69  The debate between STEM vs. liberal education courses like law can be seen as 
circular and endless.  Perhaps another analytical approach is needed in developing a thinking 
officer through core curriculum.  That approach might be considered value centered.  What values 
do we seek in military officers and what core curriculum courses might be better suited to produce 
those values? 

Value turnover is now faster than ever before in history. While in the past a 
man growing up in a society could expect that its public value system would 
remain largely unchanged in his lifetime, no such assumption is warranted 
today, except perhaps in the most isolated of pre-technological communities.  
This implies temporariness in the structure of both public and personal value 
systems, and it suggests that whatever the content of values that arise to 
replace those of the industrial age, they will be shorter lived, more ephemeral 
than the values of the past…For the foreseeable future, we must anticipate
still more rapid value change.70   

 

Rapid value change—copeability surfaces again. This portends even more challenging curriculum 
subject matter analysis. “The Army is a difficult church in which to worship; it damns as it
saves.” 71  Entrustment of lives, equipment, weapons, ships, aircraft, demands a heavy commitment 
from military leaders.  What courses of study promise copeability learning?  The value and nature 
of STEM courses are obviously transient, changing with discovery of new scientific knowledge, 
principle, and application.  Law is at the other end of the spectrum.  While law certainly changes 
with societal progress, it does not develop at near the pace of STEM fields.   

What does this contribute to the “thinking officer”? Why do we not call a military academy a
university that teaches both?  Is it because an academy is fundamentally a trade school?  Reflection 
brings us back to each Academy’s mission, which revolves around the values of training, 
education, and inspiration to fight and win our nation’swars. This ismuch morethan auniversity
or trade school offers its pupils.  While universities seek to train and educate a thinking mind, what 
is the context?  It can be distinguished from the warrior ethos and purpose of a military academy.  
The context is substantially different.  Civilian institutions and their curriculum do not train their 
graduates to fight and win wars.  While R.O.T.C. programs may augment civilian educational 
programs, the mission of such institutions is contextually different in purpose.  As such, curriculum 
must be matched to context.  Knowing context should drive core curriculum, inclusion of new 
STEM courses ignite what has been labeled at some institutionsas the “corewars.”  

Since core curriculum change and STEM advocates recognize core change as a zero sum game, 
why cannot law be taught elsewhere?  All service officers are required to attend a professional 
and/or specialty training course upon graduation from an Academy.  In addition, there are annual 
training requirements involving sexual harassment, equal opportunity, Geneva Convention, and a 
litany of other subjects that might be a better forum liberating at least one 3 credit core course at 

69 Id. at 125. 
70 TOFFLER, supra note 2, at 269. 
71 SAMET, supra note 51, at 170. 



each Academy.  Such core course transition can readily provide the academic space necessary for 
STEM growth in cyber security, IED detection, drone surveillance, and anti-terrorism related 
subjects, to name only a few.  The value of law could be inculcated in a more relevant, significant, 
material, and copeable environment affording experiential learning.  After all,  

Globalization, accompanied by reliance on resources, solutions, and human 
capital outside our borders, increasingly challenges our effort to maintain 
technical dominance. Technical innovation is at risk unless we continue to 
develop an indigenous pool of scientists and engineers from which the DOD 
and Air Force can draw to meet their needs.72         

 
IX. Arguments in Favor of Maintaining Legal Instruction in the Core Curriculum 

 

With the academy nature-nurture context of martial arts, what role might law bring to the learning 
environment that cannot be matched by STEM subjects?  Unlike their college and university 
counterparts, cadets and midshipmen take an oath that serves as a prelude to their commitment to 
public service in defense of their nation. “The Constitution requires commissioned officers to
swear an oath to support and defend its principles.  Those officers must understand the meaning 
of that oath, their essential role in protecting the liberty of all citizens, and their duty to uphold and 
enforce the law in asociety and country based on the ruleof law.” 73    

Additionally, it is important to note as a matter of federal law that officers in the military wield 
extraordinary legal power.  They must understand not only the nature and limitations of this 
authority, but they must respect the concept of civilian rule of the military, and recognize their 
oath to defend the Constitution of the United States.74  In line of duty that may be unforeseen, they 
may be asked to give some important part of their life, while others will be asked to give all.  When 
should such law instruction occur—on the job or at the beginning of their officer education 
journey? 

What do cadets think of the relevance, significance, materiality, and copeability of their Academy 
law instruction? “Cadets noted that studying law developed the capacity to think logically,
stimulated intellectual curiosity, imparted a sense of values, and taught the application of 
knowledge to practical problems.” 75  Bearing in mind cadets and midshipmen are anything but 
oblivious of going into harm’s way upon graduation, “ It is also important to understand that an
officer, especially one who is likely to be deployed to a combat setting, must have carefully honed 
critical thinking skills to allow for rapid decision making.  A high level of critical thinking is 
essential in making decisions based on rules that can have life-or-death consequences.” 76  What 
role does law play?   

Lt. Gen. Frank S. Besson, Jr., a 1932 USMA graduate who served in both 
the European and Pacific Theaters during World War II, recalled the 
importanceof his instruction in law: “A knowledge of thebasic principles of

72 Givhan, supra note 54, at 14. 
73 Finnegan, supra note 12, at 131. 
74 Goldstein, supra note 10, at 266. 
75 Finnegan, supra note 12, at 120.  See also The Howitzer, Class of 1941, at 53.  
76 Goldstein, supra note 10, at 274. 
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law has been invaluable to me in my military-service. I believe that in my 
day-to-day administrative problems, no single subject taught to me at the 
Military Academy with the exception of English has been more directly 
applicable.” 77   

History can sometimes be prologue.  There is significant World War II (WWII) battlefield 
experience to underscore the relevance, significance, materiality, and copeability of law in a 
wartime setting. “West Pointers typically were the `only officers with legal training to be found 
in a unit - especially in the occupied territories.’ 78  While somewhat biased, WWII veteran Major 
Gen. Charles Decker, a 1931 USMA graduate serving as The Judge Advocate General of the Army, 
was unequivocal in his support for a strong Academy law curriculum: 

I am convinced that the study of law at West Point does contribute to the 
graduate's overall education and cultural background and does materially 
assist him in solving the military and administrative problems he encounters 
throughout his military service.  If a poll were taken of any group of West 
Point graduates I believe there would be few dissenting voices... While I 
believe the [law] course at West Point is essential for other reasons, its 
inclusion in the curriculum can be justified for its scholarly and intellectual 
values alone.79   

 
Curriculum review and consideration of deleting law as core subject has previously been 
considered at West Point.    
 

In 1963, the Superintendent, Maj. Gen. William C. Westmoreland, ordered a 
review of the law curriculum.  He formed an ad hoc committee and directed 
its members to analyze three options: maintain the curriculum as currently 
structured; increase the emphasis on legal training while reducing the 
emphasis on legal education; or provide minimal law instruction during the 
academic year under the supervision of the USMA Staff Judge Advocate 
with supplemental training during summer training periods. Although the 
orders appointing the committee directed that they make no specific 
recommendations, the committee report stated, "It would not be in the best 
interest of the United States Military Academy to reduce the current 
coverage of law."80   

 
Even though directed not to make specific recommendations, the ad hoc committee nevertheless 
chose to do so.  This courageous move makes a statement.  Perhaps another Academy graduate 
(1939) and former Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (NATO), General Andrew J. Goodpaster 

77 United States Military Academy Report of the Superintendent's Ad Hoc Committee on the Coverage of Law at the 
Military Academy (1963), Letter to the Committee from Lt. Gen. F. S. Besson, Jr., at 67.  At the time he wrote the 
letter, Besson commanded the Army Materiel Command. 
78 Keith L. Sellen, The United States Military Academy Law Department-Yesterday and Today: Purpose-Challenge-
Reward, Federal Bar News and Journal, 37 (May 1990), at 231 (quoting from the 1947 edition of the USMA 
Howitzer).   
79 Finnegan, supra note 12, at 123. 
80 Id. 122-123. 



captured the ad hoc committee’s law curriculum review reasoning. He came out of retirement in
1977 to serveas theSuperintendent of USMA insightfully observing “ I havefound over the years
that my law course was of very great value to me.... [A]n understanding of the principal structure 
of law is essential equipment for an Army officer if he is to be effective within a unit, on higher 
staff, or asamilitary representative in thehighest circlesof government.” 81  Referring to the need 
for a “ thinking” officer, General Goodpaster poignantly recounts: 

I am constantly interested to see that in important areas of the military 
profession, the fine points turn out to be the key points, and precision of 
thought is essential. Law certainly conditions and disciplines the mind in 
that direction. At the same time, an understanding of law in its relation to 
the Constitution, and hence to the process of self-government in its basic 
sense, is indispensable in the military profession within a democracy.82   

While anecdotally supportive of retaining law as a core curriculum subject, what does law offer 
the “ thinking” mind that STEM courses may not?  Do the rules in war matter?  While a rhetorical 
question, first and foremost Academy officers are being trained to be warriors on land, in the air, 
and sea.  Hence, the rules of warfare take on an elevated space in core curriculum education.   
President Herbert Hoover argued that “Education has for its object the formation of character.” 83  
In war, character matters.  USMA English professor Dr. Elizabeth Samet recounted a story 
involving one of her former students who had just completed a tour in Korea and an Army 
advanced course, finishing as a captain.  He reflected on his advance course and earlier law of war 
military instruction.   

[I]n the wake of Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo, the curriculum to him 
included insufficient instruction in just war theory and the laws of land 
warfare.  He went so far as to write an essay for his [advance] course 
advocating change. “ It beginswith an epitaph from Tennyson’s “Charge of
the Light Brigade” and ends with acall to restructure the moral-ethical 
education soldiers receive: “ In the wakeof theeventsat theAbu Ghraib
prison, the necessity of providing our soldiers comprehensive education in 
the laws and ethicsof land warfarehas never been clearer… This
instruction should aspire, not merely to teach rules and consequences, but to 
train officers to use ethical reasoning to arrive at a specific decision.  This is 
vital when no set rule clearly defines right…from wrong.” 84                                            

Reasonable minds may often disagree, but on this subject, it seems clear that law affects decisions 
in warfare, and that it’s teaching and inculcation are important.  Especially in war, rules of conduct 
matter.  Recounting the consequences of a paucity of such life and death information, Dr. Samet 
confronts the battlefield narrative from a teacher’s perspective involving another former cadet,
now a battlefield veteran.  She writes: 

81  Report of Ad Hoc Committee, 80, (Letter from Maj. Gen. Andrew J. Goodpaster).  Quoted in Finnegan, supra 
note 12, at 120.  When he wrote the letter, Goodpaster was serving as Assistant to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff.  
82 Finnegan, supra note 12, at 123. 
83 TOFFLER, supra note 2, at 369, quoting President Herbert Hoover. 
84 SAMET, supra note 51, 164-165. 
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This is precisely the challenge accepted by an officer like Captain Ian 
Fishback, whose desperate letter to Senator John McCain was published in 
the Washington Post on September 28, 2005.  Fishback, a West Point 
graduate who deployed to both Afghanistan and Iraq with the 82d Airborne 
Division, witnessed things that suggested to him only the murkiest 
understanding among some soldiers of the law of armed conflict.  Dispirited 
by his chain of command’s unwillingness or inability to clarify the rulesof
engagement, Fishback attempted to figure out for himself the rules 
governing detainee treatment.  He asked peers whom he respected, and 
when they had no answer, heasked senior officers….85 

In an environment where the rules of warfare matter greatly, a lack of not only knowledge, but 
also understanding was pervasive.  A single three-credit core law course cannot begin to address 
all the legal issues an officer will contend with on the battlefield, in the air, or high seas.  Yet it is 
a start that provides cadets and midshipmen a place to begin rationally “ thinking” about such
important topics involving war.    
 
X. Conclusion: Producing the“Thinking” Officer Armed with Relevant, Significant, Material

Knowledge, and Copeability in a Dynamic 21ST Century 

STEM courses are by definition transient in nature.  What is current today in science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics is constantly superseded by new knowledge.  While the Academy 
should be a college of knowledge of such subjects that produce the “ thinking” officer, law is not
as transient.  There are certainly developments in all legal fields, but as a subject it is not given to 
the constant change experienced by STEM courses.  Space alone is a radically changing body of 
STEM knowledge, not to mention the sea or medicine.  While each possesses basic principles, the 
evolution of STEM fields is mind-numbing.  With finite time and resources, what must the thinking 
officer of tomorrow possess? Our prior history lesson sounds a reverberating message of 
educational importance. 
 
There are immutable legal principles that speak to generations of military leaders past and yet to 
come.  The evidence from the battlefield, air, and high seas presented by generals and newly 
minted junior officers remind us that the law of war is not transient, subject to rapid redefinition.  
What we hear from far away war zones is a cry for more law instruction, not less, addressing 
application of legal principles in new war contexts reinforced by values.   
 

85 Id., 208-209. “Dan helped him to understand the rulesasbest he could, but Fishback remained frustrated that
guidelines had not been promulgated throughout the force with sufficient clarity.  He wrote to his congressman and 
then to Senator McCain about potential violations to theGeneva Convention. “ I am certain,” he informed the latter,
“ that this confusion contributed to a wide rangeof abuses including death threats, beatings, broken bones, murder,
exposure to elements, extreme forced physical exertion, hostage-taking, stripping, sleep deprivation and degrading 
treatment.” Correctly invoking the term tragedy to describe what had happened, Fishback recalled that at West 
Point hehad resolved “that my men would never commit a dishonorableact; that I would protect them from that 
type of burden. It absolutely breaks my heart that I have failed some of them in this regard.” Fishback believes in
thenecessary connection between asociety’s valuesand the way in which it fights its wars. He wrote to McCain: “ I
strongly urge you to do justice to your men and women in uniform.  Give them clear standards of conduct that 
reflect the ideals they risk their lives for.” ”  



Academics can debate endlessly the intellectual value of their core subjects.  At the end of the day, 
however, it is the battlefield, air, and high seas’ clarion call that is heard from Abu Ghraib,
Guantanamo, Syria, Iraq, Korea, the South China Sea, and Ukraine, that should capture the core 
curriculum attention.   Law as distinguished from STEM curriculum speaks to those far off places 
in a voice that regulates behavior in the most salient of purpose and activity.  Mr. Toffler 
poignantly observed in 1970 that there is a “shift in barbarism to civilization.” 86  Today it might 
be equally asserted that there is a reversal of development from civilization to barbarism.  In either 
case, is STEM or law of greater use in this contest of civilization over barbarism?   
 
Looking forward, one naval officer historically observed “Experience in today's wars has proved 
the value of the human component in war. We have learned, often painfully, that war is not a 
science project.” 87  How true.  Nevertheless, the Academies are mesmerized with the “science
project” that an extensiveSTEM corecurriculum provides. “Unfortunately, theservicesstill tend
to favor a technical rather than a humanist preparation for commissioning.  [All] services, to 
include the Navy and Air Force, should readjust the percentage of officers educated in the physical 
and thesocial sciences to favor the latter.” 88 
 
Looking back on the precipice of World War II—the most barbaric war civilization has endured, 
a prescient Military Academy group of department heads summed up the STEM vs. law contest 
well.   
 

The Academic Board has come to realize that the study of Law has special 
training values particularly useful to military men-the development of 
powers of analysis and a sense of relative values.  These developed faculties 
furnish an officer a sound basis for his “Estimate of thesituation,' so
important in a successful military career.89    

Were they wrong then or are they outdated now? 

 

86 TOFFLER, supra note 2, at 14. 
87 Wright, supra note 53, at 59. 
88 Id. 
89 The Howitzer, Class of 1941 (1941), at 53. 
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